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PREFACE 
This report of the elastic and inelastic behavior of the staggered truss framing 
system has been divided into two parts. Part I entitled, "Analysis of Dynamic 
Response," is intended to provide insight to the behavior of this structural system 
when subj ected to lateral forces . A simplified structural model of the system is 
developed and a series of five staggered truss frames are designed using the current 
Uniform Building Code seismic design provisions. These 10, 20 and 40-story 
frames were subjected to the E l Centro and 1.5 times the E l Centro 1940 NS 
accelerogram and these responses are compared. 
Part II, entitled, "Design Procedure for Earthquake Loading" proposes a 
new design procedure for the staggered truss framing system structures to be 
constructed in seismically active areas. This simple design procedure permits 
the engineer to utilize the earthquake characteristics at the proposed site in the 
building design. One forty-story structure is used as a design example. This 
example structure is subjected to the El Centro and 1.5 times the El Centro 1940 
NS accelerogram and these responses are compared to similar responses obtained 
with the UBC designed structure. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the financial support by the American Iron and 
Steel Institute through its Committee of Structural Steel Producers and Com-
mittee of Steel Plate Producers of this study conducted at The University of 
Michigan. The suggestions of the AISI Project 175 Advisory Committee were 
extremely helpful and are highly appreciated. M embers of this committee were: 
S. A. Ault J. J. K esler 
S. B. Barnes E. P. Popov 
G. V. Berg J. B. Scalzi 
H. J. D egenkolb E. B. Tryde 
P art I of this bulletin is essentially the same as the author's Ph.D. dissertation. 
In addition to those mentioned above, he desires to express his sincere gratitude to 
his research advisors Professors Glen V. Berg, Subhash C. Gocl a nd Robert D . 
Hanson for their guidance, encouragement and assist ance in the preparation of 
this report. 
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I. ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
ABSTRACT 
The work described in this report provides an insight into the behavior of the 
staggered truss framing system when subjected to earthquake forces. A simpli-
fied structural modd of the systmn is developed and a series of five staggered 
trw.;s frames are designed using the 1971 Uniform Building Code seismic pro-
VISIOnH. The response of these 10, 20 and 40 Htory frames subjected to the El 
Centro and 1.5 times the El Centro 1940 N-S accelerogram is compared. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Recently a new structural framing concept which 
is called staggered truss system (1, 12) has been 
developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. The system which was described by 
Le Messurier at the AISC Engineering Conference 
in Boston in 1966 utilizes story-deep trusses in 
alternate stories spanning the full width of the 
building and these trusses arc staggered in a 
"running bond" pattern along the length of tlw 
building, Figure 1.1. In this syst<~m, the trusses, 
in addition to carrying vertieal gravity loads, also 
resist the lateral forces. The floor system not 
only earries the direct vertical loads, but in addi-
tion, has to . act as a diaphragm to transfer the 
horizontal shear forces between stories through 
truss diagonals. Because of this double use con-
cept this system results in a lighter structure and 
provides more column-free space than a conven-
tional beam-column framed structure. The char-
acteristic open central panel in each tntss provid<'s 
an uninterrupted corridor opening at each floor 
for the Pntir<~ length of the building. 
Th<~ fin;t application of the staggPr<·d trw;s 
framing syskm was mad<~ in the <•onstruction of 
a high-ris<~ apartm<•nt building for the elderly in 
St. Paul, Minnesota. This proje<·t fPatur<'s a 
17 -story high building. The trusscH in the 
building are 50 ft long and 9 ft -! in. de<~p. Floor 
span is 22ft 8 in. whieh giv<'s -!5 ft-! in. rlear space 
between th<~ tnlHSPS. The second projeet con-
structe-d using this system is the 22-story high 
Haddison ~outh Ilotd in l\Iinn<'apolis, ~Iinnesota. 
Tlw floor span in this projPd is 1:) ft-! in. 
Tlw staggt·n·d truss framing syst<·m has h<'<'n 
awdyzPd for graYity and wind loads. B<•t·ausP 
of its appan•nt advantag<'s tlw appliC'ation of this 
eoru·<~pt to seismiC'ally a<·tiv<· ar<·as has hc<•n diH-
cusscd by a number of enginPers on the \\'est 
CoaHt. But the dynamic behavior of such a 
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framing system, particularly during a sev<'re 
earthquake, is not known to date. This has re-
stricted the possible usage of this eon<'<'pt in t}w 
smsmw areas. 
Early studies by Tung and Newmark (1:)), 
Clough (22) and Housrwr, ~Iartl'l and Alford (21) 
indicated that the story t->h<~ars in t}w <·onv<·n-
tional buildings as predi<·kd by <'lasti<' dynamic 
analysis ex<·eed gn·a tly thmw sp<'<·ifi<·d h~· Uw 
pn•sent typical building codc•s. Yl't thP lateral 
loads as spPcifi<•d in th<~ building eod<'s an· uRed to 
design the high-ris<' strneturcs lweau:,;e it results 
in pconomical clPsigns some of which have also 
withstood strong motion earthquakes in the past 
(23). Large difference between th<' predicted 
linear elastic response and the observed behavior 
of similar structures was attributed to the ability 
of the structure to dissipate energy through in-
clastic deformations of c·Prtain mPml)('rs of the~ 
struetnr<'. To dak, analytical and <'XpPriml'ntal 
studi<':,; of many authors, <'.g., Housner (:3-!), 
BPrg (2), Goel (3), Workman (-1), AndPrt->ou and 
BPrkro (5), and Hanson (2-!, 25), hav<' shown that 
most of tlw structure•:,; :,;urviY<' a strong motion 
Parthquak<' by dissipating the Parthquak<' input 
enPl'g~, inkrnally through inPlastie hyskrPtie de-
formations of <·<·rtain structural eompmwnts. 
It is expeekd that a signifieant indastie activity 
would occur in t}w strueture during a st'Y<'r<' <'arth-
quak<'. ThP main purpos<' of this r<'s<'arch is to 
inn•stigak thP indastit· sPismic l)('haxior of this 
s~·stPm cksign<'d b~· tlw <·urn·nt <'<HlP pr<H'<'<htr<'s 
(:n, :~:)). This ohj<·etiw is achit·wd by stud~·ing 
tht• infht<'IH'<' of in Plastic adion and of t lw following 
paramPkrs on tlw n·sulting s<·ismi(· n•spmts<' of 
tlw staggen'd truss framing R~'Rkm: ( 1) viscous 
damping in the :,;trueturc, (2) input ground motion 
to the structure, (:)) number of stories in the struc-
ture, (4:) width of the central panels of the trusses 
7 
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and (5) eondition in the bottom ~tory of the ~true­
tun• ( op<'n or not). Several ease~ of the staggered 
tru:-;:-; framing sy~tem, tmbjceted to either thn 
north-:-;outh component of thn El CPntro earth-
quake of 1940 ( 11) or this earthq uakc with the 
aer·d(•ration ordinatr•s increased by 1..5 times, are 
analyz<'d for this purpose. Tlw number of basic 
structurPs usPd in these eases are the following: 
(1) a 40-story ~trueture, (2) a 20-~tory standard 
structure', (:J) a 20-story structure with the width 
of tllP ePntral panels of the trusses larger than the 
width in the standard structure, ( 4) a 20-story 
structure with the bottom t->tory open and (5) 
a 10-story structure. 
D<'rivation of tlw mathematieal model for 
eomputing tlw inr•lastic dynamic responsp of tlwsP 
strur't un•:-;, suhket<-d to the horizontal r·ompow•nt 
of ground ~u·r·Pl(•ration in thr~ plarw of tlw frame, is 
a complex analytical problem because of the three-
dimensional nature of the staggered truss framing 
system caused by the staggering of the trusses in 
spaee and the larger number of structural members 
present in the system. By studying the behavior 
of a single truss under a horizontal shear force a 
simplication of the problem is achieved l5y de-
veloping a computationally economical equivalent 
truss. Using this equivalent truss, a mathemat-
ical model of the structure is developed to com-
pute its response to a prescribed base motion, as-
suming a bilinear hysteresis behavior for the key 
members in the structure. This is described in 
chapters II and III. 
The hilinear hysteresis behavior has been used 
in the past by such authors as lwan (16), Clough, 
Benuska and vVilson (14), Giberson (26) and 
Grant (27). Other types of hysteresis models 
used by some authors include clastoplastic 
and Hamberg-Osgood models. The elasto-plastic 
model has been used by Berg (2), Newmark (28), 
Penzien (29), Hanson and Fan (24), ·workman (4) 
and Husid (18) among others, and the Hamberg-
Osgood model by .Jennings (:30), Kaldjian and 
Fan (7) and Gocl (:3). Experimental t->tudies of 
Popov and Pinkney (6) show that actual hys-
krPsis lwhavior of steel flf'xural members iR doRPr 
to the Hamberg-Osgood modr~l. But for the sake 
of simplicity and eomputational <~eonomy, the 
idealized bilinear hysteresis behavior is assumed 
for the key membcrR in this research. 
The influenee of the various parameters, men-
tioned earlier, on the resulting seismie response is 
:,;tudied in Chapter IV by analyzing the computed 
respons<' of various strueturcR. The :,;ignificant 
con('}w.;ions derivr~d from the:,;e analysp:,; along with 
a hrid summary of the Rtudy are prPs<•nkd in 
( ~haptn V. 
Chapter II 
Investigation of the Truss Behavior 
General 
ThP anal~·siR of a RtaggPrPd truss framing HyRkm 
wh<•n suhjr·r·t<'rl to a strong motion <•arthquake 
i:-; a ('OmplPx prohlPm hP('a\lHP of tlw thr<'P-dimPn-
sional natun· r·aus<'d h~· stagg<'ring of tlw tntHSPs 
in :-;pa(·r·. ThP large numh<·r of :,;tnwtural nwm-
lwrs in tlw sy:-;tpm and (~onsid(•ration of thr·ir 
inr•lasti<' hystPrPsis IH'havior in tlw rPspons<• r·om-
putation add to the <·omplexity of the prohl<•m. 
In a pra<'ti<'al method of computing the dynami<~ 
8 
respont->e of sueh a system :,;omn Rimplifi('ation is 
desirahlP. 
It would lw logi<·al to PXpPet that tlw r('sponse 
of tlw staggen~d truss systPm due to an earth-
q uak<~ Pxr·i tatio n would gn•atly dPpr•tHl upon tlw 
lwhavior of it:,; individual truss('S. Tlwrr·fon·, t!H' 
hPI1avior of a singlr~ truss :,;uh.i<'r·t(•d to gravity 
loads and simulated earthquake lat<·ral frm·ps is 
first studied u:,;ing statir~ analytieal prrwPdun•. 
This study of the statie behavior of a singk truss 
Bulletin No. 26 AISI Steel Research for Construction 
under an increasing lateral force indicates the 
locations of the concentration of inelastic activity 
and the ultimate failure mechanism of the truss. 
This information is then used to formulate an 
equivalent truss having fewer members but the 
same force-deflection characteristics as the actual 
truss. This study of the static behavior of a 
single truss leading to the formulation of the sim-
plified equivalent truss is described in this chapter. 
Design of a Truss 
A typical staggered-truss framing system is 
shown in Figure 2.1. The dimensions shown in 
the figure are the ones which were used for the 
structure in this study. Two consecutive bents 
of t.russes like the ones shown in Sections A-A 
and B-B in Figure 2.1, connected with each other 
through rigid floor diaphragms, are used as one 
unit for the analysis and design of the system sub-
jected to combined gravity and lateral earth-
quake forces. Such a unit of two consecutive 
bents of trusses is considered to be representative of 
the staggered truss system for purposes of static 
and dynamic analyses. 
In order to obtain a truss and the representative 









FIGURE 2.1. ~taggered truss system 
Section C-C 
Section B-B 
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Assumed Triangular Distribution 
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(Fig. 2.2) is arbitrarily considered in this chapter. 
The truss to be designed and later investigated in 
this chapter is assumed to be located twenty floors 
below the roof of this structure. The representa-
tive dead and live loads for the structure are given 
below: 
Gravity Loads 






72 lb/sq ft 
20 lb/sq ft 
-l lb/sq ft 
2 lb/Rq ft 
8 lb/sq ft 
Heduced liv·e load = 
Total 
106 lb/sq ft 
20 lb/sq ft 
126 lb/sq ft 
Floor weight = 60 X :30 X 126/1000 
= 226.8 kips 
This total load at eaeh floor is assum<'d to lw dis-
tributed at the panel points of thP truss<'s sup-
porting the floor. Effect of the distribution of 
gravity loads lwtW<'(~ll tlw panl'l points is ('Onsid-
l'n~d nPgligihh~ l)('eause of short panel h·ngt.hs. 
Lateral Forces 
The representative lateral force for the design 
of this truss is obtained by using Uniform Building 
Code (:33) as a guide. The distribution of latPral 
9 
1~r '"k12021~ 
"t' Lateral Shear 226. 8k tp" 
9@ 6"-8" - 60'-0" I 
FIGURE 2.3. Uniformly distributed truss lateral shear 
earthquake forces, at various floor levels, is as-
sumed triangular and the horizontal design shear 
due to lateral earthquake forces, at the top chord 
level of this truss, is taken as 5% of the total weight 
of structure above this truss. This is an approxi-
mate representation of the lateral forces as speci-
fied by the Uniform Building Code for the design 
of such a structure. 
Horizontal :-;hear at top 
chord hwd of the truHR = W X N X p 
W = W£~ight per floor = 226. 8 kips 
N = number of floors above 
the trusR = 20 
p = percentage of weight = 5% 
Horizontal shear = 226.8 X 20 X 0. 05 
= 226.8 kips 
The design shear force of 226.8 kips for the truss 
in question can be assumed as uniformly dis-
tributed along the top and bottom chords of the 
truss as shown in Figure 2.3. This assumption 
is largely based upon the rigid diaphragm action 
of the floor slabs in transferring horizontal shear 
forces from one truss to the adjacent staggered 
trusses. The uniformly distributed lateral design 
Hhcar of 226.8 kips at the top chord level of the 
truHH can be equivalently represented by coneen-
trakd lateral fon~cs applied at the panel points. 
There are nine equal panels in the truss. There-
fore, (~oneentrated lateral force at each inter-
m<~diate panel point is 25.2 kips and at each end 
panel point 12.6 kips. Heactive lateral shear at 





I 9@ 6'-8" - 60'-0" 
FIGURE 2.5. Gravity design loads for the truss 
the bottom chord level of the truss is also similarly 
represented by concentrated lateral shears ap-
plied at the panel points. Figure 2.4 shows the 
free body diagram of the truss with the concen-
trated lateral shear forces shown on it. 
Axial Load Due to Overturning Moment 
Axial load in columns at the ends of the truss 
due to overturning moment caused by the lateral 
forces (as shown in Fig. 2.2) is calculated in the 
following manner: 
Overturning moment at 
the bottom chord level 
of the truss = 2 . 52 X 
21 
21 X 90 + (19.32- 2.52) X 2 X 123 
Column axial load 
Span 
Number of columns on 
each side of trusR which 
reRiRt overturning 
Co-lumn axial foree 
= 26460. 0 ft . k 
Overturning moment 




- ----· = 220. 0 kipH 
60 X 2 
Axial load in the column on left :,;ide of the truss 
(Fig. 2.4) due to overturning moment is tension 
and that on the right Hide compression. These 
column loads are also shown in Figure 2.4 on the 
free body diagram of the truss. 
Chords - Axially R1qid 
FIGURE 2.6. Truss model for calculating member forces due 
to gravity loads 
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220k 220k 
CNNI12I1ti 
=}~ 25 2k ~ . 
9@ 6'-8" - 60'-0" 
FIGURE 2.7. Truss model for calculating member forces due 
to lateral loads 
Vertical Loading on the Truss 
The calculation of the vertical loads due to 
gravity on various panel points of the truss and 
the columns at the ends is given below: 
Accumulated gravity load 
on the column in the story 
above the truss 
NXW 
4 
19 X 226.8 
4 
1080.0 kips 
where N = number of floors supported by the 
column 
W = weight per floor 
Load at the inter-
. w 
mediate panPl pomts = NP X 2 
226.8 . 
-- = 12.6 klpH 
9 X 2 
Figure 2.5 shows the free body of the truss with 
the vertical loads shown on it. 
Design of the Truss 
For the design of the truss due to gravity and 
lateral loads the top and bottom c·horcf:..; are 
treated aH continuous mcmben;, th<~ web m<>mll<'rH 
as pin-r~onnected to the r~hord memberH and the 
60'-0" 
1 UooUo "'"''"" ~ 
V = H6x09 V = ~~9 Mtv ~"to y-- Axial force =- 0 
-E :r 
"to v "to 
Mp = Plastic Moment 
Free Body of Central Panel 
FIGURE 2.9. Failure mechanism of truss 
chord members are assumed to be pin-connected 
to the eolumns. Later in this chapkr thP same 
truss is also analyzed by assuming that all mPmlH'rH 
are rigidly conneckd at their ends. It is ohHPrv<>d 
that for the sam<~ applied loadH the comput.Pd 
member forces in the two eas0s do not diff<~r signif-
icantly from each otlwr. 
Forces in the members of the truss due• to d<•sign 
gravity and lateral loads are calC'ulat<•d sPparatcly. 
For analysis due to gravity loads th<' truss is sup-
ported on rollers at the (mds of the bottom ehord 
as shown in Figure 2.6. V ertieal end reactions 
are carried by columns as axial loads. In a 
staggered truss system the floor slabs must be 
structurally connected to the ehord memben; of 
the trusses for effective transfer of horizontal 
shears between the staggered trusses. It would, 
therefore, be reasonable to assume tlw ('hord m<'m-
bers of the tnlHSCH as axially rigid so that any 
momPnts in tlw columns dw• to axial ddormation 
of tlw chord mPml)('rs ean be ignon•d. 
Figure 2.7 shows tlw trui"ls :-;uhject.Pd to latPral 
de~ign loadt5 only. For caleulating tlw forc·p:-; in 
Origin of a member is the lower of node numbers at its ends and the terminal point is the 
higher node number at the other end. Node numbers are shown in brackets while the member 
numbers are shown without. 
FIGURE 2X Node and member numbering system 
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TABLE 2.1 Design of the Columns and the Chords of the Truss 
Size/Yield 
Member ---Design Gravity Load-~ -Design Lateral Load ( + or - )~ Design Gravity + Design Lateral Stress = 
Mo MT Axial 36 ksi No. Mo MT Axial Mo MT Axial 
1 0.0 0.0 -1186 0.0 0.0 254.0 0.0 0.0 -1440 W14X193 
2 !l.O -2.9 73 -0.4 -1.9 12.7 9.4 -4.8 86 W10X54 
:~ 2.9 -4.1 130 1.9 10.9 12.1 4.8 -Hi.O 142 W10XIi4 
4 4.1 -4.8 167 -10.9 -60.4 15.0 15.0 -65.2 182 W10X54 
[j 4.8 -4 .• ~ 186 60.4 60.4 0.0 65.2 -65.2 186 WIOX54 
6 4.8 -4.1 167 -60.4 -10.9 -15.0 65.2 -Hi.O 182 W10X54 
7 4.1 -2.9 130 10.9 1.9 -12.1 l.'J.O -4.8 142 WlOX54 
8 2.!) -9.0 73 -1.9 -0.4 -12.7 4.8 -9.4 86 WIOXG4 
9 0.0 0.0 -1186 0.0 0.0 -2!)4.0 0.0 0.0 -1440 W14X193 
10 -4.1 4.5 -1:30 -2.9 -0.7 13.1 -7.0 !i.2 -14:3 W14X54 
11 4.1 -:L6 -167 2.9 10.6 10.2 7.0 -14.2 177 W14X54 
12 :L6 -:L6 -186 -10.6 -fi3.0 2.'>.2 -14.2 -56.6 -211 W14X54 
1:3 :ui -:L6 -186 53.0 53.0 0.0 56.6 -56.6 -186 W14X!i4 
14 3.6 -:L6 -186 -!)3.0 -10.6 -2.5.2 !i6.6 -14.2 -212 W14Xii4 
1f> :L6 -4.1 -167 10.6 2.9 -10.2 14.2 -7.0 177 W14XM 
16 4.1 -4.!i -130 -2.9 -0.7 -13.1 7.0 -.5.2 -143 W14X54 
17 0.0 -4.!i -n 0.0 0.7 12.5 0.0 -5.2 -86 W14X54 
18 0.0 4.5 -n 0.0 0.7 -12 .. '5 0.0 5.2 -86 W14X54 
19 -9.0 0.0 0 0.4 0.0 12.6 -9.4 0.0 13 W14X54 
20 !). 0 0.0 0 0.4 0.0 -12.6 9.4 0.0 -13 W14X54 
M0 = Moment at origin, ,"rf T = moment at terminal, moment in ft.k and axial Force in kips. 
various members due to these lateral loads a hinge 
support is provided under the left column and a 
roller support under the right column. Bending 
moments in the eolumns can be assumed negligible 
for the following two reasons: 
1. BPeanse the chords and the end diagonals 
of the truss are assumed to be pin-connected to the 
C'olumns there is no moment transfer to the columns 
from the members of the truss. 
2. In the staggered truss framing system the 
design lateral loads are almost entirely resisted by 
the trusses. The shear forces in the columns arc 
very small resulting in very insignificant end 
moments. 
Design of the Members of the Truss 
Tlw truss was analyzed separately for the dm;ign 
gravity and lakral loads as shown <~arlicr in 
Figures 2. ti and 2. 7, respeeti vely. The Htandard 
din·ct stiffnpss method (R) is used for this analysis. 
The nnml)('ring of the members and tlw joints is 
shown in Figure 2.8 and the member fon~eH due 
~ = cry X z T - - --
~y = Yield Stress 
Z = PL1stic Sec-
t~on Modulus 





FlU UHE 2.1 0. J<~lasto-plastic form of bilinear moment rotation 
hystere~is 
12 
to various loading conditions are given in Tables 
2.1 and 2.2. The moments are given in ft-kips 
and the axial forces in kips. Clockwise moments 
are taken positive whereas negative moments are 
counterclockwise. Positive axial force indicates 
tension in the member, whereas negative sign in-
dicates compression. 
The design of the chord members and the 
columns (Table 2.1) was based on allowable stress 
design procedure recommended in the current 
AISC Specifications (31). The following two 
criteria were used to design these members: 
TABLE 2.2 Design of the Web Members of the Truss 
Design Design Design Tube Size/ 
Mem- Design Lateral Gravity + Gravity + Yield ber Gravity Load Design Ultimate Stre8s = 
No. Load (+or-) Lateral Lateral :Jfl ksi 
-~---·---·-- --------~---- -----------
21 122.!1 -42.1 l(j!). () 271.!1 liX!iX"/s 
22 sx.r. :34.:l -122.X -210.0 !iX(iX"/• 
2:l \)ii. :l -4:L4 1:3x. 7 24!1.1 (iX!iX"/s 
24 -62.!) :l2. {j -HG.!'i -17H.I tiX6X"/• 
2!i (i2. (j -:37.4 100.0 I!J4.X HXHX"/s 
2() 
-:37.8 42.7 XO.!i -IHX.H 6X6X"/s 
27 :n.2 -67.5 !J8. 7 270.2 6X6X"/s 
2S -12.6 2.'5.!) -:lS.l -102.!) 6Xux•;. 
2!) 
-12.6 -2!i.fi -:~s.1 -102.!! 6X6X 1/, 
:lO :n.2 67.5 !)8.7 270.2 HX6X 3/s 
:ll -a7.8 -42.7 -80.!i -1H8.X 6X6X 3/s 
:32 62.6 :37.4 100.0 l!l4.X 6X6X 3/s 
:l:3 -62.!) -:32.6 -!lr..!i -17X.I (iX6X"/• 
a4 !)!) . :3 4:L4 1:38.7 24!!.1 (iX()X"/• 
:3!i -S8 .fi -:l4.:l -122.H -210.0 !iX()X"/• 
ati 122.!! 42.1 1nr..o 271.\J liXtiX"/• 
Ultimate Lateral Load = R X Design Latem1 Load, where U = 
(2M1,)/(Ml + M,), in whieh M 1 and fl.[2 are end moments of the top 
and bottom chords, respectively, in the central panel due to design 
lateral load, and Mp is the plastie moment cap<t<'ity of these members. 
Again R = 2 X 201/53.0 + 60.4 = 3.54. Axial forc-es given in the 
table are in kips. 
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Case ul vl Gl u2 v g M M M M Load No. 2 2 1 2 3 4 in in rad in in rad ft.k ft.k ft.k ft.k 
Design 
Lat.Load Case 1 .1114 .0166 .0010 .1114 -.0166 .0010 53.0 53.0 60.4 60.4 
(See 
Case 1) 
Case 2 .1088 .0166 .0010 .1088 -.0166 .0010 52.9 52.9 60.2 60.2 
See Tables 2.1 and 2.2 for sizes 
Horizontal displ. 
of node 1 
Vertical displ. 
of node 1 
e1 Rotation of node 1 
M Moment at the ends 
of the members of 
the central panel 
Case 1 
Top and Bottom Chords are Axially 
Otherwise Case 2 is Identical to 
<F==[>} = 25. 2k 
..,..-- }= 12.6k 
FIGURE 2.11. Actual truss and the truss with axially rigid 
chords 
1. Member should be able to carry forces due 
to the gravity loads without exceeding the allow-
able stresses as specified in Sections 1.5 and 1.6 of 
the AISC Specifications. 
2. Member should be able to carry forces due 
to the combined gravity and design lateral load:,; 
without exceeding the allowable Htres:,;e:,; times 
1.:~:~ as specified in Section 1.5.6 of the above 
specifiea tions. 
In addition to the above criteria a third condi-
tion was also used for the design of the web mem-
bers of the truss (Table 2.2). This is explained 
in the following: 
Under an increasing lateral load H, as shown in 
Figure 2.9, both ends of the bottom chord m<~mber 
in the central panel reach thPir plastic momPnt 
capacity Rimultaneously. In tlw Htud~, of thiH 
sing!<~ truss daHto-plaHti<' moment-rotation rela-
tionship (Fig. 2.10), which is the Himplest form of 
a bilinear moment-rotation behavior, is assum<'d to 
represent the inelastic behavior of the chord mem-
bers in the central panel. After the formation 
of plastic hinges in the bottom chord, a slight in-
Seismic Behavior of Staggered Truss Framing Systems 
Case 2 
crease in lateral load H causes the 1wxt plastic 
hinges to form simultaneously at th<' Pnds of the 
top chord memlwr in tlw central panel. \Ylwn 
this condition is rea<'hed the truss cannot tak<' any 
more increase in th<~ lateral load II lw<'ause the 
central pand of tlw truss <'annot takP any mor<' in-
ereaRe in the v<'rti<·al shear V, Figur<' 2.H. This 
Htrc::-;H condition is the failure m<'<·hanism of the 
trus:::;, and the tru:,;:::; will d<'form without any fur-
ther increase in the lateral load. 
r- See Tables 2.1 and 2.2 for sizes 
.;_-=--~..p}= 2r)./;. 
"~:-~-=-~}= 12.bk 
" 7.5 'k 
~ 1.7k 
FIGUHI~ 2.12. Truss with rigid conneetiom; 
13 
In order of the truss to reach the failure condi-
tion as described above it is essential that the web 
members maintain their strength and stiffness up 
to this point. Therefore, the third criterion used 
in the design of the web members was that the 
buckling (32) (in case of compression) or the yield 
capacity (in case of tension) of a web member must 
be more than the maximum combined forces which 
the web member will be called upon to carry. 
These maximum combined forces were obtained 
by adding the member forces due to ultimate 
lateral load which causes the failure mechanism in 
the truss and those due to design gravity loads. 
This procedure assures that under an increasing 
lateral dynamic force the only locations where 
inelasticity would occur are the ends of the central 
portion of the top and the bottom chords while the 
rest of the truss would stay elastic. 
Behavior of the Truss under Lateral Loads 
The design of a typical truss was presented in 
the preceding sections. The web members were 
so designed that under an increasing lateral load 
the truss would fail due to the formation of plastic 
hinges in the chord members of the central panel. 
The behavior of this truss under an increasing 
0 
I 
Point of Inflection 
FIGUHE 2.1:1. Forces in the columnA due to rigid connections 
14 
13 = ~~ X Il, 
Sym. 
F = Arbitrary Force 
Actual Truss A = Area 
I = Moment of Inertia 
Il 
A8 = (A3 + A4 + A5 + A6) co 5 G, 
coso(. 14 = _..u_ cos-<, 
Modification Factor "MF" = Lateral Deflect~on of Node B 
Lateral Deflect1on of Node A 
Estimated Truss 
IS = MF X Il, 16 = MF X 13, A9 = MF X A8, 17 = MF x !4 
Equivalent Truss 
FIGURE 2.14. Actual and equivalent truss 
lateral load is further studied to explore the possi-
bility of formulating a simpler model which will 
have fewer degrees of freedom but retains the 
load-deflection characteristics of the original truss. 
Let us first consider the following two cases: 
Case 1-This is the truss which was designed 
earlier. The member forces and deflections at 
the end nodes due to the design lateral load are 
computed by taking the actual eross sectional 
properties of the members. These are shown in 
Figure 2.11 and Table 2.~~. 
Case 2-Is idcntieal to Case 1 with respect to 
the lateral load applied and the member properties 
of the truss, except that the top and bottom 
chords are considered axially rigid. The axial 
rigidity of the top and the bottom chords, in Case 
2, was simulated by using the eross-seetional area 
for the chords as 10,000 sq in. inskad of their 
actual areas of 15.9 sq in. Variom; fon~es in the 
truss members and the displaenm£mts at the end 
nodes are shown in Figur<~ 2.11 and Table 2.:~. 
A comparison of the two eas£~t-l shows that the 
forces in the truss members and the end displaec-
mcnts arc almost identical to each other. Thus, 
the chord members of the truss can be com;idered 
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TABLE 2.3 Forces in the Truss Members 
Member Caset Case 2 ase 3 
No. Mo MT Axial M. MT Axial Mo MT Axial 
1 0.0 0.0 254.0 0.0 0.0 253.9 -7.8 -8.4 251.8 
2 -0.4 -1.9 12.7 -0.4 -1.9 12.3 -0.6 0 . .'5 15.5 
3 1.9 10.9 12.1 1.9 11.0 11.7 4.6 10.3 13.5 
4 -10.9 -60.4 15.0 -11.0 -60.2 14.7 -7.8 -48.0 15.7 
5 60.4 60.4 0.0 60.2 60.2 0.0 64.0 64.0 0.0 
6 -60.4 -10.9 -15.0 -60.2 -11.0 -15.2 -48.0 -7.8 -15.7 
7 10.9 1.9 -12.1 11.0 1.9 -12.2 10.3 4.6 -13.5 
8 -1.9 -0.4 -12.7 -1.9 -0.4 -12.8 0.5 -0.6 -1.'5.5 
9 0.0 0.0 -254.0 0.0 0.0 -253.9 -7.8 -8.4 -251.8 
10 -2.9 -0.7 13.1 -2.9 -0.7 13.2 -0.5 -0.2 10.9 
11 2.9 10.6 10.2 2.9 10.7 10.1 5.3 11.7 9.1 
12 -10.6 -53.0 25.2 -10.7 -52.9 25.1 7.0 -43.4 23.1 
13 53.0 53.0 0.0 52.9 52.9 0.0 52.8 .'52.8 0.0 
14 -53.0 -10.6 -25.2 -52.9 -10.7 -25.0 -43.4 -7.0 -23.1 
15 10.6 2.9 -10.2 10.7 2.9 -10.2 11.7 5.3 -9.1 
16 -2.9 -0.7 -13.1 -2.9 -0.7 -13.3 -0.4 -0.2 -10.9 
17 0.0 0.7 12.5 0.0 0.7 12.2 15.8 5.5 8.9 
18 0.0 0.7 -12.5 0.0 0.7 -12.3 1.'5.8 5.5 -8.9 
19 0.4 0.0 12.6 0.4 0.0 12.1 5.4 15.9 12.5 
20 0.4 0.0 -12.6 0.4 0.0 -12.6 5.4 15.9 -12.5 
21 0.0 0.0 -42.1 0.0 0.0 -42.0 -0 . .'5 -1.4 -35.8 
22 0.0 0.0 34.3 0.0 0.0 34.2 -3.4 -3.4 31.8 
23 0.0 0.0 -43.4 0.0 0.0 -43.4 -1.9 -1.9 -44.0 
24 0.0 0.0 32.6 0.0 0.0 32 . .'5 -3.3 -3.2 32.!) 
25 0.0 0.0 -37.4 0.0 0.0 -37.3 -1.6 -1.1 -37.8 
26 0.0 0.0 42.7 0.0 0.0 42.6 -1..') -1.4 40.8 
27 0.0 0.0 -67.5 0.0 0.0 -67.4 -3.3 -6.5 -64.1 
28 0.0 0.0 2.'5 . .'5 0.0 0.0 2.'5.4 -9.:3 -!J.6 23.4 
29 0.0 0.0 -2.'5 . .'5 0.0 0.0 -25.4 -9.3 -!J.6 -23.4 
30 0.0 0.0 67 . .'5 0.0 0.0 67.4 -3.:3 -6 .. ') 64.1 
31 0.0 0.0 -42.7 0.0 0.0 -42.6 -1.5 -1.;} -40.8 
32 0.0 0.0 37.4 0.0 0.0 37.:3 -1.6 -1.1 37.8 
33 0.0 0.0 -32.6 0.0 0.0 -32.5 -:3.3 -3.2 -32.9 
34 0.0 0.0 43.4 0.0 0.0 43.4 -1.9 -1.9 44.0 
35 0.0 0.0 -34.3 0.0 0.0 -34.2 -3.4 -3.4 -31.9 
36 0.0 0.0 42.1 0.0 0.0 42.0 -0.5 -1.4 3.'5.8 
M 0 = Moment at origin, M T = moment at terminal, moment in ft.k and axial force in kips. 
as axially rigid when the truss is subjected to 
lateral deformation. This would reduce the lateral 
degrees of freedom of the staggered truss system to 
one per floor. 
Another case, called Case 3, is also shown in 
Table 2.3 along with Cases 1 and 2. This case 
(Fig. 2.12) is identical to Case 1 insofar as the 
applied loading and the member sizes of the truss 
are concerned. The only difference is that all 
the joints in Case 3 are rigid, i.e., the web mem-
bers in Case 3 are rigidly connected with the 
chords and the chords are also rigidly connected 
with the building columns. It will be noticed 
that, unlike Cases 1 and 2, the columns in this 
case are shown with a shear force and end mo-
ments. The procedure used to approximate this 
moment and shear is as follows: 
The approximate deformed state of the struc-
ture~, subjected to the de;,;ign lateral loads and in 
the neighborhood of the building columns on the 
left side of the truss, is shown in the form of a free 
body diagram (Fig. 2.13). It is thought that the 
moments in the columns are predominantly due to 
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the rigid connections of the chords with the 
columns. 
Writing the equation for moment equilibrium 
at the node 1 (Fig. 2.13) 
life + Mel = ili r + M r1 (2.1) 
l.IJ Tl is negligible lweause thP hPnding stiffne;,;;,; of 
the diagonal member is relativdy small as com-
pared to that of chords. Therefore 
(2.2) 
Because the bending stiffnesses of the columns 
above and below the node will not differ too much 
from each other, 
(:2.3) 
Hence 
If the points of inflection in the eolumns are as-
sumed at the mid story height, then 
') 





ul vl Ql u2 
in in rad in 
Actual 




.0098 .00429 .4627 Truss 
Actual 
Truss .0099 .0655 .00009 .0099 
Y1 =1000k Equiv. 
.0098 .0656 .00009 .0098 Truss 
Actual 
Truss .0099 0 .00009 .0099 
Y 2=-lOOcf Equiv. 
Truss .0098 0 .00009 .0098 
14xl93 
FIGURE 2.15(a). Elastic condition 
The column moments and shears at all four corner 
nodes of the truss were approximated in the above 
manner. ThPse column moments and shears 
WNP applied as loads along with the design lateral 
load to obtain the forces in the truss members. 
A 2-<'y<·le ikrative pro<~<~dure was ns<~d to ap-
proximate the values of <'olumn moments and 
siH·ars (M c's and V/s) for the four corner nodes 
of tlw truss. In the first c·yde, forces in the~ mem-
IH'rs of the truss of Fignn~ 2.12 were found due to 
the design lateral load only. The 111 /H and Vc'H 
at the <'orn<'r nodeH an• neglected in this cyde. 
In tlw He•c•<md <'Y<'le, Af/H for the four corner nodeH 
we~rc~ taken as one half the eorreHponding Jl.f 1''1-1 
(of the first <'ycle), and V/s WPre <·aleulated from 
M /s rEq. (2.4) ]. Th<'s<' M /s and V/s, for the 
sc·<·mHl <'.vc·le, W<'W appli<~d as load~-1 along with the 
d<'sign latc·ral load to obtain the final forc·ps in the 
truss mc·mhe·rs. Th<'HC final for<'<'s in the trus~-1 
m<'mberH did approximatdy satisfy the above 
relations of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.:3) at all the corner 
node•H of the~ truss. The loading on the truss 
16 
v2 Q2 Ml M2 M3 M4 
in rad ft.k ft .k ft.k ft.k 
-.0099 .00425 233 233 266 266 
-.0098 .00423 232 232 268 268 
0 .00009 0 0 0 0 
0 .00009 0 0 0 0 
-.0655 
.00009 0 0 0 0 
-.0656 
.00009 0 0 0 0 
I=339.9 in4 
shown in Figure 2.12 is the final loading which was 
used for Cycle 2. 
Comparing the membc~r fon~cs in Case 3 with 
those of Case 1 (Table 2.:3) it is observed that 
there is no f'ignifieant difference in the two. There-
fore~, tlw chord members of the truss ean he con-
sidered as pin-eonrwcted to tlw columns. 
The Equivalent Truss 
It has been 1-1hown in tlw pn~ceding; sections 
that the failure of the truHs occurs by the forma-
tion of plastic hinges in the chords of the central 
panel while the rest of the truss remains elastic. 
Thi~-1 Hug;gests that the ela1-1tie portion of the truss 
<'an be representc~d by an equivalent tru:o;s having 
fewer members. Figun~ 2.14 shows tlw intuitive 
mdhod of deriving tlw equivaknt truss that waH 
usml in this study. The prop<~rtie~s whic~h Uw 
equivalent truss has to have to he equivalent to 
the actual truss subjected to lakral loads are t}w 
following: 
1. Stiffness of the aetual truss and the cquiva-
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Load 
ul vl Ql u2 
Struct. in in rad in 
Actual 
.6111 .0098 .00565 .6099 Truss 
F =lOOOk 
Equiv. 
.5979 .0098 .00553 .5967 Truss 
Actual 
.0098 Truss .0655 .00009 .0098 
Y1=1000k Equiv. 
Truss .0098 .0656 .00009 .0098 
Actual 
.0098 Truss 0 .00009 .0098 
k Y2=-1000 Equiv. 
Truss .0098 0 .00009 .0098 
FIGUltE 2.1.'i(b). Top chord inelastic condition 
lent truss ;-;hould be the same with resped to the 
forces applied at th<~ir corner nodes. 
2. 1\loment;-; at the ends of the central portion 
of the chords should match between the aetual 
tru:,;s and the <~quivalent trust-> when tlw tnt;-;s<es 
ar<~ :,;uhjedccl to fon·es at the <·.onwr nod<'s. 
First, an estimated trus:,; i;-; d<'riv<'d in the fol-
lowing manrwr: 
Tlw b<mding :,;tiffnes;-;cs (I/L) of the segm<'ntt-> of 
the top chord <·onnectcd to the central panel in 
the estimated truss (members 37 and :38) an~ made 
equal to the bending stiffncsses of the corr<'-
sponding segm<~nt:,; of the top chord of the aetual 
truss (m<'mlwrs 12 and 1-!). This is dmw to 
match approximately the rotation of nmks 8 and 
10 of the a<·tual truss with tlw rotation of nod<'S 
21 and 22 of tlw cstimakd truss wlwn th<' truss<'s 
an' suh.i<'<"kd to lakralload. 
The sum of the an'as of tlH' diagonals of th<' 
actual truss (A:~ + A4: + A.') + AG) multiplied 
by eos 8 is mad<' equal to tlw area A8 of the di-
agonal of the <'stimated truss multipli<'d by eos n 
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v2 92 Ml M2 M3 M4 
in rad ft.k ft.k ft.k ft.k 
-.0098 .00563 0 0 500 499 
-.0098 .00551 0 0 500 500 
0 .00009 0 0 0 0 
0 .00009 0 0 0 0 
-.0655 .00009 0 0 0 0 
-. 0656 .00009 0 0 0 0 
in ordc~r to match approximately th<' lat<'ral stiff-
ness of the actual truss with that of tlw <'st.imakd 
truss. 
::\Tom<'nt carrying mpacity of tlw bottom d10rd 
in tlw <'stimat<'d truss is maintain<'d b)· making 
th<' <'<'ntral portion of thP dwrd (nwm\H'r t.l) 
<·cmtinuous with th<' diagonals (nwmlH'rs l2 and 
-l:~). Il<'r<' again, th<' lH'nding stiffn<'ss<'s of nwm-
bcrs -+2 and 4:>) of th<' <'stimakd truss an' mad<' 
<'qual to thos<' of Ill<'Inl)('rs -! and (i, r<'sp<'cti vely, 
of the actual truss, be<·aus<' Inl'mlwrs 4:2 and 4::3 
of the e;-;timat<'d truss an' r<'pla<"ing nwmlwrs -t 
and {) of the a<·tual tn1ss. This, again, is dorw to 
mat<'h approximately tlw rotation of nod<'s ~) and 
12 of th<' a<"tual truss to that of nod<'s 2>\ a1Hl 2-.1 
of the <'stimakd truss when th<' truss<'s an' suh-
jl'dl'd to lateral load. 
In th<' final skp, a modifi<·ation fact.or is l'ai<-u-
lat<'d whi<·h (Fig. 2.14:) n'pn's('llts tlH' diffPn'lH'<' 
betwl'<'n the latl~ral stiffrwstl of tlw a<"tual truss 
and that of the ('stimatl'd truss with r<'spect to tlH' 
lakral load appli<'d at th<' corner nmk. There-
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ul vl 81 u2 Load Struct. 
in in rad in 
Actual 
.6549 .0099 .00606 .6536 Truss 
F =lOOOk 
Equiv. 
.6429 .0098 .00595 .6417 Truss 
Actual 
.0099 .0655 .00009 .0099 Truss 
Y1 =1000k Equiv. 
.0098 .0655 .00009 .0098 Truss 
Actual 
.0099 0 .00009 .0099 Truss k Y2=-1000 
Equiv. 
.0098 0 .00009 .0098 Truss 
FIGURE 2.1.5(c). Bottom chord inelastic condition 
fore, the equivalent truss, having the same lateral 
stiffness as the actual truss, is obtained by modi-
fying the member properties of the estimated 
truss. Only thoRe memlwrs which are contrib-
uting to tlw lateral :-;tiffneRR of the estimated 
tniHH ar<~ modified. The eolumn:-; and t}w vertieal 
w<'i> meml><~r:-; of t.h<~ e:-;timated tru:-;:-; are not sig-
nifi<·antly <~ontrihuting to the lateral stiffnes:-; of the 
tru:-;s and, therefore, are not modified. 
The :-;tiffne:-;s of the tru:-;s with reHpeet to tlw 
vertical loads applied at the corner nodes auto-
matically matehes between the aetual truss and 
the equivalent tru:-;s, beeause any vertical load 
put on the corner node:-; iR almost entirely carried 
hy th<' eolumns as axialloadH. 
Tlw equival<'nt tniHH aR Rhown in Figure 2.14 
Rati:-;fip:-; the ahov<~ two <~rit<~ria in all of the fol-
lowing four po:-;sihle stre:-;s <·onclitionR: 
18 
(a) Tlw tniHH is da:-;tie. 
(h) The ends of the bottom ehorcl membms of 
the~ f'entral panel are plastic and the reHt 
of the truHR is elastic. 
v2 82 Ml M2 M3 M4 
in rad ft.k ft.k ft.k ft.k 
-.0099 .00604 499 499 0 0 
-.0098 .00593 500 500 0 0 
0 .00009 0 0 0 0 
0 .00009 0 0 0 0 
-.0655 .00009 0 0 0 0 
-.0656 .00009 0 0 0 0 
(c) The ends of the top chord member of the 
central panel are plastic while the rest 
of the truss is elastic. 
(d) The ends of both the top and the bottom 
chord members arc plastic and the rest of 
the trm.;s is elastic. 
Figures 2.15 (a), (b) and (<~) show the dos<~ 
agreement betwe<m different eonditiom.; of the 
aetual truss and the <~quival<~nt tru:-;s with respc~et 
to their stiffness and tlw mom<~nts in the central 
panel. The member sizes of the aetual truss used 
in these figures are the Harne as given in Tables 
2.1 and 2.2. The member sizeH of the equivalent 
trusR arc shown in Figure 2.15 (a). Plastie 
hingcR, in these figures, have been replaeed by 
frietionless hingeH he<~ause in the in<~r<~mental 
analysis, whid1 is used in this study and discussed 
in Chapter Ill, th<~ plastie hing<~s aw rcpr<~sent<~d 
by frietionle:-;s hinges for the interval of time in 
whieh the ends of the member are plasti<~. 
Another parameter whieh must mateh between 
the actual truss and the equivalent truss is the 
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rotation at the plastic hinges. This automatically 
matches in the stress condition (d) which is con-
sidered to be the predominant inelastic stress con-
dition of the trusses when the staggc>red truss 
framing system is responding to a strong earth-
quake. 
Effect of Vertical Inertia Forces on the 
Truss Response 
During an earthquake, whenever the lateral 
inertia force at the top of any truss of the stag-
gered truss system is different than at the bottom, 
there is an angular acceleration in the truss. This 
angular acceleration causes the distributed masR 
of the truss floors to produce vertical inertia 
forces on the truss. The effect of such vertical 
forces on tlw lateral dynamic response of the truss, 
and therefore, on the structure as a whole is 
negligible as shown in the following approximate 
analysis: 
Figure 2.16 shows the arbitrary 23-story struc-
ture which was earlier l:'hown in l<'ignre 2.2. In 
this figure, the lateral earthquak<~ forces, at various 
floor levels, arc assumed to have triangular distri-
bution. This is based on the fact that for an 
idcaliz<~d uniform building vibrating in th<~ domi-
nant fundam<'ntal mod<', the shape of the ddlec-
tion curve is t'SI:'entially a straight line (:36), zero 
at tlw bottom and maximum ddleetion at the top 
of structure. If the mass is uniformly distrihut<'<l 
ov<~r tlw height, the multipl<~ of the equal masses 
times the linear defkdion results in a triangular 
distribution of lateral forces, zero at the bottom 
and maximum at the top. The clastic analysi;; 
of a 20-story stagger<'d truss buil<ling d<'sigrwd b~, 
th<' code proc<'dun' (:n, :3:3) and suh.i<'d.ed to 1.!) 
tinws tll<' 1•:1 ( '<'ntro earthquak<' is pn's<'nkd in 
Chapter IV (Figs. ~A to +.{i). Tlw maximum 
lakral floor displae<'m<~nts lFig. ~.(i (h)\ indicak 
that the a;;sumption of triangular distribution of 
!a teral defl<'ction~ or forc<'s is not too far from the 
computed response. 
The magnitude of the lateral forc<'t' shown in 
Figure 2.1 () is the :-;am<' as Ul:'<'d <'arli<'r in tlw de-
sign of tlw single tru:-;s, Figur<' 2.2. Ilmn'Y<'r, it 
should b<' not<'d that tlH' df<'<·t of Y<'rtical in<'rtia 
forc<'s r<'latiY(' to tlw d'f!'ci of lat<'ral in<'rtia for<'<' 
on Lh<' lat<'ral dynami<· n'spons<' of a truss is in-
d<'JWtHl<'nL of t lw intensity of tlw assunwd tri-
angularly distributed lakral fon·<'S and that th<' 
absolute valtt<' of this <'l'f<'<'t on all til<' truss<'S in 
the stnwtun' is tlw ~am<'. This will lw cl<'ar from 
the calculations which follow. 
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FH~lTHE 2.\G. Vertirnl inertia fon·p~ 
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Thf' dPsignlateralloads of Figur<' 2.1() ar<' shown 
as lateral in<'rtia forc<'S -fund.ions of floor l<'Y<'l 
!a tcral a<'<'<'l<'ra tions and rnast't's. Th<' arhi tra ry 
truss chost'n for inY<'stigation IH'r<' is t IH' same as 
h<-fore - ih<' mH' in tlw 20th story from th<' top. 
lkcaus<' of t h<' diff<'r<'tl<"<' in t.h<' !a kral a<'<'<'IPra tions 
of tlw top and tlw hott om of ih<' truss u~n - i~l)' 
th<T<' \Yill lH' an angular a<'<'<'IPration (ii) in th<' 
truss. This angular a<'c<'leration must's th<' dis-
tributed mass of tlw tru:-;1:' floors to mm'<' up and 
down, thus giYing rise to V<'rti<'al inertia for<'<'s, 
In an attempt to e:-;timat<' the Y<'rti<'al in<'rtia 
forc<'s ott th<' trul:'s, th<' portions of th<' tru:-;s to th<' 
l<'ft imd to th<' right of th<' <"<'ntnd pan<'l an' a:-;-
sunwd rigid. Tl1is facilitat<'s t h<' <'al<'ulations for 
t IH' Y<'fti<·al a<·cd<'rations f and mak<':-; it posc;ibl<' 
to consid<'r th<' Y<Ttical inl'rtia for<'<'s as <'otl<'t'n-
tratc'd forc<'s at tl 1<' <'nds of th<' <'<'II 1 ntl pa nd with 
appropriat<~ dist.ribut<'d floor mas:-; cont'idt'r<'d at' 
<'Oll<'cntrate<l mat'ti at thos<' points. The <'on-
<'<'ntrated mass (me) at <'ach of tlw four !'nd points 
of th<' central pand is tak<'n <'qual to mw-<>ighth 
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ul vl Gl u2 
Load Struct. in in rad in 
Equiv. 
.1088 .0166 .0166 .1088 F+Yl +Y 2 Truss 
Equiv. 
.0005 0 y3 IS Truss 
Forces Associated with Lateral Inertia 
are F, Y1 and Y2 
0 
Forces Associated with Vertical Inertia 
are y 3 •s 
FIGURE 2.17. Effect of vertical inertia forces 
.0005 
of t.hP total floor mass and the eorn~sponding 
vNtical irwrtia foree tlwn becomes mJ7• 
FigurP 2.17 shows thn important forces and dis-
placempnts of the truss due to the lateral design 
load and tlw estimated vertical inertia forces 
sPparatdy. It is noted that the forces and dis-
v2 G2 Ml M2 M3 M4 
in rad ft.k ft.k ft.k ft.k 
-.0166 .0010 53 53 60 60 
0 0 .9 .9 .9 .9 
placements due to the vertical inertia forces arc 
insignificantly small when compared to those due 
to the lateral design load. Therefore, the effect 
of vertical inertia forces on the lateral dynamic 
response of the trusses and, therefore, the struc-
ture as a whole can be ignored without causing 
any appreciable error in the results. 
Chapter Ill 
Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis 
Structural Model 
The dynamic analysis of the staggered truss 
framing :-;y:-;km when :-;ubjceted to lateral earth-
quake Pxcitation is based on two consecutive bents 
of tru:-;:-;ps like the on<>s shown in Sections A-A 
and B-B in Fignr<~ 2.1. It wa~-; point<~d out earlier 
that two stwh <'Olli'iP<~utive hPnts taken as mw unit 
an· n·pn·sPntat.ive of the :-;taggen~d tru:-;s :-;ystem 
suhjPct.ed to lakral fon·es. Lateral displace-
ment:-; at eal'h floor levPl for both the bents are 
assumed to be equal at any given instant of time 
because the floor acts as a rigid diaphragm. 
zo 
Both the bents are symmetrical about their 
centerline and the stresses due to gravity load in 
the truss members affecting the nonlinear dy-
namic response of the system arc negligibly small. 
Therefore, only the left half of each bent is con-
sidered in modeling the structure for computing 
the nonlinear lateral n~Hponsc~. The actual trusHeH 
are, of course, replaced by the equivalent trusses 
having fewer members but equal lateral stiffrws:-;. 
The midpoints of the ehord member:-; in eentral 
open panels have zero momentH, zero vertieal 
displaeements but non-zero horizontal displace-
ments. A roller support at these points, therefore, 
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N No. of Floors 
(2N+l) Structure - A 
FIGURE 3.1. Node numbers and degrees of freedom 
would adequately represent the continuity arross 
the centerline in the real strueture. The chord 
members of the truss are assumPd to be pin-<·on-
ncct<~d to th<~ columns lwcause no signifieant gain in 
stiffness or strength of the truss<~s is rPaliz('(l if the 
eonnectiom; are considered rigid. This was shown 
earlier in Chapt<~r II. Figure ;{.1 shows the lPft 
halves of the bents with floors eonneeted by rigid 
links representing the action of rigid floor dia-
phragms. This model was used in this study to 
compute the lateral respons<~ of the staggen•d truss 
framing system wlH•n subjp<·ted to a prescrilwd base 
motion. The hPnt having no truss in tlw lowPst 
story is call('(l structure' A and thP one with tlw 
truss in the bottom story Stmcture B, Figure· :{.1. 
Gravity weight of tlw roof of Stnwture B is 
assumed to he carried by the truss below. This 
is achiPv<•d by supporting tlw roof on the rolumns 
provided over the panel points of the truss below. 
This arrangement of carrying the roof load was 
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SN-3 
( 2N+l) Structure - B 
usPd in an adual stagg<'rPd truss building (1 ). 
Axial <kformation of thP roof girekr is assumPd 
negligihl<' and tlw girdPr is assunwd pin-<·omwd.<•d 
to th<' building f'olmnns. 
Tlw building columns at tlw ground fioor lPYPl 
are assumPd fixPd lw<·aus<' of PIH'asem<·nts of tlw 
columns b~· has<'ment <'OJH•rete walls and pilaster!-\. 
Assumptions and the Method of Analysis 
It wai"\ shown in Chapter II that \dwn a typi<·al 
truss is suhjPcted to an increasing horizontal shear 
forcP, tlw <·hord nwmll<'rs of th<' <·entral pand 
yield forming a failure· nwchauism in tlw trus~. 
Thus, tlw inda~ti(• actiYity in tlw tnli"\S<'~ ii"\ 1'<'-
strict<>d to tlwse <·ent.ral pand nwmlwrs onl~·. 
Analy~is of t lw staggPr<'d truss framing s~·i"\t<·m for 
lateral and graYit~· forc<'s also shmwd that tlw 
eolnmns arP primaril~· axial for('e carrying mPm-
hers with small momPnt:,;; (12). For the inelastic 
dynamic analysis of the staggered truss framing 
21 
~vst<·m it i~ therefore assumed that all members 
<'~<·<•pt tlw ehords in the central panel of the truss 
n·main <·lastif·. Th<~ moment-rotation behavior 
at the ends of the~e eentral panel members is 
as:-;umed to l)(' of the bilinear hysteretic type with 
the :-;tifl'nes~ in tlw yield region tak<:n as 5% of 
th<: Plastic stiffness, Figun: :3.2. Similar repre-
sPntation of tlw momPnt-rotation lwhavior has 
been used by others (5, 18) also. The assumption 
of ~mall ~tiffne~~ in the yield region doe;:; not have 
any ~ignifieant effect on the dcrivation of tlw 
equivalent tru:-;~ becau:-;e this hysteresis is very 
clo~<' to the Plasto-plastie hyt-Jteresis for which thf: 
equivalen.t truss has been l'heeked in Chapter II. 
The dynamic n•sponsc of the staggered truss 
framing ~y~t<:m is computed by using the above 
id<•alizecl ~trncturc. The mass of the structure 
is assmned to be lumped at the floor levels. The 
ba~e <•xcitation is the horizontal component of 
ground aecelPration in the plane of the frame. 
The~<· assumptions rcduee the dynami<: degn:es 
of freedom of the structure to N, when: N is the 
number of ~torie~. Tlw N equations of lateral 
motion of tlw ~tructun: can he written in matrix 
form as 







diagonal matrix of floor masses 
V<'('tor of latr:ral acederations of floor 
masses rclativr: to base 
vector of lateral vdociti<:~ of floor 
masses rdative to base 
[C] viscous damping matrix 
l Rj vector of r<'storing forees at the floor 
mas~<·s 
l I\ unit vector, having all thf: cntrir:s equal 
to 1; and 
0 ground acf'dnration 
The ahov<' equations of motion an: int.Pgrated 
hy a fourth-onkr Hunge-Kutta (15, 20) numr~rif'al 
procedure. The: n•sponsc of tlw strndure at th<~ 
Pncl of a time ~kp is obtained hy adding to tlw 
re~ponse at th<~ beginning of th<: time ;-;tr:p the 
ehangr•:-; ('Omputed during the time interval. In 
Pad! timr· int<•rval the strueturc is a~:·mmcd to h<~ 
lit}('arly <·lasti<·. But the stiffness of the :-;truetun· 
i~ modifif•d at the <·nd of a timr· ;.;tcp if a f'hang<' 
in tlw ~tat<· of stn·~~ (from da~tif' to pla~tie or 
vi('<' versa) of any nwrnber i~ dd<·r·t<~d. Th<· 
f'omputation of the inf'r<'mental nodal deforma-
tion~ and member forecs in eaeh time ::-;tep i::-; done 






FIC~lTTn; :~.2. Bilinear mnmCil!-rotalion hystercRis 
In computing thr: increm<mtal restoring forces at 
th<: floor masses the dfect of axial force on the 
lateral stiffness of the columns, the P-1:!. r~ffed, is 
included. 
The siz<: of tlw normal time step wa~ taken as 
one-third of the highest mod<~ periorl of tlw dastic 
structure. llow<:ver, when a ehange in the ~tre:,;s 
condition (from cla~tie to plastic or vi<~e versa) of 
one or mon: members in tlw ~trudnre was C'll-
eountercd in a time ~tep the program would go 
haek to the beginning of that step, divide the 
normal time step by :~ and resnm<: computation 
with the n~duc<~d siz<: of thr: timr· :-;tcp. This re-
duced time ~tep was maintaiw·d until a change in 
the ~tress f'ondition of the mr:mh<:rs wa~ dekded 
again. Th<: stiffne~~ of the ~trudun· would thr:n 
he modified af'f'ordingly, Uw ti mr~ ~t<·p re~ton:d 
to normal and the <~omputation would proceed. 
Thi:-; IlK<' of th<· dual ~ize of tinw ~kp gave very 
:-;ati:-;faetory ~tahility and a<·r·ural'y of the num<~rieal 
solution. llowr~ver, the following two criteria 
were applied to ehr:f'k thr~ a<·curar·y of tlw re-
~ponse computations: 
1. Equilibrium of forl'<'S at th<' joint~ in tlw 
ddormed stnl<'tur<' was u~<·d to dH'l'k the ~tatie 
involvf'd in th<~ analy~is and wa~ appli<'d in tlw 
initial tPsting of th<: r·omputr·r program. 
2. Thr~ etwrgy input to the ~Lnwtun· at any 
instant can h<: <~ompu kd by in t<>grati ng tlH· 
produet of ha~e ~!war and ground vdoeity. Thi;:; 
must f'heek with thr~ sum of the di~:-;ipated energy 
up to that instant plu;:; the recoverable strain 
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energy and the kinetic energy present in the struc-
ture at that instant. This energy check was ap-
plied throughout the response computations and 
the difference was found to be within 17-2% 
which was considered satisfactory. 
Some features of the method of analysis for 
computing the lateral dynamic response of the 
staggered truss system are presented below. 
These relate to the structural stiffness matrix, 
the vector of restoring forces, the energy compo-
nents in the structure and the viscous damping 
matrix in a given time interval. 
The structural stiffness matrices for both 
Structures A and B, for a given time step, are as-
sembled separately by combining the elemental 
stiffness of the individual members. The total 
degrees of freedom in each structure are equal to 
five times the number of floors, this includes one 
degree of lateral freedom at each floor. The mem-
bers whose elemental stiffnesses are involved in 
the merging process are top chords, bottom chords, 
diagonals, vertical web members, columns and 
the chord members in the central panel. The 
elemental stiffnesses of the top chords, bottom 
chords, diagonals and vertical web members are 
appropriately chosen from the ones given in Hef. 
8, while that of the chord members of the central 
panel and the column with P-jj. effect are shown 
in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. It may be 
mentioned here that the value of P to be used in 
the column elemental stiffness is due to gravity 
load only. The axial forces in the columns at any 
floor level due to lateral motion are equal and 
opposite at the two ends of the trusses, and there-
fore, their effect on lateral restoring fon~es at the 
floor masses is neutralized. Stiffness matrixes of 
Structures A and B remain unaltered for the suc-
cessive time steps until a change in the stress con-
dition of one or mon~ members is detected. 
At the Pnd of a given time interval or a sub-step 
of Runge-Kutta technique, the vector (R} of re-
storing forces at the floor masses is computed in 
the following manner: 
Ld ( Ll.r} 
L<'t [ Ml} 
Thm ( R} 
Wlwre [RoJ 
be th<' v~~ctor of change in lat<•ml displace-
mPnt of floor ma:-~scs relativ<' to base in tlw 
giv<'n tinw int<>rval. Thi:-~ V<'etor for tlw 
interval i:-~ eompukd by int<'grating Eq. 
(:U). 
lw tlw v<'ctor of <'hang<' in n~:-~toring fure<'H 
a:-~:-~ociat<'d with ( Llx}. 
= ( Ro} + ( Ml} (3.2) 
vector of re:-~toring forces at thE' bP-
ginning of the time interval. 
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in elastic region 
1n yield region 
E = Modulus of Elasticity 
FIUURE :L~. l•]emenlal sliffne,.;,.; of dHml member" Ill the 
eentml panel 
The proeedurP used to evaluate the vector 
[ b:.R} is given below: 
LPt [KA], the strudural ,;tiffnp:-;:-; matrix of Struetun· A 
for tlw givPn timP intNval, b<· \HittPn a:-~ 
[ KAu KA~1 
The matrix equation of cquilihrimn for this stnw-
tnn' ean be cxprPHsPd as 
where 
!M~'Ad vector of ehange in horizontal node 
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Column Member P- 6. Effect 
12EI.6.+ PL B 
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FWlTRE :L4. Elemental stiffness of columns including P-~ effect 
l t:.F A2\ = vedor of change in vertical and 
rotational node force~ in the given 
interval 
tt:.AYe} vector of rhangc in vertical and ro-
tational node di~placement~ in the 
given interval 
Expanding Eq. (:).:))into submatrixe~ gives: 
i ~FAd [KAu]( ~.r} + [KA~~H ~An} (:~.4) 
: ~FJL\ [KA ~~I~ ~:rl + [KA ~~ H ~A }'0} (:~.!i) 
Sill('<' tlw vertir~al and rotational inertia fon~r~s 
at all thl~ nodes an~ being ignon~d in tlw analy~is, 
{ t:.FA2} = ( 0 l and Eq. (:3.5) hecomps: 
[KAdl ~AYe} = -[KAnJI ~x} 
This ~et of equations is solved for l t:.A Ye l u~ing 
the nwthod given in Hef. 17 and the computed 
value of the V<'l'tor i,; substituted in Eq. (:3.4) to 
l'alr-ulatc~ the valm· of j6.PA 1 }. In a ,;imilar \vay, 
\·ahw of jt:.FBI}, the Vl't'tor of c~hange in hori-
zontal node fon·r•s in the given interval for Strtll'-
t ure B, ac;scwiated with ! t:.x} is also f''>mpukd. 
::\ow, ~~H} = lt:.FAd + lt:.FBd 
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of each time ~kp, n~quires various r~omponents 
of the struc~tural l~nergy to lw computed. The~<~ 
componlmts, a~ mentioned earlier, are strain erwrgy 
in the various members of the strueture, disRipatcd 
lmergy, kinetic l~nergy and earthquake input 
energy. Various formula~ used to compute the 
different components are given below: 
8H = strain r•nprgy at any tim<' 
I~ T 2 L 
8h' in a colnrnn = (M 12 + 111/ - M 1M i) -:1· 'I + .JA-J-1' h ~ ~ , 
88 in tlw top d10rd mPrnbN 
(if~ I 
'f'2J~ 
88 in tlw VPrtir~al mPmbpr = 
'2A H 
8/~' in tlH· ehord rrwrnbPrs of 
tiH· r·r·nt.ral paiH•l 
111 [, 2 /j 
()gf 
axial force in the nwmlwr 
mom<mt at the right (~nd of the member 
moment at the ldt end of tlw member 




MLs = ~~~=~~a~t the left end at start of the time 
.1M = Increment in the moment at the left end in 
L the time interval 
~9 = Increment in the left end rotation in the 
time interval 
FIUUHE :Li. Incremental dissipated energy at the left end of 
t.he chord members of central panel 
Total strain e•ncrgy in the stru<"tme at a g1ven 
in:-;tant of time~ i:-; the :-;urn of the strain e•Jwrgw:-; 
in it:-; varion:-; member:-;. 
In an interval of time when the ldt end of a 
chord me~mher of tlw central pand is going through 
plastie de~formation it is di:-;siy,>ating e•nergy and the 
energy dissipated by the memlwr in this int<"rval is 




( /::,.J.lfL) (t:.e - O.O;i !::.0) M Ls + 2 
hystere:-;i:-; Pnergy di:-;:-;ipated in the in-
tc•rval 
ine·rc·nwnt in tlw lc·ft end rotation in th<" 
time~ interval 
monwnt at th<" lC'ft C'nd at the beginning 
of the time interval 
!J..M L = ine·rement in the moment at the kft 
end in the time' inte-rval 
ThC' sum of su<"h energi<'H dis:-;ipakd in all the· prl'-
C'e,ding intervab i:-; the total en<'rgy di:-;:-;ipated up 
to an instant of tim<'. 
Th<' kine·ti<' e·n<'I"KV at a give•n instant of tinw 
for a give•n floor mass is equal to one•-half of tlw 
rna:-;:-; multi pi ied by square of the· absol uk n•loc·i ty 
of the~ mass or 




lateral floor vdo<"ity relative to ground 
ground veloC"ity 
m = floor mass 
Total kinc~tie energy in the stru<"ture at a giYen 
in:-;tant is the :-;urn of such energies for all tlw 
floors. 
The earthquake input energy into the struC"ture 
up to a given instant is obtained hy integrating 
the product of base shear and ground veloeity 
with respect to time; tlw duration of the time 
being from the start of the ground motion to thC' 




EIE = -lot vedt 
earthquake input energy 
base shear 
The viseou:-; damping matrix [Cl usc•d Ill Eq. 
(:3.1) wa:-; obtairwd in tlw follmYing malllwr: 
Let ['Ai.j\X} + [CJl.X} + [K][X} = o (:3.6) 
be the equations of motion for frc·e vibration of tlw 
ela:-;ti<" :-;tnl<'tun•. 
Transforming Eq. (:Ui) into modal form, 
['Ji.j[<P][q} + [C][<I>Jlq} + [K][<Pl[q} = 0 (3.7) 
where [ q l, l q l and l q l arc• the n•ctors of modal 
aece~krationR, vc•lo<"ities and di:-;placenwnts and 
[<P] = matrix of modal eigenvectorR. 
Equation (:).7) c·an be rewritten as: 
[q} + [<P]-I['M.._] -I[C][<Pl[q} + [<P]-I['M.._J-I[KJ[<Pl[q} 
= 0 
or [q} + [<P]- 1 ['M.j- 1 [C]l<Pl[q} + ~wj[q} = 0 (3.8) 
where ['wj = Diagonal matrix of natural fre-
quencies. For damped system, coefficient of 
{ql in Eq. (3.8) is equal to ['2B...] ['wj, where 
['B.J = Diagonal matrix of fraction of critical 
damping in various modes. 
Therefore, from Equation (:~.8) 
[<I> ]-1 ['M.j -I [C ][ <P) = r2Bj ['"wj 
or [C] = ['M.j[<P]2~B.j['"wj[<P]- 1 
Response Parameters 
The paranwtc·r:-; used to d<"snilw t he• iw•lastic· 
IH'lut\·ior of th<" staggc·r<"d tru:-;:-; framing s~·st<·m 
:-;uhjec·tc>d to an earthquake• motion call he· divided 
into the following thrc·e~ groups: 
1. :\Iaximum forces in tlw struc-ture. 
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2. :\1aximum lateral displacements of the 
story levels. 
:~. Maximum inkrnal deformations at the 
ends of chord mPmbers in the central panel 
of the trusses. 
The paramPters included in the first group are 
tlw maximum compressive forces in the columns, 
th<' maximum momPnts in the columns, the max-
imum slwars in the stories, the maximum over-
turning momemts in the stories and the maximum 
floor l<>v<>l aeeelerations. The comparison of the 
maximum dynamic forces in a column with its 
yield eapaeity signify the margin of safety in the 
design of the column, whereas the other maximum 
forees of this group indicate the severity of dy-
namic magnification of these forces in the struc-
ture during an earthquake as compared to the de-
sign forces. 
Tlw second group of parameters includes the 
maximum latcral displacements of the floor levels, 
the floor to floor diRplacements and the time his-
tory of the lakral displacements of the roof. The 
maximum lateral displacementR are significant 
for comparing the maximum lateral displacements 
of thc structures of various heights and for eval-
uating; the amount of building separation re-
quired. On thP other hand, the floor to floor 
displaeemcntR give an indication of the possible 
damage to the nonstructural components. The 
time history of the lateral displacement of the 
roof is useful in indicating whether the maximum 
responsP had occurred within the aecelerogram 
time used. 
The paramcters of the third group are the max-
imum rotations at the enclR of ehord members in 
the <·e•ntral panels and the~ energy dissipated by 
thPsc m<'mhe-rs through hyskretie~ deformations. 
TheH<' parame•tcrs arc~ vPry significant heeau:-;e 
the·y give an e•stimak of the ductility require-
nwnts of thPse memlwrs. 
Another param<'tcr studied i:-; the time history 
of the input energy to the structure. The energy 
is exprPssed as enPrgy per unit mafo>s of the strue-
ture. This information is useful in indicating the 
magnitud<' of tlw Parthquake rc•sponsc of one strue-
turc· relative to the· otlwr. 
A list of tlw n•sponse paramders discussed 
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above is given below. Most of these parameters 
are in a suitable normalized form. 
1. The time history of the input energy-
the energy is expressed as the energy per unit of 
total mass of the structure. 
2. The time history of lateral displacement 
of the roof level. 
3. The maximum Story Shear Ratio-defined 
as the ratio of the maximum absolute value of 
the story shear to the total weight of the struc-
ture. 
4. The maximum absolute value of floor ac-
celeration (X + 0) as a fraction of gravity. 
5. The total hysteresis energy dissipated at 
each floor level. 
6. The maximum Overturning Moment 
Ratio-defined as the ratio of the maximum ab-
solute value of the overturning moment at the 
floor level to the design overturning moment at 
the base. 
7. The maximum Column Force Ratio-de-
fined as the ratio of the maximum compressive 
force in a column of each story to its yield load, 
Py = Ao-y. The maximum compressive force in 
a column includes the effect of gravity loads. 
8. The maximum Column Moment Ratio--
defined as the ratio of the maximum absolute value 
of the end moments in a column to its plastic 
moment capacity. 
9. The maxim~1m Ductility Hatio of the 
chord members in the central panel of the trusses. 
This ratio, denoted as /J-, is defined as the ratio of 
the maximum rotation at left end of such a chord 
member to its yield rotation, i.e., 
10. The maximum Hdative Floor Displace-
ment Ratio--defined as the ratio of the maximum 
absolute value of the relative floor displacement to 
the story height. Maximum relative floor dis-
placement is defined as the maximum displace-
ment of a floor level with respect to the floor above 
or below. 
11. The maximum absolute value of the hori-
zontal displacements of the floors relative to the 
base. 
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Chapter IV 
Investigation of the System 
In 1956, Housner (34) introduced the concept of 
limit design of structures based on the energy 
input to a structure during an earthquake and its 
ability to dissipate it through inelastic hysteretic 
deformations. According to this thesis an earth-
quake resistant structure may be designed for 
lower seismic coefficients if a substantial amount 
of energy can be dissipated in the structure during 
a strong earthquake. This is based on the con-
cept that energy dissipation in structures results 
in reduced magnitude of internal forces. Since 
then, a number of authors (2, 3, 4, 5, 10) have 
studied the inelastic earthquake response of mul-
tistory braced and unbraced structures and shown 
that the energy absorption through inelastic 
ductile deformation docs generally aet to limit 
the displacements and forces in the inelastic re-
sponse of these structures as compared to their 
elastic response. However, knowledge about the 
amount of ductility required for the various 
members of those frames in order for them to 
withstand a strong motion earthquake is still not 
adequate, and especially, the ductility require-
ments of the members of a staggered truss framing 
system, which .is a relatively new system, arc not 
known at all. The main purpose of this investi-
gation is to produce some information on this 
question relative to the staggered truss framing 
system and to evaluate the influenee of various 
significant structural parameters on the inelastic 
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Thr~ structural param<>krs whose infhH'IH'<' is 
studied in this ('hapt<>r ar<> the following: ( 1) 
numh<~r of stories in tlw structun•; (2) width of 
the <·entral pand of tlw truss<>s; and(:)) tlH' ('ondi-
tion in the bottom story of tlw stru<'turc•. These 
parameters arc of practical Rignifir·anr·<>. In ordc~r 
to make the Rtudy more r·ompl<•tc> tlw influenc<~ of 
viscous damping on the inelastic n•sponse of tlw 
staggered truss system is alRo studied to r~valuate 
its effect on the dur~tility rcquirPments of various 
members and other response paramr·tPrs. 
To aehievc the above purpose, sr•vpral stnH'-
tural analyses a:,; outlim•d in Tahl<· -1.1 w<•rr· sdH•d-
ukd. The :o;tructurPH were dr•sigrwd using t}w 
eodc proeedurPH (:H, :n) and tlw input ground 
motion:,;, repn~HPntative of strong <'arthquakr•s, 
m.;ed in t}w:,;p analyHf's arc the following: 
1. Tlw north-south ('Omporwnt of th<· ground 
acceleration rceord<·d in thf' El ( 'r·ntro <·arthquakc· 
of May 18, 1940 (Fig. 4.1). This <'arthquak<· has 
be<'n usPd in the pa:-;t hy a numhc•r of authors (5, 
18) to r<'pn•:-;c•nt a :-;trong California c•arthquake 
and has a peak aceeleration of 0.:32 g. 
2. A stronger ground motion was obtained by 
multiplying the above aeederogram ordinates hy 
a faetor of 1.5. This modifiPd acC'elc•rogram has 
also been used hy other authors (-4, 5) to n•pn•:-;f'nt 
an earthquake :-;tronger than the El ( 'pntro and 
has a pet~k aece!Pration of about half g. 
Hatlwr than ·using tlw full tinw histor~· of the 
aee<"krograms, tlw rpspon:-;e of tlw strndun•s was 
18 24 30 
Time - Seconds 
FIGURE 4.1. Ground acceleration of El Centro accelerogram 
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TABLE 4.1 Cases Investigated 
·------Structure-----~ 
20-Story 20-Story 
20-Story Wider Bottom 
Stan- Central Story 























eomputPd for the first 
a('C<'l<•rograms to keep 
within n•a:-;onahlr~ limits. 
seven seconds of these 
the computation cost 
It was also found that 
mo:-;t of the maximum response parameters occur 
within the first seven seconds duration of these 
ac<'elProg;rams. This was notieed in :-;orne earlier 
studies also ( 4, 5). 
Design of the Structures 
Fi vc basic structures were used in the analyses 
as outlined in Table 4.1. These are: 
1. 40-story 
2. 20-story, standard 
:3. 20-story, wider central panel 
4. 20-story, bottom story open 
5. 10-story 
Tlw deHig;n of the 40-story, the 20-story stan-
dard and the 10-:-;tory :-;tnwtun~s is ha:-;<~d on tlw 
layout shown in Figun~ 2.1. In these struetures 
story height i:-; H ft 0 in. and the trusse:-; hav<~ !) 
panels of () ft 8 in. <~a<~h. The eolumn eenter-lines 
of frames A and B are U5 ft 0 in. apart. The term 
"standard" appended to the 20-story structure 
merely differentiates this structure from the other 
two 20-story :-;tnwturcs. The 20-story, wider 
ePntral panel, structure haH the Harne layout dimen-
sions as tlw 20-:-;tory standard cxecpt that the 
width of the cPntral panel of eaeh truHs in the 
form<·r <·as<' is !) ft 0 in. and re:-;t of the truss is 
divid(~d into f'ight equal parwb of () ft 4~'2 in. 
giving tlw same column dimcn:-;ionH a:-; in the stan-
dan! (•a:-;e. The f'onfiguration of the 20-story, 
bottom story open, Htrueture is derived from 20-
:-;tory standard by eliminating the lowest truss 
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Structure A Structure B 
FIGURE 4.2. Configuration of bottom story open structure 
from each of the frames A and B, thus giving a 
clear height of 18 ft 0 in. at the bottom of the 
structure (Fig. 4.2). The lowest floor of frame A, 
18 ft 0 in. above the ground in the bottom story 
open structure, is considered to be supported on 
the ground floor in the similar way as the roof of 
the frame B was supported on the truss below 
earlier. 
For the structural design of these structures the 
weight per floor is 226.8 kips, as used in Chapter 
II. The scismie lateral design forces were taken 
RfEN.:r r:s;:r'· 
Wl0x4'J 
A = bx(_,x~ Tube, 
IRfEN .. 
W10:x'Jt1 
Al = 21.0 in 2 , Il = 1157.9 tn4 
!5 == 275.4 in4 , !9 = 1101.8 in4 
"" I :~r: 
4 1 l'J'J.h 1 n 
IWSJSJ, l~r:: 
WlOxhh .1 4 
A4 2(,.TJ 111•, 14 J7HO.'/ Ill 
IB - 4lJ.O 4 ll\, 
FIUU!tE 4.:1. Aetna! nnd equivalent tl'llHKm; 
4 
ILL - lh'JL.:!. Lll 
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TABLE 4.2 Member Properties of 40-, 20- and 10-Story 
Structures 
40-Story Structure, Upper 20 Storil's 
~-Structure A~ ~-Structure B~ 
Truss Truss 
Story Column Type Column Type 
40 W14X:l0 One Wl4x:;o 
;~!) Wl4X:~o W14.X4S One 
:~H W14X4H One W14X4S 
:~7 W14X4H Wl4X6H One 
:~6 W14X6S One W14X6H 
;~!j Wl4X6H W14XS4. One 
:34 W14XS4 One Wl4XS4 
:;:~ W14XS4 Wl4X 10:3 One 
:32 Wl4XJO:l One W14X 10:3 
:H Wl4X 10:3 Wl4X ll!l One 
:~o W14X 11!1 Two Wl4X ll!l 
2!l Wl4XIl!l W14Xl:36 Two 
2S W14X 1:;6 Two W14Xl:l6 
27 W14Xl:l(i Wl4Xl;iS Two 
26 Wl4Xl!iS Two W14Xl!iH 
2;) W14XI!iH W14Xl7fi Two 
24 W14X 176 Two W14Xl7fi 
2:{ Wl4X 17u W14X l!l:l Two 
22 W14X l!J:l Two Wl4XI!l:l 
21 Wl4Xl!J:l Wl4X211 Two 
40-Story Structure, T-ower 20 Stori<'s 
~-StT1lCt1lrc A~ ~-Structure B-
Story Column Truss Type Column Truss Type 
20 W14X211 Three Wl4X211 
HJ Wl4X21l WI4X2:l7 Three 
JH W14X2:l7 Three W14X2:n 
17 W14X2:l7 W14X264 Three 
J(j Wl4X264 Three W14X2fi4 
1:) WI4X2!i4 Wl4X2S7 Three 
14 WI4X2S7 Three W14X2S7 
]'' ,, W14X2S7 W14X2S7 Three 
12 WI4X2S7 Three W14X2S7 
II W14X2S7 Wl4X:ll4 Three 
10 W14X:ll4 Four W14X:l14 
!) Wl4X:ll4 Wl4X:l42 Four 
s W14x:;42 Four W14X:H2 
7 W14X:l42 W14X:l42 Four 
6 W14XM2 Four Wl4X:H2 
;j Wl4X:l42 W14x:m> Four 
4 Wl4x:no Four Wl4x:mJ 
.. Wl4x:ml WI4X:l!lS Four •) 
2 Wl4x:ms Four W14x:ms 
W14X:l!IS W14x:ms Four 
1\Iemher sizes of the 20-Ht.or:~·, st.:md:ml and wider •·entral panel, 
st.rud.ures :ere the same :cs the upper 20 stories of the 40-stor.Y stnll'-
turc. :\lcmheJ' sizeH of the 10-story st.nll'turc are the same '" t.hc 
upper I 0 stories of the 40-st.ory Htru..t.urc. 
7' = funrlamental period of the elaHti•· st.ru..t.url'. 
'f' of 40-Hton· st.ruf'ture = :l.25 Sef'olldH. 
7' of 20-stor~- st.andanl st.n!l'ture = 1.55 sef'onrb. 
7' of 20-Htor~·. wider I'CJJtral panel, st.ruf't.ure = 1.72 se<'onds. 
7' of I 0-Ht.or:~· struf'ture = 0.7(i sef'omb. 
in aecordatH'<' with K<'dion 2:n + of th<' 1T niform 
Building ( 'o<k (:);)). Tlw Yalu<' of th<' <'O<'fi1ci<·nt 
(' for t.lw 10-, 20- and ·+0-:.;tory :.;trud.un•:.; an· 
0.05[), ().()j;~ a!ld O.m-t :l('('Ording to t.JJj:.; ('<Hl<'. 
llm\TV<'r, th<'s<' valw•:.; w<'r<' <·on:-;c•ryatiYdy 
romHkd off to O.Ofi, 0.05 and 0.0-t for the a<·tual 
d<·:.;ign. Tlw vahl(' of <•ach of th<' otlwr codfi<"i<·nt:.; 
Z, K and .J wa:.; taken as 1.0. For th<• -!0-:-;tor~­
structurc, 15% of the clPsign base :.;}war \\·as <·on-
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TABLE 4.3 Member Properties of 20-Story, Bottom 
Story Open, Structure 





Story Column Tup,. Colli IIIII Typr· 
--------
20 W14X:)O <lnP w t4 x:;o 
HI Wl4X:l0 WHX4.S ()ne 
IS W14X4S ( )ne W14X4S 
17 W14X4S Wl4XIi.'l ()Jjp 
Hi W14XGS One W14X<iS 
1;) Wl4X6S WI4XS4 <lne 
14 W14XS4 OnP WI4Xioi4 
1 ;) W14XS4. Wl4XIO:: ()np 
12 Wl4XIO:l <hu~ Wl4X 10:; 
ll Wl4XIO:l Wl4Xll!l ()Jl(• 
10 W14XII~l Two Wl4Xll!l 
!I WI4XIl~l W14X J:l<i Two 
s Wl4X 1:w Two WI4XJ;)(i 
7 Wl4X 1:W W14X Jt,s Two 
6 Wl4Xl;)S Two WI4Xl;)S 
;., W14X LiS Wl4X 17!i Two 
4 W14X 17ti Two Wl4Xl7H 
.. WI4x::42 WI4x::l2 Two ., 
2 W14X:>42 WI-tx::.t! 
Wl4X:l42 Wl4X:l-12 
Tof 20-stor.\·, hottorn ~tory opc11. Ktru('turc = 1.77 :--;p(·ond ...... 
:-;id(~rccl as <'Oil<'('ll tra t !'d la t <'ra l fon·< · at t h<· roof 
lev<' I. All Uw nwmlH'rs \\'('J'(' <lP:.;igiH'd u:-;ing t lw 
pro<"<'dnn· di:.;<·u:.;:.;pd in Chapt<'r II <'X<'<·pt for tlw 
column:.; iu tlw bottom t lm•<• :.;tori<•:.; of 20-:.;t or.\', 
bottom :-;tory open, :.;trud-un• \Yhi('h wen· <k:.;ign<'d 
for moment a:.; well as axial load. The re:.;Hlting 
sizf's of thP various nwmlwrs ar<' :-;hmYn in Figun• 
-L) and Table:.; 1.2 and -!.:). In g<'ll<'ral, tlw tru:.;:.; 
size wa:.; chang<•d <'\'<'ry 10 :.;tori<•:.; and th<• <'nlumn 
size was <"hangPd <'Y<'r~- two :.;toriP:.;. In t lw de:.;ign 
of tlw:.;p Yariou:-; :.;trn<'lllr<':.;, then• an· :.;onw i m-
portant :.;imilariti<·:.; \Yhich ar<' <·xplainPd h<'low. 
Tlw magnitlHk of tlw <l<':.;ign lat<·ral fon·<•:.; i:.; 
:.;u<"h that tlH• nwmhPr :.;iz!':.; of ilw top 10 stori<':.; 
of tlH' 10-:.;tory :.;trud.un· and t lw 10-:.;tory ~tru<'­
tun· it.:.;<']f did not dif'f<•r from <·:wh otlH·r. Thi:.; 
abo \nl:.; tnw for t.h<· mPml H'r :.;iz<•:.; of t IH· top 20 
stori<':.; of tlw -!0-:.;tor~- :-;tru<'itll'<' and 20-story, 
:.;tandard and wi(kr <'(•ntral ptlll('l, stnwtun•:.;. 
The only diff<•n•tH'P hd\\'('l'll t h<· mPmh<'r :.;ize:.; of 
thP 20-:.;tor~-, bottom :.;tor~- op<·n, :-;tructurP and tlu· 
otlH•r 20-:.;tory :.;trudun•:.; i:.; t h<· :.;iz<' of t lw ('olumn:.; 
in tlH' bottom tim·<· :.;toril':-i. TIH•:.;<• <·olumtl:-i an· 
lwaYiPr in tlw hottom :.;tor~· op<·n ('a:-;<• IH·<·au:.;<• of 
tiH' monwnt:.; in th<· <·olunm:-; n•:-;ulting from thl' 
l:d<'ralloads. 
,\:.; nwntion<·d ahm·<·, tlH' nu•miH·r :.;ill<':-i of tl\(' 
:.;tandard tru:.;s and thP tru:.;:.; with wid<·r <'Pntral 
pan<'l <lid not diff<·r from <'a<·h othn. Thi:.; n•:.;ulb 
in V('ry :.;mall cliffpn•n<·<•:.; lwtW<'<'Il t h<• nwmlH'r 






















































Elastic- - - - - - - - - -] 
Elastic + 5% Damp.-----
Inel as tic--+--~-------­
Inelastic + 5% Damp.-__,.--;.._ 
Elastic- - - - - - - - - -} 
Elastic + 5% Damp.-----
Inela st ic-----~-----­
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FIGURE 4.6. Effect of viscous damping and inelastic action 
the equivalent truss of the standard case was 
used for the truss with wider central panel except 
for the width of the central panel. 
Discussion of Results 
The analysm; of Table~ 4.1, a:,; stated earlier, W<'re 
seheduled to study the dfc~ds, on the sPismic~ bc~­
havior of the stap;p;<~red truss framinp; syste-m, of 
the) inda:,;tic~ ac·tion and the following paranwt<>rs: 
1. Viseous damping in tlw struetun•. 
2. Input ground motion to the stru!'ture. 
:~. Number of stories in the stnwtun•. 
4. Width of th<> central pand of the truss. 
5. ( 'ondition in the bottom story of the stru!'-
ture. 
Effect of Viscous Damping and Inelastic Action 
To :-;tudy tlw i nfl ll<'IH'<' of tlw inda:-;ti!' ac·tion 
and viHI'OliH damping on tlw rc•sult.ing n•:-;pon:-;c•, tlw 
following six eaH<~H :-;uhjP!'f,pd to 1.5 timPH tht' El 
( 'pntro !'arthquak<' an• analyz<~d: 
(a) 20-story, standard, Plastic structure 
without viseous damping; 











(b) 20-story, standard, Plastic· :-;trw·tun~ with 
5% of eritieal vis!'om; damping in <'a!'h 
elastie mode 
(e) 20-story, standard, indastic· :-;tru!'tun~ 
without viHf'ons damping; 
(d) 20-story, standard, inc·lasti<· :-;trw· tun~ 
with 5% of <'ritieal vi:-;c·ou:-; damping in Padt 
elastie mode 
(e) 10-story elastic strudun• with 5% of !'rit-
ieal viseous damping in <'a!'h !'la:-;tic mode 
(f) 10-story inelastic stru!'ture without visc·ous 
damping 
The results of the first four analys<'H of the· 20-
story, standard, strueture llfP prP:-;c•ntc•d in Figur<'H 
4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 and the two analysp:-; of tlw 10-
story strueture are pres<•nkd in Figure•:-; -L 7, -LR 
and 4. 9. These results an· di:-;c·us:-;c•d HPpara tdy 
for the 20 and 10-story :-;trw·tun•:-; in the following 
paragraphs. 
20-Story, standard, structure: Figur!' -+A show:-; 
the di:-;plaet'ment-timP hi:-;tory of th<' top floor lc•vd 
in the four eas<'H. TlH' undampPd c•la:-;ti!' :-;tnl!'-
tnre shows largt'r di:-;plac·<·nwnt:-; than tlH· ot IH•r 
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-in.k 
significant. Tlw input erwrgy vs. time curvps 
for thP four cases are plotkd in Figure 4.5. The 
undampPd Plasti<' structure re<'eives the least 
c·nngy from tlw ground as compan~d to the otlwr 
t hn•c• <'IH'rgy dissipativP <'asc~s when• tlw curves do 
not diffc•r from <'a<"h otlwr vPry signific·antl~·. 
Tlw maximum c·olunm for('<' ratios for th• framPs 
.\ and B arP plottc•d in Figun•s -l.li(a) and ~.fi(<'), 
n•sJW<"t i n·l y. TIH•sc• ratios an· gr<'a tc·r than 1 for 
most of t lw stnwtun· i 11 tlH· undampc·d dastic· 
c·asc•. But <'\'C'Il in the~ undampc·d or dampc•d in-
<'la:-:tic· stnwt ur<' thc•sc• ratios an• dose to 1 in most 
of t hP st oriP:-:. Th<'s<' axial fon·es in tlw e·olumns 
ar<' about ;)0 to (j() P<'l'<'Pilt greatPr than those c•om-
puted h~· static· anal.•>sis chw to tlw de~sign gravity 
and Ia te•ralloads. On t he• otlwr hand tlw momPnts 
in t lw:-:P c·olumns an· found to lw ve·r~· small as 
c:hown in Fig11n•s Lli (h) and~.() (d). Thus, tlw 
~·olumn:-: in this stntdttn· aw pn•dominant.ly axial 
fonT c·arrying mc·miH•r:-: with the axial fon·e•s 
gc·twrally n·a<"hing dos<' to th<'ir yidd limit:-:. BP-
c·a us<' t h<' e·olurnn monwnts an· small, the·~· c·on-
tri hut<' \'c•ry li ttlc~ to tlw latPral rc•sistane·c· of tlw 
c:taggpn•d truss syste-m. ~inc·c• the• axial stiffrwss 
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of the columns also contribute very little to the 
lateral stiffness of the system, the column sizes 
could be increased without affecting the response; 
thereby lowering the axial force ratios and main-
taining elastic column behavior. 
The maximum story shear ratios are plotted in 
Figure 4.6(e). The undamped clastic structure 
shows signific·antly greater story shears than the 
other three ca:,;cs, hut even in the inelastic re-
sponse these shear:,; are about ~ to 5 times the 
prescribed de:,;ign shears. Similar trend i:,; seen 
in the maximum overturning moment ratios whic·h 
are plotted in Figure 4.6(f). The maximum 
floor acceleration:,; are shown in Figure 4.6(g) as 
a multiple of gravity. The highest aced<~ration 
occurred at the roof kvd in the elastic ease and 
its value is about 1.8 g. The maximum floor dis-
placements are shown in Figure 4.6(h). The 
undamped elastic structure prediets higher dis-
placements than the other three eases where the 
differences arc not very much. The maximum 
relative floor displacement ratios are shown in 
Figure 4.6(i). These ratios range from about 
0.005 to a maximum of 0.01. 
The maximum ductility ratio:,; for the central 
panel members, as shown in Figure:,; 4.6(j) and 
4.6(k), arc~ as high as 10 at some floor:,; in the un-
damped inc~lastic~ strw·tuw. Addition of vi::-;cous 
damping has a vc~ry signific·ant c~ffeet in decreasing 
the indastie a<'tivity in these~ members. This can 
also he notir~ed in Figure ~.()(1) when~ tlw energy 
dissipated by thc~sc~ memhc~rs at each floor i:,; 
plotted. An elastic· analy::-;is with or without 
vi::-;eous clamping would grossly underestimate 
ductility ratios in thc~se members. 
I 0-8tory structure: The displa('c~mc~n t-time his-
tory (Fig. ·!-.7) show:,; that tlw di::-;plac·c·nwnts at 
tJw roof kvd of the damped p)a::-;tic· structure do 
not signific·antly differ from inelastic· ::-;tnwt.mc·, 
w hc~rc·a::-;, tlw c·urvc~s of input <'twrgy vs. ti nw (Fig. 
U~) ::-;hows that the~ dampc·d p)a::-;ti(' structure~ rr~­
c·Pivc~s eonsiderahly less r·rwrgy from tlw ground 
than trw inc~lastic· strw~turc~. Tlw maximum 
column fore<~ ratios for tlw franw::-; A and B [Figs. 
~.~l(a) and ~.B(c) I are dose to 1 in mo::-;t of tlw 
stories for both dampc~d dastie ::-;tnwturc~ and in-
Plastic· struc·turc·, whc~n~as, tlw monwnt::-; in the 
c·olumns [Figs. ·Ul(h) and L!l(d) J an· c·onsidc•rahly 
IP:,;s than thc•i r plasti<" rnornc•n t ('a pa<"i tic•s. Tlw 
maximum story siH·ars and ovc·rtuming monwnts 
jFig;s. U)(P) and -Ul(f), rc~::-;pc•f't,ivdy I an· sonw-
what highc·r in darnpc~d da::-;tic· Htru<"tlll'<' than in 
tlw inelastic struC'turc~. But Pvc~n in t.lw inda::-;t.ic 
structure~ thr~sc~ values arP 7 to S timPs thP pre-
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FIUUHI•; 4.:-:. Input. enerl!,ies vs. tinw 
fwrilH'd dP~ign valu<'~. On tlw otlwr hand, 1iH' 
maximum floor a<'!'clNation~, tioor di~plat'l'nwnt~ 
and rdativ<' floor di~pla<'<'lll<'llt~ in the two ~trw~­
tun'~ have mixPd trPnd. Th<' maximum ductility 
ratios for th<' <'Pntral pand memlwrs [Figs. -±. 9(j) 
Seismic Behavior of Staggered Truss Framing Systems 
and -!.\l(k) I ar<' a~ higl1 a~ 1-! at ~onw floor~ in 
iw·la~ti<' strudur<', wlwn'a~, th<' damp!'d Pla~tic 
~trudun' pn'did~ Pxtremcl~· low n1hws of dul'tili-
ti<'~. 
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FIGLTHE 4.9. Continued 
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(h) Max. Floor D~spl.-in. 
above study of 20- and 10-story structures arc 
summarized below: 
(a) The columns in this system are primarily 
axial force carrying member:-.; with very small end 
mom<'nts. The maximum axial forees in these 
<'olumns arc generally high and their values are 
ahout 50-()0% greater than the design values. 
~imilar tn•nd in Uw magnification of axial force~ 
in t lw c·olumn was also notieed in an e~arlic•r study 
of th<' OJW!l monwnt-n•sistant framc•s by Anderson 
and Bert<'ro (5). IIowc~ver, in the~ Anderson-
B<'rkro study the e•nd moments in the e·olumns 
duP to dynamiC' loading were quite high and often 
more than tlw plastiC' moment eapaeitie:-.; of the 
columns. 
The maximum axial forC'e ratios for most of the 
eolumn:-; in thP staggen•d truss system ar<~ dose~ 
to 1, inclieating that the~ maximum c·olumn fon·es 
ar<~ reaehing their yiPld vahtc•s in most of the• 
stori<'s. This eondition, however, ean be Pasily 
eorred<'d by modifying the size of the eolumns 
without inducing any signifieant ehange~ in the 
dynamic c·haraeteri:-.;tim.; of the Htrueturc. 
(b) The only yielding members in the system 
arc the chord members in the eentral panel of the 
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trusses. These members in a general sense can 
be thought to correspond to the energy dissipative 
girders in open and braced, moment-resistant 
frames as investigated by other authors (3, 4, 5). 
The maximum ductility ratio for these members 
of the staggered truss framing system is about 14 
which is greater than the maximum value of 10 
reported by Anderson and Bertero (5) and 4 re-
ported by vVorkman ( 4) in their study of moment 
resistant and braced frames, respectively. This 
higher ductility requirement can be partly at-
tributed to the shorter span of 6 ft 8 in. of these 
members as compared to the larger span of 20 or 
:30 ft of the girders in the other systems. By in-
creasing the width of the central panels, the 
ductility requirements for the members of these 
panels can be lowered. This is shown later in 
this chapter while studying the effect of the width 
of the central panel on the seismic response of the 
system. 
(c) An elastic analysis with or without viscous 
damping does not, with any degree of accuraey, 
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FIGURI~ 4.!1. J•;fiect of viscom; damping, input ground motion 
and inelastic action 
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members in the <'Pntral p:uwl. ~imilar <'OB!'lu-
:-;ions were drawn by othPr authors (:{,.+) nwmling 
the girder chwtilitiPs of thP systPm st udi<·d h.\· 
them. H owev<'r, if 5% damping is add<·d, tlw 
ductility requirPm<•nts for t lw nwm lwrs of t h!' 
central panel are redw·ed hy about half. ~imilar 
trend in the recluetion of gir<kr d uf't ili tiPs in thP 
moment-resistant framPs dw• to tlH' addition of 
viscous damping <'an hP s<•<•n in th<· GoPl (:{) 
study, the viscous damping in that study <·on-
sisted of inter-floor dashpots whi<·h prodtH·<·d .G% 
of critical damping in tlw fundanwntal mod<•. 
(d) The maximum rdativP floor displa<·<·nwnh> 
also give an c•stimation of thP maximum <·xpPd<·d 
amount of floor distortion:-; at variou:-; fioor l<·v<·b. 
The approximate shape of tlH' floors, wlH·n thPy 
are in distorted form, i:-~ giv<·B i11 Figm<· 2.lti. Tlw 
portions of the trus:-; to th<· kft and to tlH' right 
of the c!'ntral pand ar<• assunwd rigid in this 
figure. ThP maximum amou11t of v<•rti!'al dis-
plaeemcnt hdw<'<'ll t lw <'lHls of a part i<"ttlar <' hord 
memh<'r in a !'entral patH'! <·an lH• approximat<·ly 
ealculakd hy multipl,\·ing th<· <·orrPsponding max-
imum relative floor disphH·<·nwnt ratio hy a di:-;-
tance which Pquals the span of tiH· tnt:-~s minu:-; 
the width of tlw <·entral pand. The maximum 
values of th!'sc vPrti<·al cli:-~pla<·enwnts an• a:-; high 
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FIGURE 4.10. Displacement history of 20th floor 
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FIUUHE 4.11. Input energies vs. time 
that such a large di::-;tortion in a floor will result in 
eraeking of the floor slab near the ends of the cen-
tral panel and perpendicular to the plane of the 
tru:,;s. It is recommended that control joints be 
usc•d to limit the dispersion of these cracks. 
(c) The total amount of energy dissipated by 
a metal has Leen suggested as a criterion of cumu-
lative damage to the metal (:35). Popov and 
Pinkney (6) in their experimental study of beam-
to-eolumn eonnections under cyclic loading used 
W8 X 20 beam. In one of their critical cases with 
rPHpPet to l~nergy dissipation and the ductility re-
quirement, failure in the beam occurred after 
223,2 <·yeks with an aeeumulated energy dissipa-
tion of about 2-100 in kips. The maximum duc-
tility ratio used in that experiment wa:-; 13.8 ac-
<"ording to tlwir ddinition of tlw ductility ratio. 
Th<·n· is no :u·<·umte way to <~onvert their defini-
tion of the· dtwtility ratio into the one used in this 
:-;tudy. ThPir dPfinition i:,; ba:-;ed on the maximum 
rotation as measured from the zero load on a 
loading path, wlwn~as, in this study it is taken from 
initial zero rotation. This reHults in their duc-
tility ratio being about twice the value which 
would be dPkrmined using the definition of this 
study. In thi:,; study presented above, the max-
imum amount of PnPrgy dissipated by any one 
m<'mb<~r is about (j,l)() in kips which was dissipated 
inS <·ydf'H. Thi:-; o<·<·urred at the ground floor level 
in tlw 10-story t-:trueture when~ the size of the 
m<·mher di~:-;ipating energy is \V10X45. The 
maximum uuetility ratio required of this member 
is ahout 14. 
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(f) The connection between the chords and 
the floor slab at a given floor level is required to 
carry the shear in the story above. Since the 
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FIGURE 4.12. Effect of input ground motion 
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FIGURE 4.12. Continued 
seribcd design values, these ('Onne('tions should 
be cheeked for adequacy. The total lateral shear 
which a floor slab is required to earry is one-half 
the corresponding story shear. 
Effect of Input Ground Motion 
To study the influence of the intensity of input 
motion on the resulting indasti<" n~spons<' of the 
staggen~d truss framing system, tlH' following four 
eas<~s are analyzed: 
(a) 20-story, standard, indasti<" undamped 
structure subjected to 1.5 time:-; th<' El 
Centro earthquake. 
(b) 20-story, standard, inelasti<" undamped 
strueture subjcrted to 1.0 times the El 
Centro Parthquake. 
(<') 10-Htory indasti<" undamp<'d stnwtun' suh-
k<·ted to 1 }) times tlH· El ( '<'lltro <•art.h-
quak<'. 
(d) 10-story iJH•lasti<" undamJwd stm<"tllr<' suh-
.i<'<'k<l to 1.0 tinws tiH· 1•:1 ( \•ntro <'art h-
quak<·. 
Tlw r<•sults of tlH' abov<' two analys<'s of th<' 20-
::-;tory, standard, structure•:-> an~ shown in Figun•s 
4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, wlwreas tlH• two analys<•s of 
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the 10-Htor:v Rtnl<'htr<• are :-;hown in Figun·s -4-.7, 
4.8 and 4.9. Tlw:·w rPsults an· dis<·uss<·d S('parat.Ply 
below for the 20- and 10-stor~· stru!'turPs. 
20-Story, standard, structure: Figur<' !.10 shows 
the displaf'rm<·nt-tirn<' history of tlw top floor IPvd 
the two <·asPs. Tlw stru<'t.un• suhjP!'t<·d to l.I> 
timPs tlw El ('pntro Parthquak<· shows c·onsist Pnt ly 
greater displac<'m<mts for most of tll<' tinw dura-
tion exePpt for tlw p<·ak or·<·nrring at about ().!) 
Hce when• thP diff<•n•n<'<' in th<· two <·asPs is not 
signifieant. The input <'IH'rg~· Ys. tinw <'lli"\'<'S an~ 
shown in Figun~ 4.11. Th<• stnwtun• wlH·n sub-
jected to 50% irwn•asPd ground motion r<'<'Pin•d 
a eomparatively mu!'h gn•at<·r in<·n·asr· in <'IH'rg~·. 
The maximum r!'lativ<~ floor <lispla<·<·nwnts an· 
shown in Fignn~ 4.12(i). It <'an h<' S<'<'ll that. th<·n· 
is rPlativ<'ly large diffPn'IH'<' in th<· maximum rPla-
tive floor disphH·<·m<·nts in t lw two <'as<•s for most 
of the stori<•s. This indi<·at<•s in<'l"<'as!'d in<'lasti<· 
activit~· in tlH' !'as<~ of t h<· st ru!'tllr<' suh.i<'<'t.Prl to 
inereascd ground motion. This i nc·n•as<'d a<·-
tivity f'an lw s<'<'ll in Figlll'<'S Ll2(j), Ll2(k) and 
4.12(1) whieh show til<' dttdility ratios and t h<· 
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FIGUHE 4.\G. l'.:ffeet of nnmber of stories 
A and Ban~ :,;hown in Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(c), 
rcspeetively. These ratio:.;; do not significantly 
differ from eaeh other and their value is dose to 
1 in most of the :-;torie:-:. The maximum monwnt::.; 
in the column:-;, a:-; :-:hown in Figur<>:-; 4.12(h) and 
4.12(d), an~ relatively v<~ry :-:mall. Thu:-:, a:-: in-
dicated <'arlier, tlw eolunm:-: in thi:-: :-:tr\l(·t.un' an' 
pn'dominantly axial fon·e carrying nwmlwr:-:. 
Tlw maximum :-;tory shear::;, as :-:hown in Figur<' 
4.12(<~), are somewhat hig}wr in tlw ca:-:c of th<' 
:-;tnwtuw :-:ub}eekd to 1.5 time:-: the El ( 'entro 
earthquake a:-: compared to the other ca::-;e. A 
:-:imilar trend is ::-wen in tlw maximum ovPrturning 
moments, maximmn fioor a<·cckration::-; and max-
imum floor displa<'<'nwnt:-: whil'h are plotted in 
Fignr<':-: +.1 ~~(f), J. 12(g) and 4 .12(h), r<':-:pcdi n'l~·. 
I0-8loT.IJ ::;/rudurc: The displa<'<'!1H'nt time hi:-:-
t.ory (Fig. 1.7) :-:how:-: that ilw di:-:pla <'< '!1H'Ill :-: at 
(.he roof lev<'] of Lh<' inda:-:ti<· :-:tnl<'t \ll'<' :-:uhj<Tl<'d 
to 1.;) time:-; t.h<' El ( '<'ntro <'arthquak<' are g<'n-
<~rally higlwr than the :-:trud.ur<' :-:uh.i<'<'t<'d to 1.0 
tinw:-; of thi:-: earthquake. ~imilar tr<'lHl is :.;;c<'ll in 
maximum story :-:h<'ar:-: Wig. -LP(a)], maximum 
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overturning momPnt:-: [Fig. 4(f) ], maximum floor 
aecdcration::-; [Fig. 4.\l(g) J and maximum floor 
di:-:pla('Pmcnts [Fig. "!.!)(h)]. The input <'JH'rgy 
curves (Fig. ·L8) show that dw' to the 50% in-
ereasc in the input ground motion there i:-: a :-:uh-
:-:tantial increa::-;e in tlw energy r<'<·eived by th<' 
::-;tru('turc. This is not :-:urprising, h<'<'au:-:<' in an 
elastic undamped system, a 50% i ll<'l'<'aH<' in 
ground motion would eau:-:e a 125% inerca:-:c in 
energy. Similar trend:-: for many of tlw storie:-: 
can be ::->een in maximum relative fioor di:-:pla<'<'-
ments [Fig. 4.9(i)], maximum ductility ratio:-: 
[Fig::;. 4.P(j) and -±.!)(k)] and maximum mergy 
dissipated [Fig. 4.9(1) ]. The maximum <·olumn 
force ratios for the frame A and B [Fig:-:. ct.9(a) 
and 4.9(c)] arc dose to 1 in mo:.;;t of th<' :-:tori<':-: for 
both the cases, when~as, th<~ moments in tlw 
column::-; [Figs. 4.9(b) and 4.H(d)] an' relatinly 
low . 
In summary, due to th<' GO% increa:·w in th<' 
aeeeleration of input ground motion, the i1wla:-:ti<~ 
activity as mea:-:urcd h~· dud.ility ratio:-: and tlw 
Pnergy di::-;sipated in n1any of th<' :-:tmic:-: in both 
20- and 10-:-;tory st.rudun's in<"l'<'a:-:<'d :-:uh:-:tantially. 
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Fir.rru~ 4. };;_ Conrlnded 
motion does not produce signifiC"ant change in the 
<·olumn axial forcPs . 
.-\.C'cording; to HousnN ( 19), the strength of a 
structure should be such that the vibrations will 
lw in th<· elasti!· range with no damaging; amplitude 
dming; mod(•rat!• ground shaking; whi(·h has a 
signifi<·ant probability of O!'!'UrrenC'e during; the 
!if<' of a stru<"tun·, hut members may und<·rg;o 
plast.ir· strains and tlwn~ may he sonw cracking; 
dming S!'V<'I"r' ground shaking. ~<·wmark (1 !>) 
has propos<•d a similar philosophy for tlw design 
of stm<"tun•s to n·sist <~arthquak<•s. Tlw 20- and 
H)-story stru!'tun•s pn·s<·nt!•d ahov<~ and subjPekd 
to 1.0 and 1.5 tim<~s th<• El ( '<·ntro <~arthquak<~ 
show <"onsiderablc inPlastiC' activity and an~ far 
from Plasti(•. 
Effect of Number of Stories 
In ordPr to study t}w influ<'n<·<~ of number of 
stori<•s on tlw n·sulting inPlastie r('spons<' of tlw 
staggr·n·d truss framing systPm, thr• iw·lasti<~ 
n•sponsr• of thr• following threr• <"asp:,; suhj<·r·t<>d to 
l .5 tinws tlH· El ( '<·ntro ParthquakP an· <·mnpar<'d: 
40 
(a) -t-O-story (7' = :~.25 see) 
(h) 20-story, standard (7' = 1.5f5 sec) 
(<') 10-story (1' = 0.76 sec) 
where T = elastic fundamental period. 
The results of the above analyses are presented 
in Figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15. These structures 
as mentioned earlier, were designed using the 
present day code practice . 
In general, the El Centro earthquake has been 
found to be more severe for the structure having 
fundamental period in the neighborhood of 0.8 
and 3.2 sec as compared to the one having funda-
mental period in the neighborhood of 1.5 sec he-
cause of the period characteristics of the ground 
motion as reflected by its velocity spectrum, Ref. 
~~. This trend can be noticed here also in the 
energy input curves, Figure 4.14. In thes(~ curves 
the maximum energies received by the 10- and 
40-story structures having fundamental periods 
of 0. 76 and 3.25 sec are greater than the one re-
ceived by the 20-story structure~ having funda-
mental period equal to 1.55 sec. 
Figure 4.13 shows the displacement-time history 
of the top floor in the three cases. The 40-story 
structure shows far greater displacement than 
the other two cases. The maximum column 
force ratios for the frames A and B arc plotted in 
Figures 4.15(a) and 4.15(c), respectively. These 
ratios are slightly greater than 1 for most of the 
40-story structure. But even in the other two 
eases these ratios are dose to 1 in most of the 
stories. On the other hand, the moments in 
these columns are relatively small, Figures 4.15(b) 
and 4.15(d). The use of the larger size columns, 
as stated earlier, would, therefore, be very effective 
in lowering the axial force ratios. 
The maximum story shears and the maximum 
ovPrturning moments are shown in Figures 4.15(e) 
and 4.1.5(f), respeetivdy. These r~urves show 
that tlw maximum shear and tlw ov<~rturning 
moment ratios in the -W-story strur~tun~-- -the 
one with tlw maximum numlwr of stori(~H - an~ l<~ss 
than thos<~ in t}w 20- or H)-story stru<~tun~, whereas 
the maximum fioor displaC'<~ments [Fig. -l-.15(h)] 
:-;how that the displae<~ments in the 40-story stnw-
ture are g;n~akr than those in tlw other two stnw-
tures. The curves of the maximum fioor a<"r~dera­
tions [Fig. -l-.1.5(g;)], the maximum duetility ratios 
[Figs. -l-.1.5(j) and -l-.1.5(k)] and Uw maximum 
<~n<·rgy dis:-;ipated [Fig. -L15(1) 1 show only mixed 
trPnd. 
Tlw ahov<· study shows orw important point 
n·ganling tlu~ infhww·e of t.lw numh(~r of stori<·s 
on the inelasti<~ response of tlw st.rudurr~. The 
tall<~r strw~ture :-;hows smaller seismic has<~ shear 
coefficient than the shorter :-;trueture. ThiH is 
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FIGURE 4.15. Displacement history of 20th floor 
eonsistcnt with the seismic· coefficients specifiPd 
in the Uniform Building ('ode. This trend was 
alHo seen in tlw responH<~ of the moment-rPsiHtant 
fmmeH studied <'arliN by Uod (>~). It should lw 
noti<·ed though that tlw fundam<•ntal p<'riods 
of tlw fram<•s inwstigakd by God ar<' 1.25, 2.27 
and :~.0 H<~<'. 
Effect of Width of the Central Panel 
To Htudy th<' inftuenee of the width of thP <'<'n-
tral panel of the truss on the r<'Hnlting itwlasti<" 
behavior of thP staggen•d trnsH framing system, 
tlw following two !~aHPR Huhj<'d·!'d to 1.5 t.inws tlw 
El ( 'Pntro <'arthquakP an' analyznd: 
(a) 20-story, standard (paw•l width = () ft 
H in., '1' = 1.55 H!'<') 
(h) 20-Htor.v, widPr !'<'ntral pmwl (pan<'l 
width= nftOin., T = 1.72sPe) 
It Hhould hP r<'ealled that the only difference be-
tween the above two structures is the span of 
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their <'<'ntral pan<'b, otlwrwis<·, tlH' m<'mh<·r siz<·s 
in tlw two stru('tun•s an' i<knti<"al. Th<' fmula-
nwntal pPriod of tlw 20-stor~·, standard stnwtun· 
is 1.55 S<'<' and that of tlw ot lwr is 1.72 s<'<'. ThP 
diffPr<'lH'<' lwtw<'<'ll tlH' fnndam<'ntal p<'riods of 
tlws<' structur(•s shows that tlw dasti(' stiff twss is 
n•duc<'d if th<' width of tlw <"Pntral pand is in-
cr<'as<'d, thus, making tlw stru<'turP with thP 
widPr <"Pntral patwl mor<' ftpxihle than thP other. 
Tlw n•snlts of tlw analyses of tlw ahoY<' two stnw-
turPs an• prPsPnkd in Figurp:-; -l-.1(), -l-.17 and -1-.lR. 
Tlw significant pffpds of tlw itH·rms<'d pand 
width on thP itwlasti<· n•spons<' of tlw stnl<'tllr<' 
ar<' that tlw magni t\l(k of t lw <'twrg~· r<'<'<'i Y<'<l h~· 
tlw stnl<'tllr<' (Fig. -Ll7), tlw maximum <·olumn 
monwnts [Figs. -1-.lS(h) and -1-.lS(d)] and ilw max-
imum floor displa<'enwnts (Fig. -1-.lR(h) 1 an• 
greakr in th<• <"ase of strn<"hm· with tlw widPr 
panel and that tlw C'olnmn for<'<' ratios (Figs: 
4:.18(a) and 4:.18(e) 1, the maximum story slwars 
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FIC:;.URE 4.17. Input energies vs. time 
[Fig 4.18(<)) J, the maximum ov<~rturning moments 
[Fig. 4.18(f)] and the maximum ductility ratios 
[Figs. 4.18(j) and 4.18(k)] are less in magnitude 
in this case as compared to the standard case. 
On the other hand, the trend in the two structures 
with regard to the maximum floor acef~lerations 
[Fig. 4.18(g) ], tlw maximum energy dissipated at 
each floor [Fig. 4.18(1)], the displacement:s of 
roof lcvd (Fig. 4.1G) and th<) maximum relative 
floor displaeem<mt:s [Fig. "L18(i) i:s mixed]. 
Effect of Open Bottom Story 
In ord<'r to study the infhH'Il<:<) of tlw open 
bottom story on the resulting irl<'la:stie respons<) 
of the stag;g<'r<)d truss framing system, tlw fol-
lowing two <·ases subj<)<"tcd to 1.5 times the El 
Centro earthquake are analyzed: 
(a) 20-story, standard (1' = 1.55 see) 
(b) 20-story, bottom story open (1' = 1.77 
see) 
The configuration of the 20-story, bottom story 
open fltructure was derived from tlw 20-story 
standard structun' by eliminating the bottom 
mm;t truss from each of the fram<)R A and B. This 
was di:seussed earli<'r in this chapter. The re-
sults of tlw abov<' two analyfles are prc::-;cnted in 
Figures 4.16, '!.17 and 4.18 and di::-;cu:s::-;ecl in the 
following: 
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(g) Max. Floor Accel~/g (h) Max. Floor Displ.-in. 
FIGURE 4.1R. Continued 
of the top floor level in the two cases. The bottom 
story open structure shows larger displacements 
as compared to the other case. The input energy 
vs. time curves for the two eases arc plotted in 
Figure 4.17. The trend in these curves is mixed. 
The maximum column fon·e ratios for the frames 
A and Bare plotted in Fi~!:urc~s J.18(a) and -l.18(e), 
resp<~etivdy. Th<•se ratios do not significantly 
diffl'r from each otlwr in the two <·as<'s <'X<'Ppt 1war 
the bottom of the structures wh<'fe the bottom 
::-;tory open ::-;tnwture ::-;how::-; ::-;mall<•r ratios in th<' 
lower three ::-;torie::-;. The::-;e ::-;maller ratio::-; are due 
to the bigger columns which arc providPd in theH<' 
stori<~H to carry the design mommt in addition to 
the axial load. On the otlwr hand, tlw maximum 
column moments, in the lower thr<'<' storiPs of th<' 
bottom ::;tory open structure• ( th<• columns in thPI"<' 
:-;tori<•:-; arc oriPnkd to h<'!Hl pPrpPndil'ular to tlwi r 
strong axi:-;) an~ consid<'rahly larg<•r than tlH' otlwr 
caH<', and in fa<·t t}w:-;e ar<' slightly more• thau tlw 
pla:-;tie moml'nt <~apacitiPs of tlw l'olumns as 
shown in Figures -+.18(b) and -l.18(d) (columns 
are assumed elastil'). The use of stiffer rolumns 
in these stories might be pffective in lowering the 
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moment ratios of these columns. How<'ver, tlw 
required increase in the stiffness of thPH<~ c·olmnn:-; 
for this purpose cannot be rPadily <·stimated. 
The ::-;ize must be based on judgment and :-;uh:-;e-
quently verified by the dynamie analy:-;i::,; for ade-
quacy. 
The maximum story shears arc plottPd in FigurP 
4.18( e). The bottom story opPn strw·tun~ show:-; 
smaller story shears in most of the storiP:-; than the 
other case. Similar trend is seen in the maximum 
floor accelerations which are plotted in Figur<~ 
4.18(g). The maximum overturning moments 
are plotted in Figure 4.18(f). The trend in their 
values is mixed. The curvPs of the maximum 
floor displacements are plotted in Figur<' -l.lH(h). 
The significant feature of the eurvP of di:-;plac·<·-
ments of the bottom story op<'n stru<·tun· i:-; tlw 
larger displacement at the bottom of tlH' :-;trur·tun~ 
while the rest of the curve i::-; parallel to th<' cmv<· 
of the other case. 
The maximum relative floor displ:u·<·m<·nt:-; an~ 
shown in Figure -!.18(i). Tlw bottom story op<'n 
structure shows :-;mall<~r di:,;plac<'m<·n tH than the· 
other case except nPar the bottom of this :-;trw·tun~ 
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eating increased inelastic activity in the truss near 
thP bottom of the structure (th<~ t->tory height used 
for normalizing the floor displacementt-> is 18 ft 
0 in. for the lowet->t floor and 9 ft 0 in. for the re-
maining floors). This increased activity can be 
seen in Figure 4.18(k) 'vhich shows the maximum 
duetility ratios for frame B. These ratios, in the 
lowest truss of frame B in the bottom story open 
structure, are relatively high. This is due to the 
larger lateral displacement of the top chord of 
this truss with respect to the bottom chord as 
compared with the other trusses in the structure. 
This large relative displacement in thit-> truss seems 
to lw dlw to the high moment in the column at the 
bottom chord level of the truss. 
The maximum ductility ratios for frame A 
[Fig. 4.18(j)] and the maximum energy dissipated 
at floor levPls are generally lower in the bottom 
story open structure as compared to the other. 
Th<~ following observations can be made from 
the above study: 
(a) The ductility n:quirements for the chords 
of the lowest truss in frame B of bottom story open 
structure are relati vdy high. This is true for the 
column moments also in the bottom three stories 
of this structure. 
(b) The possi hili ty of designing the loweHt 
story of a high rise structure aH a shock absorber 
has been eonsid<~rcd by Fintel and Kahn (9). 
According to thiH concept, all the energy absorp-
tion and the large inelasti<~ deformations would 
take place in this soft story and the rest of the 
structure would stay elastic. The characteristics 
expressed in this concept can bt~ seen in the be-
havior of the bottom story open structure pre-
sented above. In thit-> structure, the inelastic 
activity and the deformatiom; have increased 
considerably in thP soft story, whereas in the rest 
of the stories the~e have decreased as compared 
to the standard structure. This approach must 
be used with great caution to avoid failure or 
collapse in the soft story. 
Chapter V 
Summary and Conclusions 
Tlw inve~tigation of the indastit· sei~mic be-
havior of the ~taggered tru~s framing ~ystem de-
signed by t•urrent code procedures c:n' :3:~) is the 
main objective of this dis:,;ertation. The influence 
of the iw·lastic action and the follmving parameters 
on tlw sci~mic behavior of the staggered tniSH 
sptem i~ ~tudied: 
1. Viscou~ damping in the ~tructure 
2. Input ground motion to the ~tructure 
:{. Numlwr of stori(~~ in the ~truet ure 
·t. \\'idth of th<• central panel of the tru~s 
n. ( 'ondition in the bottom ~tory of the struc-
ture 
In all, eleven l'as<~s of the staggered truss framing 
~ystem, ~ubjcett~d to either the north-south com-
ponent of the El Centro earthquake of 1940 or 
1.5 times of this ('arthquake, are analyzed. The 
five basic strnctun•:-; used in the~c analyseH arc: 
1. -tO-story 
2. 20 story, ~tandard 
:L 20 story, widN <'('lltral panel 
-!. 20 story, bottom story open 
5. 10-story 
A computationally et·onomieal analytic model 
for computing the inela~tic dynami<' response of 
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these strm~tur<~s, ~uhjccted to lateral earthquake 
excitation, ha~ bt~<·n devt~lop<~d in this study. 
This consist~ of two eon~eeu ti ve bents <·onncetcd 
to each other through rigid links repn·~enting the 
action of rigid floor diaphragms. Only the left 
halvc~s of these btmts are used in modeling the 
structure because of th<~ eent<~rline Hymmntry. 
The trusse~ in th<~~e bents are replaced by equiva-
lent truHHes having f<~wcr m<~mberH but <~q uallat<~ral 
Htiffn<:~s and strength. 
The baHi<~ assumptions used in Uw dynamic 
analy:->iH of th<~~e modt~ls are that tlw rna~:-; of tlw 
Htructuw iH lumpt~d at the fioor l<~v<'IH and that 
yielding is n~Htricted to tlw l'hord m<~mh<~r~ in th<~ 
eentral panel of th<~ trusses. The moment-rota-
tion behavior at the tmds of tlwH<~ l'entral panel 
memherH iH assumed to be of the bilinear hyskrdi<~ 
type with tlw stiffnesH in the yidd n~gion takc~n as 
fiv<~ percent of the dastil' stiffneHH. 
The dynamic n~spon~<~ of tlw staggl'f<'d tru~H 
framing ~y~t<·m, ~uil.i<~ckd to the horizontal t•om-
pmwnt of ground al'<~<'l<~ration i 11 Uw plaw~ of th<' 
fram<', iH eomputt~d by an int·n·mt•ntal t<~chniqut•. 
The equationH of motion in cal'h in<~rcment of tinw 
an~ solvt~d uHing a fourth ordt~r Hung<~-Kutta 
numerical proeedure. Eaeh floor masH, in the 
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dynamic analysis, is assumed to have only one 
(lateral) degree of freedom. In computing the 
incremental restoring forces at the floor masses 
the effect of axial force on the lateral stiffness of 
the columns, the P-f:l effect, is included. 
The following response parameters charac-
terizing the seismic behavior of the staggered truss 
framing system are studied: ( 1) Time history of 
input energy, (2) time history of the lateral dis-
placements at seleeted floor levels, (3) maximum 
values of story shears, (4) maximum values of 
overturning moments, (5) maximum values of 
floor accelerations, (6) total hysteresis energy dissi-
pated at each floor level, (7) maximum column 
forces, (8) maximum column moments, (9) max-
imum dw~tility ratios of the <"hord members in 
the central panel of the trusses, (10) maximum 
relative floor displacements and (11) maximum 
horizontal displacements of the floors relative to 
the baRe. 
The influence of the various parameters on the 
seismic response is studied in Chapter IV by 
analyzing the computed response of the various 
structures whon subjected to the first seven serond:-; 
of the El Centro earthquake of 1940 or 1.5 times 
this earthquake. These results provide insight 
to the earthquake response of this structural 
system and can provide a basis for romparison 
with similar results obtained from studies of other 
struetural sy:,;tems. The following significant ron-
elusions can be made regarding the seismic be-
havior of the staggered truss framing system 
studied: 
1. The <"olumns in the standard staggered 
truss framing :,;ystem act primarily as axial fon~c 
<~arrying memb<'rs with very small PIHl moments. 
But tlw axial fon·es are g<'rwrally high, r<'a<"hing 
tlw yidd valtws in mm;t of tlw stori<·:-;. However, 
this condition can he easily eorn•<"kcl by in<"roasing 
tlw :-;ize of tlw columns whi<"h will not <"ause any 
:-;ignifi<~ant <"hange in the dynamic ehara<"teristi<":-> 
of the stru<"turc. 
2. The only yielding mPmbcrs in these :-;truc-
tun~s are th~ chord mPmhers in the <'<~ntral panel 
of the tru:,;:,;<•s. The maximum cln<"tility ratios of 
th<·se m<•ml)('r:,; an~ redu<"<~d by up to 50% wlwn 
5% of !'riti<'al vi:-><·ous damping i:,; as:-;unwd to a<"t in 
<'a<"h vibrational mode of tlw stnl<'tnn'. 
:{. I )w~ to a 50% in!'r<'ase in th<· input ground 
motion, the <·orre:-;ponding inen·ase in the in-
da:-;ti<· a!'tivit.y-aH measurPd by maximum duc-
tility ratios and the hystPresis pncrgy dissipated-
is greater than 50% in many of the stories. 
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4. The most significant eff<>ct of the numh<•r of 
storieH on the r<'sponRe of the :-;tru!'ture i:-; that the 
taller strneture show:-; small<'r :-;pi:-;mic haHe :-;}war 
coefficient than the :-;horkr Htructun• and the 
maximum floor displae<'mPnts of the 40-story 
structure an~ relatively large a:-; !'ompar('(l to the 
other structures. 
5. The signifi<·ant <>ff<'<"t of tlw in<"rmsed width 
of the central panel of the tru:-;:-;ps on the irwla:-;ti<" 
response of the Htrueture i:-; tlw r<"du<"tion in tlw 
ductility requirements of the <'hord m<•mh<"rs in 
these panels as compan~d to th<' :-;tandard <'a:-><'. 
The wider eentral panel:-; al:-;o t!'nd to make the 
maximum column axial forep:-; and :-;tory Hhear:-; 1<':-;:-; 
than the :-;tandard !'aS<'. The lat<oral Plasti<" stiff-
ness of the structure with the widPr <·<·ntral pa!H•b 
is less than that of the standard case. 
6. The ductility requir<'m<"nt:-; for tlw <·honb of 
the lowest truHs in the frame B of the stru<"ture 
with the bottom story op<•n are r<"lat.iv<"ly high. 
Also, the <·olumn momPnt:-; in tlw bottom thr<'<' 
stori<"s of thi:-; :-;trw·tnn~ ar<' quik high and in f~l<'t. 
slightly eX!'Ped tlw plasti<· mom<'nt <·apa<·iti<':-; of 
the eolumns. Tlw us<' of st.rongt<·r <' hords in tlu· 
lowest tru:-;:-; of tlw strtl<'tun· and !'olumns in tlw 
bottom thre<• stori<'s might lw Pff<'din· in n•du!'ing 
tlH• du!'tility ratio:-; in the chord:-; and tlH• mom<"nts 
in the columns. But it must he YPrifiPd by th<' 
dynamic analysis. 
7. The !'ross-eorridor deftpction, i.e., tlw v<•r-
tical displar·ement betw<"on the• Pnds of tlw !'hord 
member in the !'entral pan<'l is r<"latin·ly high at 
most of the floor levels. Craeking in tlw floor 
slab would be <•xperted n<"ar the encb of tlw <'<'11-
tral panel and pPrp<'ndi!'ular to t lw plan<' of th<· 
trm;:-;. It is n·<·omm<·mkd that <"ontrol joint:-; h<' 
provicl<•d at t]w:-;<' lo<"ation:-; in the slab to limit tlw 
diHpNsion of tlw:-;<' !'ra<'k:-;. 
8. A:-; t}w numlwr of :-;torie:-; irH·n•as<·s tlw :-;tory 
shear in tlu~ slmn•r storiPs and tlH• magnitnd<• of 
th<" slwar fon·<· transmitted from fram<' to fram<• 
by th<" floor diaphragm incr!'asPs. Tlw shear 
fore<' capacity of the floor diaphragm and th<' 
Htrongth of thP <·onm•ction joining tlw floor eli a-
phragm to the fram<'s is Y<"ry important to tlw 
:-;atisfactory hPhavior of t}w entin• :-;ystem. 
Tlw abm·<· <'O!Wlusions about t IH· infln<"ll<'<' of 
various paranwkr:-; on tlw seismi<' n•spons<' of tlw 
:-;tagg<·red truss framing s:vstem and th<· dis<·ussion 
of thP n•sults of Yarious analys<•s in ( 'hapt<•r IV 
are ba:o;Pd on a limikd stud~· of p}pypn <·as<•s suh-
jPcted to two different at'!'<'l<'rogram:,;. Tlwse 
rrsults are Y<'ry t'ignifieant and givP an insight 
into the grneral behavior of the staggered truss 
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framing syst em during earthquakes. The struc-
tures in this series were designed by the working 
stress method using the Uniform Building Code 
seismic requirements. This working stress 
method was modified slightly in order to restrict 
yielding to the open panel chord members, keeping 
the columns and other truss members elastic at 
all times. However, the code specified forces do 
not permit the designer to utilize our current knowl-
edge as to the seismic characteristics of a given 
building site. 
In the companion report of this research en-
titled "Staggered Truss Framing System- D esign 
Procedure for Earthquake Loading, " a design 
procedure is presented and illustrated which 
allows the designer the much needed opportunity 
to utilize current information. This procedure 
used both an clastic and ultimate design philosophy 
in order to achieve acceptable response charac-
teristics for moderate earthquakes and to restrict 
the inelastic activity during a severe earthquake 
to those elem ents which can safely accept t hem 
without enda ngering the safety of t he entire 
structure. 
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PREFACE 
This study of the elastic and inelastic behavior of the staggered truss framing 
system has been divided into two parts. Part I entitled, "Analysis of Dynamic 
Hesponse," \Vas written by R. P. Gupta to provide insight to the behavior of this 
structural system when subjected to earthquake forces. A simplified structural 
model of the system was developed and a series of five staggered truss frames 
were designed using the 1971 Uniform Building Code seismic provisions. The 
response of these 10, 20 and 40-story frames subjected to the El Centro and 1.5 
times the El Centro 1940 N-S accelerogram were compared. 
The understanding developed by this earlier study provided the basis for the 
"Design Procedure for Earthquake Loading," proposed in Part II. One 40-story 
structure is used as a design example. The response of this example structure 
subjected to the El Centro and 1.5 times the El Centro 1940 N-S accelerogram are 
compared to similar responses of the UBC designed structure. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the financial support by the American Iron and 
Steel Institute through its Committee of Structural Steel Procedures and Com-
mittee of Steel Plate Producers of this study conducted at the University of Michi-
gan. The suggestions of the AISI Project 175 Advisory Committee are appre-
ciated. Particular thanks are given to H. J. Degenkolb, S. B. Barnes and E. B. 
Tryde for their in-depth review of this report. Other members of this advisory 
committee areS. A. Ault, G. V. Berg, J. A. Gilligan, J. J. Kesler, E. P. Popov and 
J. B. Scalzi. 
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II. DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR EARTHQUAKE LOADING 
ABSTRACT 
This report describes a method for analyzing the staggered truss framing sys-
t<>m as a statically determinate structure. It shows that the elastic limit and 
ultimate strength state of the truss can be controlled by the properties of the 
truss chord members at the central open panel. These characteristics permit 
a eonvenient and simple elastic limit-ultimate strength design procedure. Each 
step of this design procedure is explained. A design example is given for a 40-
stor.r building in which its elastic and inelastic dynamic response to the El 
C<mtro and .:\Iodified El Centro accelerograms is studied. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Part I of this Bulletin entitled, "Analysis of 
Dynamie 1lesponse," provides the historical back-
ground of this structural system and illustrates the 
behavior of the system under static and earthquake 
loadings. This structural system is easily analyz<'d 
by hand calculations and does not require~ a digital 
computer solution for the static: analysis for tall 
buildings. 
The primary purpose of Part II is to pn•::-;ent 
a design philo::-;ophy for staggen~d truss framed 
stnwtur<~s and to illustrate its application. The 
Uniform Building Code~ establi::-;lws criteria for the 
<ksign of earthquake resistant structures. This, 
lik<~ many oth<>r seismic: d<~sign codes throughout 
the world, n~presents very complex dynamic 
forc<'S in terms of "equivalf'nt" design static 
loads. ~WhilP these codes arc~ continually being 
improved, they do not p<~rmit ea::-;y utilization of 
the lwst current knowledge. As with almost all 
codes, eompl<"t<~ eomplianc<~ with the code \Vill not 
necessarily guarantee good earthquake resistaw·<· 
in the structure. Tlw best way to achic~vc• satis-
factory earthquake resistanc·c· is to have <'a(' h 
structural designer und<·rstand the d~·namic dwr-
ackr of the earthquak<' prohl<·m. Th<· d<·sign 
proecdur<" pn•scnt<~d herein should lwlp d<·v<'lop 
this u ndc~r::-;tandi ng. 
Tlw design proc<•dun• JH·m·id<•s for hotl1 <'lastic 
limit ancl ultimate· limit :-;tate d<·:-;ign whil<· n·-
taining maximum fl<·xihilit~· for tlw d<•:-;igner to 
<"stabli:-;h tlw d<"sign ('J'itl>ria for hi:-; :-;t nl<'tme and 
to in('orporate appropriate data for t h<· propo:-;ed 
('O!lstrudion :-;it<·. Thi:-; de:-;ign philo:-;oph~· i:-; d<·-
~·wrilwd in ddail in Clmpter II and illu:-;trated with 
th<· desi!!;n of a JO-:-;tory st aggned tru:-;:-; framing 
system building in ( 'hapt<·r III. 
The inelastic d~·namic re:-;pon:-;e of thi:-; building 
subjeet<'d to tlw El Centro and L) timPs th(• El 
( '<'ntro 1 !)40 ::\S <·omponent U('('<•lcrogram and 
::-;imilar respon:-;c· of the {;B(' de:-;igtwd 10-:-;tor~· 
structur<' n·ported earlier :-;u hj <'C'i < ·d to the Ia rg<·r 
a<·<·ekrogram ar<' <·ornpar('d in ('hapt<T TY. Tlw 
concluding <·omnwnts an· gi\'('11 in t h<· la:-;t dwpt<·r, 
( 'hapter V. 
Chapter II 
Design Procedure 
A. General Description 
Th<' basi<' philosophy of thi:-; design pro<·Pdun· 
is <·onsistent with that <·xpn·ssed on pag<' :n of tlw 
~Ei\0(' ( 'omnwntary (1): 
"1. H<·sist minor <·arthquakes without damag<". 
2. Hesist modl'rak earthquakes "·ithout 
strud.ural damage, hut with sonw non-
stnwtural damage. 
Seismic Behavior of Staggered Truss Framing Systems 
:L 1\:•:-;i:-;t major <'arthquak<·:-;. of tlw int<•n:-;it~· 
of :-;cY<'rity of th(' :-;trongc:-;t <'X]Wri<'IH'<'d in 
( 'alifornia, without <·ollap:-;<', hut with 
sonw stnl<'turnl a:-; wdl a:-; non:-;truct ural 
clamag<·. 
In mo::-;t strudun•:-; it j:-; <'X]Wd<'d that 
::;trudural damage, <'Yen in a major earth-
quake, eould be limit<•d to rq)airable 
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ctamagc>. This howevN, dc>p<·nds upon a 
numlwr of fa<'tors, including the type of 
<'Oitstruction selected for thc~ structure." 
The primary objective of this c·hapter i:o-: to 
tran:-:la te t hi:-: philosophy into a design pr<H'<~dure 
:-:]w<'ifically for the staggc•rNl truss system. Con-
sider the following :-:eqtl<'IH'e: 
Fir:-:t, the da:-:tic limit de:-;ign :-;pcctrum for a de-
sign earthquake mu:-;t he establi:-;lwd for the :-:ite 
and for the function:-: of the :-:tnwture. Thi:-: can 
h<· obtained h~· \'arious means and han· \wen devel-
op<·d for a mtmlH'r of talllmilding:-; in the past (2, :3). 
In addition to the <~lastic limit de:-;ign spectrum, 
hm\T\·c·r, the procedure proposc•d lwre al:-:o recom-
mends the· us<• of a time histor~· of tlw maximum 
probable earthquake to be experic•w·c·d at the site. 
This could lw on<· or preferably a family of :-;trong 
motion acc·dcrogram r<•<·ords. \\"ith thi:-: detailed 
knowl<•dgc• of the lo<·al seismic hazard, it i:-; possible 
to anal~·ze and design the de:-;ired strueture. 
A pn•liminary design must be made using the 
proc·c•dltr<'s common to all structural design ofiices. 
D<·ad load, lin· load, ·wind and possibly seismic 
c·odc• static fon·c•s r•otild he used to devdop this 
pn·lirni nary :-:t met mal design. \ \'i th this prelim-
inary design, the dynamic da:-:tic modal IH'-
ha ,·ior of the strud.un· <·an h<· evaluated. An 
appropriatf' numlwr of dastif' modes with esti-
m~il<•d viscous damping values (a:-: tlwy modify 
t lw dast ic design spectra) are u:-:ed to ddc~rmitw 
the maximum forces for whic·h the strueture mast 
remain ela:-:tif'. Thi:-: is truly an dasti<· limit de-
sign bef'au:o-:e it only requires that the> strueture re-
main elastif' in its response to these forces. 
Tlw next :-:tep is to take t hi:-: c•la:-:t iC" limit d<•signed 
:-:tnt<·t Ill'<' and imagin<· the :-:tru<"ttm• being :-:uh-
.i<·<'f<·d to larg<"r latPntl fon·C':-:. As tlw lateral 
fon·<·s i n<'n':l:-:<·, :-:p<"f'ifir•d nwmlH'rs, the <'<'tttral 
C'hord gird<"r:-: in the ca:-:e of the :-:t.agg<"r<·d truss 
sy:-:f<'lll, \\ill yi<·ld, dc·\·eloping an ultimate• nw<'ha-
nism. For For this ultimate nwchanism yi<·lcling 
f'an IH' re:-:trir·ted to specified nwm\H'rs by appro-
priatr• redesign of other nwmlwr:-: of the· structure. 
At t hi:-: point the structure has IH'en designed :-:o 
that it will n•Jnain <·lasti<· for the elasti<· limit d<"-
sign r·arthq11ak<" and \\·ill \)('han· in<"lastieally in 
a known ultimate nwf'hanism for a :-:trong<•r 
<"art hq 1 tak<". 
Til<· ll<"Xf st<•p i:-: to d<·sign th<" floor di:1phragm 
:-:y:-:tem.-.; :-:o that ilwy will not fail hefon· this ulti-
mat<· state is ac·hi<"n·d in tlw strtl<"illl'al framing. 
This r·ompldc•:-: th<· strud11ral design. 
The final st<"p i:-: to \·erify that th<" designed 
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structure has controlled inelastic n~spon:-:n to 
prev<~nt collapse~ when subjected to one or more 
tinw historic~:-: of maximum probabk earthquake 
ground motions. The suee<:'ss of the design can 
be evahrated and possible minor modifications to 
tlw structural framing to eliminate concentra-
tions of inelastic· activity may be sugg<~sted from 
studying tlw response of the structure to these 
ground motions. 
This d<~sign procedme \vill now he detailed ~kp 
by ~tep and a numerical e.xample illustrating the 
proeedun~ will follow in Chapter ll I. 
B. Detailed Procedure 
1. Upon the recommendation and consultation 
with engineering geologi:-;t:-: and foundation engi-
neer:-:, establish appropriate clastic limit dcs1:gn 
spectra. for tlw propo~cd building site. Further, 
sele<·t mw or more time history acceleroura.ms for 
the maximum probable earthquake at tlw building 
site. These record:-; should he~ establi:o-:lwd in 
consultation with geological and foundation con-
sultants. 
2. M akc a prelt:rm:nary design of Uw staggered 
truss :-;tnwturc. Prrw<~dure:-; for c~stabli:-:hing this 
prdimi nary de:-;ign have lwc~n illustra t<~d by 
Uupta and God 0). Tlw chord member moments 
causc~d by dead and livn gravity loads an~ small 
<'Ompared to the moments <·aus<~d by lateral load:-;. 
Therefore, the truss is analyzed for gravity forces 
as if all memhc~rs w<'I'e pin-eonrH•eted excPpt that 
the r·hord members are continnous over the central 
three panels, Figuw 1. The truss is also assnmed 
to lw pin-comH~cted to tlw columns. An assumed 
di:-;trilmtion of sh<·ar to the top and bottom c·hords 
in the <'<•ntral panel n~dw·e:-: t}w truss to a statically 
dc•t<-rminat<· system, Figure 2. The:-:<• gravity load 
nwmher fon~c·s do not chang<" mur·h from floor to 
floor. The trusses should also \)(' ehec·kc~d for liv<~ 
load on mw side only. This put:-: v<~rticalload sh<·ar 
in the central panel resulting in chord moments. 
Tlw latc~ral fon·e:o-: at c•ach floor l<~vd arc~ ddN-
min<·cl from wind c·onsidc~ration:-; or from code 
:-:ei:-:mi<· fon·es and applic·d to th<' sanw truss as 
u:-:<"d for the gravity fon·e:-:. The as~tmwd <' hord 
shear distribution mak<":-: this a :-:taticall~· d<"termi-
nat<· truss. Tit<~ irtrs:-: nwmh<·r:-: an· cksigll<•d in 
the usual manJH'l' for cmn hi ned gravity and 
!at c·ral fon·c•s. 
It is n·c·ornm<·nded that tlw truss memlwr sizes 
remain uniform for several story levels. This 
permits duplication of a significant m1mlwr of 
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FIGURE 1. Typical truss 
identical trusses and will reduce fabrication costs 
and possible errors. 
:~. Having the preliminary design of the 
staggered tru:,;s building, estimate the natural fre-
quencies and mode shapes of the syst<~m. SevPral 
teehniqnes an~ available for this, ineluding existing 
computer stnwtural dynamics programs. One 
technique suitable for desk computation is de-
scribed in the following paragraphs. 
The lateral stiffness of the typical truss ean be 
determined from the geometrical dimensions of 
the truss and the truss member characteristics. 
If it is assumed that the ehords are axially rigid, 
that significant bending is limit<~d to the e<~ntral 
open panel and the adjacent pan0ls on each side, 
and that the web members earry axial forces only, 
it can he shown that the lateral stiffnpr,;s of the 
trusH is 
EV 
K [3 If2('2a 3 + c3) 2:- +--------
WFJB A '241 
(1) 
In this equation E is the modulus of elastieity of 
the steel, L is the width of the building (kngth 
of the truss), l is the length of 'veb memh<•r, A is 
the area of the web memlwr, H is tlw height of 














FIUUHE 2. Left half of t.ypi!'nl tnu.;s: Hymmetrieal gravity load8 
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width of thP adjacent pands, and I is the• momPnt 
inertia of tlw ehord me•mhPr. This <·xpn•ssion 
negkc·ts the contribution of tlw e·olumn slwar 
forePs to the lateral stiffnc•ss whie·h is small, and 
it also w~gh~ets tlw axial ddormations of t lw 
eolumns whieh will h<• dise·uss<'d lat<'r. 
Tlw mass of tlw struetun· p<'r floor should I><' 
takPn as tributary floor w<'ight and appropriate· 
live load supporte•d hy oJH' c· hord of t h<' truss 
divid<'d hy tlw ace·Pl<'ration of gravity. 
A lumpe·d mass approximation to a uniform 
she•ar I>Pam kads to tlw e•xprc•ssion for natural 
periods of vibration 
'l, - _/m 
sn - 1K 
Sill (:28 - 1) 7r 
2N + I :2 
where m is the lump<•d mas~ at Oil<' floor, K i:-; th<' 
lat.Pral stifhwss of orw story, 1Y is tlw totalnumh<'r 
of storic•s and 8 i~ thP numlwr of the• mock for 
which the pPriod is bPing ealeulat<'d. If the 
numbC'r of stories, N, is much gr<'akr than tlw 
modP numl)('r, 8, thc•n 
. (:28 - 1) 7r (:28 - 1) 7r 
'Ill ~ 
'2N + 1 :2 :2N + I :2 
and e·quation for til!' natural pe•ri!Hls n•ehw<•s to 
w 
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Building Height-to-Width Ratio, NH/L 
FIGliRE 3. Period increase factor as a function of the building 
height-to-width ratio 
_ 2(2N + 1) . ~ /m 
Tsn - (28- 1) "K (2) 
Equation (2) is a good approximation for the 
lowest natural periods of vibration (S « N) for 
a uniform shear beam with equal lumped masses. 
Story stiffnesses of building structures are not 
ordinarily equal. Usually the lower stories are 
stiffer than the higher stories. The effect of 
axial deformation of the columns on the lateral 
stiffness of a building is a function of the height-
to-width ratio of the primary resisting system. 
An analysis of the results presented by Rubin-
stein (5) suggests that the effect of axial deforma-
tion on building period is almost a linear function 
Mode l Mode 2 Mode 3 
FIGURE 4. First six mode shapes 
of the height-to-width ratio of the building. A 
linear characteristic to incorporate both the effect 
of tapered stiffness and the effect of axial deforma-
tion seems to be reasonable approximation to the 
actual variation. An attempt to evaluate this 
variation for the staggered truss system was made 
using the standard structures and fundamental 
periods reported by Gupta (4). The fundamental 
period of each structure was divided by the ap-
proximate fundamental period calculated by Eq . 
(2). This ratio minus one was defined as the 
period increase factor (PIF) and is shown as a 
function of the building height-to-width ratio in 
Figure 3. Since this result is derived from very 
little data, it is anticipated that this figure will be 
adjusted as more information becomes available. 
The period increase factor (PIF) can be determined 
from Figure 3 after the height-to-width ratio of 
the building, NH / L, has been evaluated. Since 
the higher mode shapes include fewer stories in 
the axial deformation accumulations, the effective 
PIF will decrease with the higher mode periods. 
Applying this adjustment to the uniform shear 
beam period determination given in Eq. (2) results 
Ill 
T = 2(2N + 1) . _/m . (l + PIF) (3) 
"' (28 - 1) "K 8 
where Sis the mode number and PIF is the period 
increase factor for the building as determined from 
Figure 3. The natural period of vibration for 
each mode, S, is calculated with Eq. (3) for the N 
story building using the lumped mass per floor, m, 
and the average of the lateral stiffnesses, K, of 
the stories, determined from Eq. ( 1). 
Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6 
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Table I. First Six Mode Shapes 
%of Bldg 
Height Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode ;J 
100 0.2752 0.2588 -0.2522 
97.5 0.2693 0.2400 -0.2243 
9.~.0 0.2633 0.219R -0.1905 
92.5 0.2568 0.196:3 -0.1479 
90.0 0.2502 0.1720 -0.1023 
87.5 0.2432 0.1451 -0.0520 
85.0 0.2362 0.1179 -0.0022 
R2.fi 0.228S 0.0890 0.0477 
80.0 0.2213 0.0604 0.0934 
77 .. '5 0.2136 0.0309 0.1352 
7.~.0 0.2058 0.0023 0.1896 
72 .. '5 0.1979 -0.02.52 0.1956 
70.0 0.1900 -0.0;)13 0.212R 
67 .. '5 0 .1R20 -0.0767 0.2216 
65.0 0.1740 -0.1003 0.2209 
62.5 0. 1G5R -0.1225 0. 2117 
60.0 0.1!i76 -0.1426 0.1938 
57.r5 0.1493 -0.1608 0.1684 
fJfJ.O 0.1411 -0.176;) 0.1362 
ii2.5 0 .132S -0.1900 0.0986 
50.0 0.1246 -0.2008 0.057G 
47.5 0.1171 -0.20RG 0.0204 
4;).0 0.1097 -0.2140 -0.0171 
42.5 0.1023 -0.2171 -0.0544 
40.0 0.09.'51 -0.2177 -0.0900 
37.:i O.OR79 -0. 21G2 -0.1230 
35.0 O.OR08 -0.212:3 -0.1!i23 
32.5 O.OG3R -0.206:3 -0.1770 
30.0 0.0670 -0.1982 -0.1964 
27.5 O.OG02 -0.18R2 -0. 20\JR 
25.0 0.0537 -0.17G2 -0.21G7 
22 . .') 0.0474 -0.1630 -0.2172 
20.0 0.041;) -0.14R:3 -0.2113 
17 . .') 0. ();):)3 -0 .1;{22 -O.l!JH:3 
1;).0 0.029.') -0.1149 -O.lSl!i 
12.ii 0.0239 -0.0965 -0.158ii 
10.0 0.01R6 -0.0774 -0.1:310 
7.5 0.0239 -0.0575 -0.1997 
5.0 0.0186 -0.0373 -0.0657 
2.5 0.0134 -0.0163 -0.0290 
The mode shapes for multistory buildings ap-
pC'ar to be relatively consisknt provided that 
abrupt c~hangf's in story stif'fnc•ss and massc•s do 
not occur. Tlw mml<~ slmpc~s n~ported b.Y Uupta 
for his standard staggered truss strll<·tm<>s an~ 
probably suffici<~ntly elos<~ to the actual modf' 
shapes for the purposes of this design procedure~. 
The mode shapes for tlw first six mode's an· shown 
in Figure 4 and are summarizr~d in Table 1. It 
should he nokd that these mode• shapes are normal-
ized so that for each mode the sum of tlH• squares 
of tlw ordinat<•s is <~qual to mw. Tlw use of an~· 
suhsd of thes<' vahws will r<'quin· caution in tlw 
computation of tlw modal part.i<·ipation factors. 
·L Calculate the desi(Jtl story shmrs for the 
lmU(liii(J. Only a brid summary of tlH' t lwon•tical 
rf'sponse of multistory buildings to <·arthquak<·s 
will he~ give~n lwr<' to assist tlw rPad<>r in following 
the~ steps. A ektaikd discussion of this theory 
can he~ found in many structural dynamic texts 
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-0.2317 -0.2403 0.22(j(i 







o.o.~;;s O.l!i29 -0. 20Sfi 
0. 1156 0.2072 -0. 22!i2 
0.1662 0.2334 -0. 1962 
0.2006 0.2239 -0.1231 
0.21S5 0 .1S3H -0.02!iu 
0. 2171 0.1166 0.0789 
0.1996 0.039:3 0. 1602 
0. 16!i9 -0.0441 0.2121 
0.1196 -0.1214 0.222:) 
0. 06:3G -O.IR42 () .1917 
0.0028 -0.2230 0. 1237 
-0. O!iSG -0.234:3 0. 0:3:34 
-0.11:iG -0.2L'i2 - 0. ()(j;)/ 
-O.IG41 -0. Hi97 -0.147(i 
-0.2003 -0.1021 -0.20:37 
-0.2217 -0.02:3;) -0.220(; 
-0.22;)4 0.04(i(i -0.2004 
-0.2Li0 0.1100 -0.1477 
- (). l!l1:3 0.1li22 -0.0722 
-O.l!iGO 0. l!Hi7 o. o 1 ;,o 
-0.1110 0.210;) 0. ()!)\);) 
-O.O!i94 0.2018 0. Hi87 
-0.0041 0.1720 0.2111 
O.O.'il2 0.12:3!! 0.220S 
0.10:33 (). 0(i27 () .19.-hi 
0. 148() -O.OO:il 0. 1400 
0 .1S:3!l -0.070:3 0. Oli4H 
0.207i-S -0. 12S4 - (). 01!)7 
0.219!i -0.17:36 - (J.l 01:3 
0.21SO -0.201;) -0. ](i7fi 
0. 20:3fi -0.20!)1 -0.20Xli 
0. 1770 -0.19:)8 -0.2180 
(). 1399 -0.1629 -0.194(i 
O.O!l47 -0.11:3!) -0.1422 
0.0424 -0. O.'il !J -0. ()(i(i4 
and earthquak<' r<'ports such as Biggs (()) and 
AISI (7). 
Th<' basi<' diff('rt•ntial c•quation \\'hi('h dC'scrihes 
tlw lwhavior of <'a<'h floor of a ::\ story structure 
during an <·art hquak<' is 
.\' .\ 
111 1.\' 1 + L t,1:\:J + L ku.1·.~ = -111 );; 
}=I )=I 
wh<'l'<' m, is th<' mass of tlH' i-th floor, c,.i and k,i 
an' the damping and ~tiffnpss coPffil'iPnts for 
fon·<·s at floor?. assol'iated \Yith mm·<·nwnt of floor 
j, re~pediYdy, :r1 is the displac·em<•Jlt of t IH' i-th 
.floor rdati\'l' to t lw foundation and i is t IH' tim<' 
hist<>r~· of tlw foundation a<·<·<·l<'ration <'all~<·d by 
the Part hquak<'. Ld t h<' nall!l'al mod<· shap<· \)(' 
¢ 1,, with i = 1 to .X, and t lw <·orn·~p<mdin}.!; natural 
period lw '1'.,. ThPn by setting .r, = ¢ 1,·!J, and 
utilizing the orthogonalit~· of t IH' mod<·s, on<· ob-
tains the modal c·quation of motion 
/Is + '2{3w,/f, + w, 2y,. = - (Jf PF), .j; 
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< ~ Story Shear t' M2;;;::Q 
FIC:urn; ;). Left half of typical truss: lateral loads 
wherl' {3 is tlw fraction of critical damping, w., 














where 8,,, is the earthquake aerC'lPration re-
sponse speetrum valuf' at 1\. The story shear 
from modeS at any kvl'l is <·qual to 
.v 
ssi = (i]/ !'F), ·Sa,. L 111,¢,, U>) 
r=l 
Tlu• s1 ory sll<'ar is <·omput<•d for e~u·h mode, J/, of 
pni('ti<·al int<·n·st and the absolute values of tlw 
sh<·ar at i'at·h stor)· are SlllllllH'd. This giv<•s tlw 
elasti<·limit story slwar. 
n. Dcsiun the chord members for the elastic 
limit story shc((r. ( 'akulation of the elastif' limit 
moments at the ends of the open f'entral panel 
f'hord members establishes th<~ minimum elasti<· 
section modulus whi('h f'an lw used. Figure !) 
shm\·s one half of a t)·pi('al truss. l )ue to the dif-
fnerH'<' in joint r<'straint at the ends of thl' <·entral 
panel lwtw<'<'ll tlw upp<·r and lower d1ords, tlw 
total f'hord shear may not he <'quail.\· divided. 
Using the symmet.ri<'al <'lwraderisti('s of the truss 
and assuming the shear distribution <'arried by Uw 




.,. c/2 ~I 
moment equilibrium about the column line the 
sh<•ar force in cad1 chord member. For equal 
shear distribution (i.e., Vr = V2) it is 
H M 
(ehord :-;hPar)n = ~ L iSSnl ~L s=l 
where 1li is the number of modes of praetieal in-
tl·rest. The maximum chord moment equals c/2 
time:-; this chord shear and letting this value go 
to its dasti1~ limit gives 
(G) 
wh<~re Sx if; tlw elastic section modulus, F 11 is the 
spt:cificd minimum yield stress of the material 
and F is the axial stress in the l'hord eaused by 
gravity loads. This eomputation for the elastie 
limit sPdion modulus does not ind\l(k stn~ss<~s 
<'al!sed hy gravity load monwnts whieh should he 
<·onsiden~d wlwn arl'hikdural arrang<•m"nt eaus<~s 
significant unsymrndril'al truss loading. Tlw 
gravity load moments add to th<~ moment at mw 
Pnd of the cr~ntral panel and d<~en~asl~ the moment 
at the otlwr enJ. This tends to initiate yielding 
slightly carli(~r than in the ahsenee of gravity 
loads, but does not signific~antly change the struc-
tural response unless tlw gravity load moments 
he<'ome large. 
G. Determine the maximum col"umn loads .for the 
tdhnwte m.cchanism. \Yith tlw ('hord memhns 
designed for th<~ dasi.i<' limit story shears, in<'reas<~ 
th<' lakral for('l's to l'atts<~ tlw l~hord memlwrs to 
n~a<'h tlwir modified plasti<~ moment valw~s. Tlw 
modified plastil' moment for eaeh dwrd member 
is J/ 1,1 = 1.18 F 11 (1 - F/F 11)Z::::; F 11Z, where Z is the 
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plastic section modulus and F is the chord axial 
stress caused by gravity loads. This gives the 
(ultimate chord shear) = 2M 'Pt (7) 
~ 
This ultimate chord shear is used to calculate the 
l . 2L u tlmatc story shear = H (ultimate chord shear) (8) 
which must be transferred from the truss bottom 
chord to the floor diaphragm on each side of the 
truss, Figure 6. Thus, the 
maximum floor shear force = L (ultimate chord shear) H· 
(9) 
The ultimate story shear is used to calculate 
the maximum earthquake forces in the truss mem-
bers. These forces are combined with the dead 
load and live load forces to provide the clastic 
limit design forces for the truss members. The 
forces in these members must remain within the 
elastic limit and below the critical buckling loads 
for all possible combinations of earthquake and 
gravity loads. 
The maximum floor shear must be transmitted 
from the truss chords to the floor system and 
across the floor panel to the next truss elastically. 
This is a critical step in the design because early 
failure of this element would uncouple the stag-
gered trusses and result in excessive lateral dis-
placements at that level. A reinforced concrete 
slab or a composite metal deck-concrete slab could 
be used to transfer these forces. Other possibili-
ties are limited only to the imagination of the 
structural designer. 
The ultimate chord shear forces could lw ae-
cumulated from the top story to the foundation to 
give th<) ultimate earthquake column axial forces. 
However, the probability that this ultimate 
chord shear forec would exist in every truss at th<' 
same time is very low. The ultimate earthquake 
axial forces are reduced in a mann<'r similar to th<' 
procedure commonly used for live load r<'ductions. 
This reduced ultimate earthquake axial fore<' is 
added to the dead load plus recluePd live load 
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FLOOR DIAPIIR!\GM SHEAR 
FLOOH Dlll.PllAAGM S!IEAR 
FIUUBE {). 1-'tory shear to floor !liaphragm shear trausfcr 
axial forec in Paeh eolumn. Tlw <·olumn is tlwn 
dPsigned to n~main dastie and hPlow it:-; eri tie a 1 
buckling load. H should ])(' not!'d that in mam· 
cases th<• column siz<'s will lw gm·<'rn<'d hy <'artl;-
quake fon•ps in tlw longitudinal din·etion of the 
building. This step <"ompletes tlH· stru('tural d<)-
Sign. 
7. Verify that the structure has controlled inelastic 
response. As a chPek on the indasti<· lwhavior of 
thes<) buildings until mon• e•xp<'ri<'lH'<' with th<·ir 
design is availahl<', it is n·eommPmkd that tlw 
inelastic dynami<" n•spmls<' of t lw building hP 
computed for one or mor<' tinw histor~· a<"t'dPro-
grams n·pn•sentatiYt' of the• maximum prohahk 
earthquake· to h<' Pxpel'ted at the• building site. 
Can•ful anal~·sis of tlw rPsulb of this irH·lastie 
dynamic r<'RponsP may rt'Yeal ck~irahk modifica-
tions of tlw df'sign of sdPdecl mPmh<'f~ to elimi-
nate coneentration~ of inda:-;tie adiYity. The 
ultimate goal of a smoothly Yarying building 
stiffnpss should not lH' discarclecl in this dPsign 
modifie·ation pr<w<'dun·. A diffc·r<'nt <·arthquake 
ac<"el<•rogram <·ould alter tlw po:-;ition~ of maximum 




The dPRign procedure described in Chapter II 
is not meant to be unnecessarily complicated. 
Yet, p<•rhaps the best and most efficient way to 
develop a thorough understanding of the design 
procedure is through a numerical example. A 
40-story apartment building was selected to serve 
as this example :-;trueture. Forty stories was not 
selected because it would be an upper limit of 
possibl<~ utilization or because it was the smallest 
eeonomic·al size for this type of framing; rather it 
appears to be a rea~.;onable size for today's needs 
for apartment building::; in metropolitan areas. 
Step 1. The selection of the elastic limit design 
sp<'<'tra and the maximum probable earthquake 
a<'<'<'krogram for the building site is important 
to the overall success of the design procedure. 
t-liw·p a specific building site is not appropriate for 
this illustrative example, other criteria were neces-
sary for this selection. The El Centro 1940 
A<·ePkrogram, NS Component, har-; been used to 
:-;tudy the dynamic response of many structures. 
In addition to it:-; international usage it also has 
the dPsirahl<~ characteristic that about 80% of its 
<~Iwrgy input to a r-;trueturc occurs within the first 
seven seeond::; (8, 9). The use of this shortened 
accdcrogram reeord saves considerable expense 




El CPntro 1940 NS ~ = S/( 
/ll,fj 
FI< iUHE i. m Centro Hpeclm for;)'/~ vi,.;c:ons damping and the 
example elastic limit design spectm 
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To permit comparison of the results obtained by 
this study with earlier results, it was decided to 
use the El Centro spectrum as the elastic limit 
design spectrum. The elastic spectrum for the 
1940 El Centro 1940, NS accelerogram is plotted 
in Figure 7. The elastic limit design spectrum to 
be used in this example is also given in Figure 7. 
Comparing the design spectrum with the 5% 
critically damped El Centro spectrum, it is seen 
that the design spectrum envelopes the actual 
spectrum except at several periods most notably 
at 2-4 see. This tripartite spectrum is simply 
transformed into the elastic limit design accelera-
tion spectrum given in Figure 8. 
The maximum probable earthquake accelero-
gram for this example was selected to be the El 
Centro 1940 NS accelcrogram with its accelera-
tion ordinates multiplied by 1.5. The reasons 
for this ehoiee are the same as discussed above and 
that a peak ground acceleration of 0.50 g seems 
reasonable for a maximum probable earthquake. 
The :-;eleetion of thi8 elastic limit design accelera-
tion Hpeetrnm and this maximum probable <~arth­
quake aeederogram are for this example only. It 
is not intended that this spcetrum and accelero-
gram should be used for the design of a staggered 
truss building for any particular building site. 













FIUUHE S. Example aeeelcration design speetrum 
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used in the previous n~port is repeated hC're to 
provide a basis of comparison between the two 
design proeedun·s. The basic geom<•try is shown 
in Figure 9. The dead and rcducC'd live loads arc 
kept the same also. They an~: 
Gravity Loads 





Total Dead Load 
Heduecd Live Load 









126 psf = 0.126 ksf 
This gives thr~ total vertical load carried by a 
trw.;s, apportion<·d equally to the top and bottom 
chords, of 2 X 0.126 ksf X 15ft X 60ft = 22G.R 
kips. This load it> divided equally to the panel 
points and the chord moments due to distribution 
of load along the chord members arc neglceted. 
The result of this gravity load analysis is shown 
in Figure 10. Becaut><' of tlw assumed symmetry 
of the loading, tlw r~hord moments are a funetion 
of the vertical deflection of the tru:-;s awl may be 
1wglectr~d for this preliminary d<~sign. Unsym-
metri<~aJ loading conditions should be inv(•sti-
gated in normal <ksign. 
The lateral forces used in this preliminary de-
sign r~xample will be the r·odc spismic forces as 
described in tlection 2:H4(d) of the Uniform 
Building Code, 1970 edition. Th<· period sug-
gested by the co<k is 
'l' = O.O:ih II 
VD 
o.o.i(.tor' 
Vr;o :!.:~:! :0:('(' 
and thr• latnal f on·<' codfi ci<·n t 1 H'<'Omes 
O.O;i 
= o.ms v:z.:~:! 
Ul'ing C = 0.04 and with K, Z and J equal to 1.0, * 
the n'l'Hltiug has<~ shear for a pair of :-;taggered 
tru:-;s frames (mw A frame and one B framp--:-;ee 
Fi~-?;un~ \l) is <'qual to :~62.\J kips. The distribution 
* Thi,.; e.,.;[ in1atcd ,.;!Pel weight ,.;hould he <'OITP<'led to thP a..tu:il \·:illll'o 
for P:tdl tnt:-;:-;, whi<'h \':li'Y frollt :II loUt ti Jl:-1f :tt 1itf' roof_ to :.!0. p:-;f :.tt 
tht• lower flooro in thi,.; <•xample lmilding. TIH' life lo:td ''' retallil'd tn 
t.he t·otnput:d.ioTL'-' for laiPr:d fotTf':--> to p:trti:tll.\· t'Oillp('tl:--::lte for tilt:-; <~iffercn('e and for :-;ilnpli<"it.\". It i:-; not nonllal pr:tdi('P to rptain the 
hvP load in the lateral for<'C calcul:~tion,.;. 
*The ,·:tlue of /1. ~ 1.0 """' arhitmrilv selected hetwl'en the fl. ~ 
l.:>:l of the shP:~r wall S\otem atHl the fl. ·oc O.f>7 fur the tltwtile !liOIIIent fr:~me syc;tem. The HI•:AOC m:ule .I ~ 1.0 '" a consl:~nt for all 
pcriocb in a ]9(i\} Hevision which w:l' adopted h>· the ICBO for the 
Uniform Building ('ode in 1971. 
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Plan 
Section c-c 
FIGURE 9. STAGGERt:n TRl,SS SYSTEM 
* The top truss in Structurf" B mu!'<t ('arrv r-nof 1oar1!" 1n arklit 
to its ordinary floor gravity loaris. " 
Fl GUH E \J. :-;( aggered tnt~~ ,.;y~tem. * Thl' top t ru~s in 
Stnwt ure B must ,.arry roof loads in add it ion lo ih ordirwr~· 
floor gnwity loads 
of thi:-; force along the h(•ight of t lw building 
was calculat(•d in iH'c·ordmH·e with t lw l' niform 
Building Cod(• giYing F 1 = G2.:) kip:-:. Tlw n·-
snlting values nre summariz(•d in Tahl(• 2. 
( 'on:-;id<'l' for example t h(• tru:-::-; at lP\·d ll. Th(• 
total latr·ral :-;h(•ar forcP transmittC'd to the' top 
('hord of this tru:-:s i:-; >1-+2.1 kips and i:-: tran:-:mitt<·d 
hack into th<' fioor systc•m at the lowC'r chord. 
Becau:-:e of the ,.;~·mmctry of t h<' tnt:-::-: a nrl t !H• 
open panel, th<' chord bending mom(•Jlt:-: at mid-
span of the truss du<' to lateral force:-: must he 
<'qual to zero. ..\,.; :-:hmYn in th<' de:-;ign procedure 
and in FigurP 5, 
and in tlH' :-<JWcial ca:-:c• \\·lwn the top and llottom 
dwrds ha \"('<'qual :-:t ifhw:-::-:, 
II 
1"1 = J"., = ·(:-:tor\' :-:h<'ar) 
- :?I . 
The resulting nwmlwr forcr•s caus<'d hy latt>rnl 
load an· given in Figure f) for n typi(·al truss nml 
59 







9@ 6'-8" = 60'-0" 
FIUUHE 10. Typical truss with symmetrical gravity loads and resulting member forces (all loads and forces in kips) 
valuef' for the truss at lcvd 11 are given in Figure 
11. Tlwse member forer's r·aus<>d hy the lateral 
seismic forces ar<> dekrmirwd only for levels 1, 11, 
21 and :u lwmuse identical truss<~s will be used in 
t<>n story incremr~nts for this example. Thr~ re-
sulting pwliminary design of the trusset-l for this 
4.0-story building arc identical to that given by 
Gupta and are summarized in Figure 12. * 
Step 3. The lateral stiffness of eaeh type of 
truss is calnrlated using equation 1. \Ylwn the 
truss panels arc all equal size, i.e., o = c, the t-lecond 
term in thr~ denominator becomes 
81 
Truss type three which oceurs at level 11 has the 
properties giwn in Figure 12. All eight diagonal 
\veb m<>mbers have an area of 10.1 sq in., six of 
the vertical web members have an area of 10.1 
sq in. and tlw remaining two vertieal wf'b mr)m-
hers have an arf'a of 5.54 sq in. The \VlO X 60 
chord members have a moment of irwrtia of :344 
in. 4• The sampl<' calculations for this truss are 
given hdow and tlw results for all four types of 
tnrsses ar<' summarizr)d in Table' :3. 
8! 
CI08) 2 (8or~ 
-- - -- - ---------
8(:344) 2.17 X 10
6 in. 
:)0 X 10°(7:!0)2 
= :.w:z:·L k/in. 
,).:):z X 106 
The a \'<'rage Ia teral stiff ness of these tmsses is 
2(i72 kips per inch. The~ <·ontribut.ory floor load 
* The :->(']Pet ion of tuhul:J r v.:eh lllf'l!l hers :tnd wid~ fi:J ngP hc:LIIJ c•h()rds 
<·ontirlliO!l~ :tc·ros:--: thn width of the building :tre for :--:i11qlli('ity of 
iJin,l r-ation onlY. The a<"tu;li d<:>t:~il' :~re depPnd,-,nt upon loc·:tl 
e<·onornic·;tl I'Oil~ider:ttions. 'The web to l'honl rncrnher:-; c·onrwt·tion 
details c·ottld intro<hl<'~ se<·orHI:tr.\' bending rnorncnts into t.he weh 
lllf'llthers. Thi.-., is p:1rtil'ularly itnport:ud for thf' verti<·:d :tnd dj:tg-on:tl 
ttiPtnher' ad.i:I<"Pnt to the open panel. Experimental otndies of 
opecifir· details ha\·e l1een made (1:!). 
60 
at each level is 226.8 kips or the mass is 226.8/ 
:)86 0 .. 59 (kip)/in./sec 2• The fundamental 
period of the building is calculatr~d from Eq. (:3) 
using m = 0.59 k-sr~c 2/in., K = 2672. kips/in., 
S = 1, and PIF = 0.:)5 from Figun~ ;) with a 
building hr~ight-to-width ratio of 6. 
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-~----+ 171.0 2 
FIGURE 11. Left half of truss at level 11: member forces from code lateral loads, in kips 
1 2(81) ~ (0.59 ( 0.35) 71 = --1--, 2672_ 1 + - 1- = 3.25 sec 
Similarly T2 = 0.94 sec, T3 = 0.54 sec and T4 
0.37 sec. The calculated periods are used to 
establish the appropriate elastic limit design ac-
celeration values from the spectrum given in 
Figure 8. The values read from that chart arc 
Sal = 0.14:3 g, Sa2 = 0.48 g, Sa3 = 0.91 g and Sa4 = 
1.0 g. 
The mode shapes are taken directly from Table 
1 using all 40 terms which coincides with the 
A 
Wl0x45 





FICUIU~ 12. Trusses of preliminary design 
Sym. 
I 
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number of degrees of frc<~dom in thi:-; <'Xample 
structure. 
Step 4. The modal parti<'ipation faC'tor:-;, M PF, 
are calculated with Eq. (~). Sin<"<' tlw rna:-;:-; of 


















TABLE 3. Truss Lateral Stiffness 
2:!!_ H2c3 
Truss WEBA 8T K, 
Type in. in. kips;in. 
1 3.88 X 106 3.00 X 106 2261. 
2 3.88 X 106 2.44 X 106 2460. 
3 3.15 X 106 2.17 X 106 2923. 
4 3.15 X 10& 1. 95 X 106 3046. 
Average Lateral Stiffness K = 2672. kips/in. 








Similarly for the next few modes llfPF2 = -2.61, 
llfPFa .= -1.:32 and llfPF4 = 0.9:37. The mode 
properties used for these calculations arc g1ven 
in Table 4. 
Equation (5) is used to calculate the story 
shear for ea<'h mode. Hather than completing 
TABLE 4. Mode Displacement Properties 
n c/>n! c/>n!2 cf>n2 c/>n2 2 
40 0.027.'> 0.0757 0.2588 0.0670 
:39 0.2693 0.072.5 0.2400 0.0576 
38 0.2633 0.0693 0.2198 0.0483 
37 0.2;}68 0.0659 0.1963 0.0385 
36 0.2502 0.0626 0.1720 0.0296 
a:; 0.2432 0.0:>91 0.14[)1 0.0211 
34 0.2362 0.0;)[)8 0.1179 0.0139 
33 0.2288 0.0523 0.0890 0.0079 
32 0.2213 0.0490 0.0604 0. 003(i 
31 0.2136 0.04ti6 0.0:.309 0.0010 
30 0.2058 0.0424 0.0023 0 
29 0.1979 0.0392 -0.0252 0.0006 
28 0.1900 0.0361 -0.0.')13 0.0026 
27 0.1820 0.0331 -0.0767 0.00.59 
26 0.1740 0.0303 -0.1003 0.0101 
25 0.16.')8 0.027.') -0.122ii 0.0150 
24 0.1;)76 0.0248 -0.1426 0.0203 
23 0. 1493 0.0223 -0.1608 0.02.')9 
22 0.1411 0.0199 -0.176:> 0.0312 
21 0.1:328 0.0176 -O.l!JOO 0. 03(i1 
20 0.124fi O.Oiiii> -0.2008 0.040:{ 
1\l 0. 1171 0. 01:{7 -0.208(i 0.04:31> 
18 0. I O!l7 0. 0120 -0.2140 0.04ii8 
17 0. I 02:3 0.010[) -0.2171 0.0471 
IIi 0.0!}[)1 o.oono -0.2177 0.0474 
l.'i 0.087!! 0.0077 -0. 21fi2 0. 04fi7 
14 O.OHOS 0. ()()(ji) -0.212:3 0.041>1 
I :3 0.07:l8 0.00;)4 -0.20fi:3 0.042fi 
12 O.Ofi70 0.004[) -0.1!!82 o.o:m2 
II O.OGO!i 0.00:37 -O.IS22 O.D:3i>4 
10 0. ();):37 0.002!} -0.17fi2 0.0:310 
!} 0.0474 0.0022 -0. Hi:30 0.02(i(i 
8 0.041:3 0.0017 -0.148a 0.0220 
7 0. o:J;);3 0.0012 -0.1:322 0.017;) 
(i 0. 02!};) O.OOO!l -0.1140 0.01:32 
;) 0.02:3!1 0. OOOfi - (). O!J(j;) 0. OO!l:l 
4 0.01H.) 0.00():1 -0.0774 0. OOfiO 
., 0. 02:l4 0.0002 -0. 0.)7;) 0.000:3 •} 
2 0.008[) 0.0001 - 0. 0:37:3 0.0014 
I o.oo:w 0.0000 -O.Oifi:3 o. oom 
~lllll ,j. :34H:3 0. !l!JfJfi * -2.fil24 I . 0000 
this summation in one step the inertia forces at 
each level are calculated by 
(inertia force)t = (MPF)s·Sas·mt·¢;s 
and the story shear is the accumulation of the 
inertia forces from the top of the building to the 
foundation. For level 11 and mode 2 the inertia 
force is 
(inertia force)u = -2.61(0.48g) 22G.8k/g ( -0.1882) = 
+53.5 kipR 
These inertia forces and their cumulative sum, 
which is the story shear, are given in Table 5 for 
the first four modes of this 40-story building. 
The square root of the sum of the square::-; of the 
story shean; (RSS) for the fir::-;t four modes is 
eomparc~d to the sum of the almolute vahws of the 
story shears in the first three mode8 in Table 5. 
cf>n3 c/>n3 2 c/>n< cf>n4 2 
-0.2522 0.0636 -0.2317 0.0537 
-0.2243 0.0503 -0.1924 0.0370 
-0.1905 0.0363 -0.1418 0.0201 
-0.1479 0.0219 -0.0780 0.0061 
-0.1023 0.010ii -0.0119 0.0001 
-0.0!)20 0.0027 O.OG!i8 0.0031 
-0.0022 0 O.llii6 O.<ll::l4 
().0477 0.0023 O.Hi62 0.027H 
0.0934 0.0087 0.2006 0.0402 
0.13[)2 0.01S3 0.21Sii 0.0477 
0.1696 0.02S8 0.2171 0.0471 
0.19i)(j 0.0383 0.1996 0.0398 
0.2128 0.04ii3 0.16[)9 0.0271> 
0.2216 0.0491 0.1196 (). 0143 
0.2209 0.0488 0.0636 0.0040 
0.2117 0.0448 0.0028 0 
0.1938 0.0376 -0.0.')86 0.0034 
0.1684 0.0284 -O.lliifi 0.0134 
0. 13fi2 0.0186 -0.1641 0.02fi9 
0.098G 0.0097 -0.200;{ 0.0401 
0. ()i)(i7 0. 003:3 -0.2217 0.04!)2 
0.0204 0.0004 -0.22ii4 O.OiiOS 
-0.0171 0.0003 -0.21ii0 0.04(i2 
-0. 0[)44 0.0030 -0.1!!1:3 o.mon 
-0.0!)00 0.0081 -O.Iii(iO 0.024:3 
-0.12:30 0.01[)1 -0.1110 0. 012:3 
-0.1:>2:3 0.02:32 -0.0:>!!4 0. 00:3:> 
-0.1770 (). 0:31:3 -0.0041 0.0000 
-0.1fJ(i4 0. 0:38fi +0.0;)12 0.002(i 
-0.2091-l 0.0440 0. I o:3:3 0. ()] 07 
-0.2Hi7 0.0470 0.14Sfi 0.0221 
-0.2172 0.0472 o. 1 s:m o. o:3:3s 
-0.211:3 0.044fi 0.2078 0. 04:32 
-0. l!l!l:3 0. 0:3!17 0.2Hli> 0.0482 
-0.181[) 0. 0:32!l 0.21SO 0.047;) 
-0. I ;)8;) 0.02[)1 0. 20:l!i 0.041;) 
-0. J:ll 0 0.0172 0.1770 o.ml:l 
-o.onn7 0. OO!l!l o.1:mn 0. 0 I!Hi 
-0. 0(i;i7 0.004:3 0.0!!47 0. OO!lO 
-0. 02!10 0.0008 0.0424 0.0018 
-I.:H7H I. 0000 o. n:no 0. !l!l!l'i * 
* The rnode 'hape' were normalized 'o that the Klllll of the HquareH equal 1.0. The minor differcrl<'c here i' c·au,ecl hy rounding ofT the mode 
di,plaC"ernent valueH. 
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TABLE 5. Story Shear Forces in Each Mode and Total Values 
,',fade 1 Mode 2 ivf ode .) Mode 4 Story Shear 
Inertia Story Inertia Story Inertia 
f/orce, Shmr, Force, Shear, Force, 
n kip.~ kips kips kips kips 
40 47.7 47.7 -7:3.(i -73.6 6S.G 
39 46.7 94.4 -68.3 -141.9 61 . () 
38 45.7 140.1 -62.5 -204.4 51.1-\ 
37 44.;) 1S4.6 -r•.'i.s -260.2 40.2 
36 43.4 228.0 -41-\.9 -309.1 27.8 
35 42.2 270.2 -41.3 -267.8 14.1 
34 41.0 311.2 -:33 . .'i -301.3 O.G 
:33 39.7 :350.9 -2.'i.:3 -32G .6 -13.0 
32 38.4 3SU .:3 -17.2 -:34:3 .S -25.4 
31 37.0 42G.:3 -S.9 -352.7 - ;)(j. s 
30 :3:). 7 4G2.0 -0.7 -:353.4 - 4G .1 
29 34.3 49G.3 7.2 -34G.2 -0:3.2 
28 :32.9 !i29. 2 14.fi -33l.!i -:)7 .9 
27 31.6 .'iGO.S 21.S -309.:-\ -GO.;) 
2G 30.2 !i91 .0 28 . .'i -281.3 -GO. I 
2.5 28.7 ()1(). 7 :34.S -240.ii - ii7. () 
24 27.:3 (i47 .0 40.G -2();j .9 -ii2 .7 
2:3 25.9 G72.!l 4:). 7 -160.2 -4ii.S 
22 24.:) 697.4 ;)0. 2 -110.0 -:37.0 
21 23.0 720.4 ii4.0 -ii6. 0 -26.8 
20 21. G 742.0 ;)/ .1 1.1 - ];),/ 
19 20.:3 7G2. :3 ;)9.3 G0.4 - --;),;) 
18 1\J.O 7S1 .3 60.\J 121 . ;) 4.7 
17 17.7 799.0 Gl . 7 183.0 14.8 
Hi 1 (j . ;j SUi_,; G1.9 244.9 24.;) 
Iii L>.2 830.7 61 .:) 306.4 :33. ;) 
14 14.0 844.7 fi0.4 ;)(j(j. 8 41.4 
13 12.S 8;)7 ,;) .'i:-\.7 42ii.:) 4S.1 
12 ll.(i 80!). I ti(i .4 481.9 ;);) .4 
II 10 .r; 87\J.fi ;);). ;) r;;);) . 4 .>7 .1 
10 !l . ;) 8SS.!l ;,o. 1 ;)S;) .!l ,;s. !) 
!l 8.2 897. I 4G.4 fi31. 9 ;)!J. I 
8 7.2 904 .:l 42.2 fi74. 1 ;)'7. ;) 
7 {i.l !!10.4 :37 .(i 711.7 ;)4.2 
fi :i.l !) 1.'i.;) 32.7 744.4 49.4 
;) 4.1 Ul!l.fi 27.4 771.8 4:3. 1 
4 ;). 2 922.8 22.0 7!!:). 8 3.). () 
:3 2.:3 !J2;) .1 1(i.4 810.2 27.1 
2 l.:i U2fi.fi 10.6 S20.8 17.\J 
1 0.6 927.2 4.6 82;) .4 7.!! 
Tlw actual :-;tor~· shear should lw less than the 
ahsoluk sum for all mod<'~-' and is probably higher 
than tlw ){~~ valu<'. For additional modes V<'ry 
little <'hang<' in tiH' H~~ valu<' is <':qwct<'d h<·<·ausc 
tlw in<'rt.ia for<'<'~" do not all ad. in the sanw dir<'r'-
tion and til<' story slH'ars ther<'fon' do not ar·-
emnulat<~ to large valu<'s. Thus, it s<'<'ms ap-
propria k to include only the first three modes in 
tlw ahsolut<' sum of tlw <'Jasti<' limit <ksign story 
slwar valw•s. The :-;tor~· :-;]war for('<'S in th<' right 
hand <·olumn of Tahk [)will ))(' usc•d for the <'hord 
design. 
Step r;. Th<' <'last.if' limit monwnt.:-; for tlH' 
<·honl nwmlH•rs and t lw n<'<'d<'d c•last.ic S<'<·1ion 
modulus for 1h<' c·IH>rd nwmlH'rs f'Hil hc• <·al('ula1<'d 
with J•;q. (ti). ~in('<' <'tU'h truss typ<' will hf' usf'd 
for 10-story l!'vds, only th<' maximum story s!H·ar 
within this rang<' ll<'<'d lw us<'d for this calculation. 
Thw.; only l<'vels :n, 22, 11 and 1 ar<' us<'d to eal<·u-
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Story Inertia Story HSS A&S. 
Shear, Force, Shear, {or Sum for 




GS.6 -49.2 -49.2 121.7 IS!UJ 
129 .fi -40.9 -90.1 2:32 .:) 36;),() 
1:-\1.4 -;)0.1 -120.2 ;)2(). s .'i2ii. 9 
221.6 -Hi .0 -1:36. s 411.S (j{j(j. 4 
249.4 -2.5 -139.3 47:-1.7 71-\0.:, 
2G3 . .'i 11.9 -127.4 4SO.O 801 . .'i 
2G4.1 24 ,(j -102.:-\ ;) 17. (j S7fi.O 
2ii1. 1 :3.'i. :3 -67 . .'i ;)4;). :3 92:-\.() 
22.'i.7 42.fi -24.9 ;)(j(j. s !l.'iS.S 
1SS.9 46.4 21.:> ;,s,;.o !Hi7. () 
142.S 4G.1 fi7 .0 G02.7 9;):-\.2 
S9.G 42.4 110.0 (i2l..'i 932.1 
31.7 :3ii. :3 14ii .:3 ()42.0 S92,,-, 
-2S .fi 2;") .4 170.7 (j(j;). (i SU9.2 
-88.7 13 ,;) 1:-\4.2 (ji-;;).7 !Hi 1 . () 
-146.:3 O.G 1S4.S 707.4 10I:L> 
-199.0 -12.;j 172.:) 72S.2 1 O:J I . !J 
-244.8 -24.(i 147.7 748,;) 1077. !l 
-281.8 -:34. !J 112 .S 7fi,S. ,; 108!).2 
-:308. (j -42.(i 70.2 7S8.8 1 08,-,. u 
-324.:3 -47 .I 2:). 1 81 (). 1 1007.4 
-329.:-\ -47.9 -24.8 8:3:3. 1 I 1.-,2. ,-, 
-:Q5.1 -4G.7 -70.!i -8ii7. s 1''''- -
........ ' . ' 
-:310.3 -40.7 -111 .2 S:l:l. ,-, 12\J2. ;) 
-2:-\;) .8 -:33.2 -144.4 !JO!J. 7 1:HH.2 
-202.:) -2;).() - ](j8. 0 \);),-,. \) I :38\J .4 
-210. g -12.(i -180.{i !Hi!. !l 14:22.4 
- Hi2.8 0.\l -181 _;) !)8/.8 144;-) .8 
- 10!).4 10.9 -170.G 1014.2 14(i() .4 
-;)2.:3 22.0 -148.(j 1041.7 14fii'. :3 
(i . (i :31. (j -117.0 1070.8 14'-:1.0 
{j;j. 7 ;39. I -77.!! 110:?.0 L>!J4. 7 
12:;. 2 44.2 -:);) .7 113.).1 1701 .fi 
I 17.4 4(i .{i 12.9 1 Hi9. 2 17!!9 .. ) 
22fi.S 40. ;) .'i!J .2 12fl:l.O 1 8S(i. 7 
2fi!l. 9 43 .:) 102.;) 12:34.8 19li I . ;) 
;l();) ,;) :~7. (; 140. I 12(i2. s 2022. 1 
:3:)2. {) 2!l.7 Hi!l.8 128;). 2 2rH;7. n 
;);)0. ,-, 20 .I lf\9.\J l:lOO .. -, 20!!1. !l 
:F.8.4 !l.O 1!18.\J J:l07. :; 211 J. () 
late tlw <'lastif' :-w!'tion modulus of t!H' ehord nwm-
h<'rs. Using Eq. (li) with J/ = :-\, (' = (i.li7 ft, 
H = H ft, I~ = liO ft, and F!l = :~li bi, th<' n·sulting 
I'Olllpllkd <>la~ti<· s<'dion moduli an• 8,. = S0.7 
in.:l for I<'Y<>Is :n--1-0, 8" = \lO.S in. 3 for 1<'\·d~ 21-:~o, 
8x = 122.:~ in. 3 for kn•b 11-20 and 8.r = 17;').\l 
in. 3 for kv<'b 1-10. * Th<' sed ion <'<'onomy tahlc• 
is used to s<·kd tlw most appropriat<' f'hord nwm-
lwrs. Limiting t IH' S<'<'tion rkpth to IY 1-1- s!'etions 
giws 1\T~X(H, Sx = \l2.2, for 1<'\'<'b 21-H); 
\rl-l-X7S, S.r = 121, for l<·nb 11-20, and \\'1 ~X 
111' sf = 17(i, for l!'wls 1-10. 
Step (i. TIH· <'<·ntral pan<>! ('hord nl<ldifi<·d 
plastic· monwnt <'aptl<'ity is us<•d to d<'t<•rmiiH' tlw 
ultinwt<' <·hord sh<'ar for!'<' a!'<"ording to Eq. 17). 
* Dne to ~~n oyer:-;i~.dit the axi:d :-drc:-;:--;e:-; ln the <"hord rnetnher:-: wPre 
ncglef'ted "Then the ('hord nletuher:-; werf' df';.;igned and :d:-;o during the 
inela:--ti<' re:-;pon:-;e cor11pntation:-;. ~\djn:--;tpd \·:tlue."" in<'luding 1he ef-
fe<'l. of !'hord axi:t! for<'e of !Sti.S kip' :II'C gi\-<'1\ in T:tble 1). 
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TABLE 6. Truss Chord Member Design Values 
(Axial Forees in the Chord :\I embers N eg;lected) 
-------· -·----
~tmy level,; :H-40 21-30 11-20 1-10 
Elastic limit 
story shear, 
kips 967.9 101\9. 1467. 2111. 
S, rcqnired, in." S0.7 90.S 122.:3 17;"i. 9 
~cetion selec·ted Wl4X6L W14X61 W14X7S Wl4X111 
S, supplied, in." !12.2 !12.2 121.0 176. 
M P supplied, 
ft-kips :~06. :~06. 402. il8S. 
Ultimate chord 
shear, kips !li.S 91.S 120.6 176.4 
Truss type I 1 2 :~ 
~--·--~-
(Chord Axial Fon·es from Gravity Loads Included, IS6.S kips) 
--------·-· 
~eetion snpplied WI4X61 Wl4X61 W14X711 W14X111 
S, supplied, in." !12.2 !12.2 121.0 176.0 
F I f!'y chord axial 
stress ratio 0.2!10 0.290 0.226 O.l.'l8 
Elastic limit 
story shear 
supplied, kips 7116. 7R6. 1022. 1778.8 
Hss story :;hear, 
4 modes :ill;i.O 7811.11 1041.7 1307. :3 
Jlfpt supplied, 
ft-kips 2fi7. 2;)7. 368. 584. 
Ml't!MI' O.S37 0.1137 0. 91:3 0.995 
lTltimate chord 
shear, kips 76.9 76.9 110.0 17.'>.4 
ThPs<' values arc~ summarized in Tabk 6. Using 
tlwRP shPar fon·<>s the ultimate lakral load forces 
in thP other mpmJwrs of the truss are ealeulated in 
the sam<· manner as indieated in Figure 5. The 
resulting mc•mlwr fon·es for the three truss types 
ar<> g;ivPn in Figure 1:3. ThPse member forecs 
an• comhin<>d with tlw gravity load member 
forcPs, FignrP 10, rPmPmbering that the lateral 
for<'<' <'ould lw from Pither dircetion. The re-
sulting maximum and minimum mt>mber forecs 
are used to dPsign the truss memlwrs so that they 
n·main elasti<' and do not hu<"klP \Vlwn th~ <·hords 
areaL t h<'ir fully plasti<" monwnt vahH•s. 
Tlw cksign ultimate> maximum and minimum 
forc·Ps for the tr11ss!'s ar<' sllmmarizc·d in Tahk 7, 
in whic·h Uw web mc•mhPrs ar<~ numl><·rPd c·on-
s<•c·utivdy from thP outsiclP to tlw ePntral paw•l. 
ThPse memb!'l's mutit be designed conservatively 
he<'alls<~ the ac·tual yield str<'SS of thP <'hord mem-
lwrs will probably be somewhat high<'r than the 
sp<'<·ifi<'d minimum. S<~c·ondary momPnts <'ansed 
by thc·ir <'onnc·!'tion to the <'hord mt>mhers should 
also lw <'Onsickred. "\Yith thPs<' tri!SS<'S Uw d<'-
signer <"an f<'PI <'onfident that the iw~lastic· truss 
a<·tivity will h<~ limited to m<'ml><•rs c·onneeting 
at th<' ends of th<' c·c·ntral open paw·!. The final 
truss u<'sign is shown in Figme 1-4-. 
The maximum floor slwar foree that must he~ 
<"arri<'d from truss to truss is c·ompukd from Eq. 
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Truss Type 3 
FIGUHE 13. :\!ember forces for ultimate chord shear 
(9) and is directly related to the ultimate ehord 
t->hcar. For this structure the maximum floor 
shear becomes 612 kips for levelH 21--4-0, 80--1 kips 
for levels 11-20, and 1176 kips for levels 1-10. 
Tlw REAOC (1) Commentary ~kdion 26:H(e) 
sugget->ts that the ultimate shear str<~ss for Jc' = 
:3000 psi eoncrde shear walls of the dimensiont5 
of these floor diaphragms should be 252 psi. 
Using this valu<~ the 6 in. thick f~onerete slab haR 
an ultimate shear eapaeity of 
l'" = 0.:2;)2 ksi (no in.) G in. = 1090 kips 
This is adequat<~ for story lev<~ls 11 through 40 
wh<~r<·as a 7 in. thiek eonerde floor slab is ll<'<~ded 
in Uw lower 10 stories. 
It is partieularly important that the floor dia-
phragm to truss ehord eonrwetiom; lw eapable of 
transfc~rring these shear forces from eaeh side of 
the tmss, Figure 6. The floor diaphragms should 
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TABLE 7. Truss Web Member Design Forces 
Max. M1:n. KL A 1/owalllc * 
Member kips hps ~n. Sertion Ttnsion ('ompr. 
·----~-· --·----
Truss Type I : Levels 21-40 
---~~------
I +355 -105 I26 TS6X6XO.!i0 +a64 -32:~ 
2 +95 -272 96 TS6X6X0.50 +aH4 -:H:~ 
3 +324 -135 126 TS6X6X0.50 +:~64 -:~2:~ 
4 +121 -247 96 TS6XHXO.!i0 +:~n4 -:H:~ 
5 +293 -167 126 TS6X6XO.!i0 +3G4 -32:~ 
6 +198 -268 96 TS6X6X0.50 +364 -:H:~ 
7 +371 -309 I26 TS8X6XO.!>O +428 -40ii 
8 +125 -151 96 TS6X6X0.25 +199 -188 
Truss Type 2: Levels 11-20 
-~-----
1 +427 -177 I26 TSIOX6XO.ii0 +!iOO -44;) 
2 +153 -329 96 TS6X6XO.!i0 +3!i4 -:Ha 
3 +396 -20R I26 TSIOXHXO.•iO +iiOO -44;) 
4 +178 -304 96 TS6X6XO.!i0 +3()4 -:H:{ 
5 +365 -239 126 TSIOX6 XO.•iO +iiOO -44i") 
6 +264 -340 96 TS6X6X0.50 +3fl4 -:Ha 
7 +477 -415 126 TSIOXfiXO.iiO +iiOO -44ii 
8 +168 -194 96 TS()X6X0.312i"l +244 -2:{0 
Truss Type 3 : Levels 1-IO 
-------
1 +566 -316 I26 2CI2X30** +I;;~;) -HOO 
2 +265 -441 96 THlOX()XO.;)o +;)()() -47:{ 
3 +535 -347 I26 2CI2x:~o +li:{.i -(i()() 
4 +290 -416 96 TSIOXfiXO.iiO +iiOO -47:! 
5 +504 -378 126 2C12X2i"l +•i2!1 -4!HI 
6 +403 -479 96 2Cl2X2•i +-"i2!1 -;-,]4 
7 +684 -622 126 2c1,-; x:~;{. u +717 -(i/7 
8 +252 -278 96 TS6X6XO.ii0 +:W4 -:l4:l 
Note: Secondary bending moments have not been included in these force c·omputations. 
*Allowable tension is determined hy the section area times F11 = 36 ksi and the allowable compres~ion is the bU<·kling c·or!lpre~~ion otress (.John-
ston, Bruce G., Editor, Design Criteria for Metal Compression ]I,[ embers, 2nd Edition) times the area of the sec·tion. 
** Channel sections arranged in a toe to toe condition. 
be reinforced for this horizontal shear function as 
well as for normal slab bending action. 
The ultimate maximum column axial forces 
caused by the earthquake can be calculated by 
adding the contribution of the ultimate maximum 
shear force in caeh central ehord member along 
the entire height of the building. This eondition 
whieh is eallcd the "Total Rum" is not very likdy 
to oeeur beeaus(~ it n~quin•s that each chord 
member be at its full plastic mom(•nt in tlw samP 
direction at the same instant in time. ThPrdorP, 
an arbitrary proportionality factor (which is sub-
ject to change as more information heeomes avail-
able) is suggested at this time. In the computa-
tions for the column foreP at level i, thP 
( ProbablP Column Fore<•); = ( i ;O 4-~)* (Total Rum); 
Thr~ n•sulting column forc(~K <'an:-wd hy tlw <'arth-
quak<~ loading an• giv<'n in Tabk 8 togdlwr with 
tlw gravitv forces in tlH'K<~ columnR. Although 
a speeifi(~d yidd stn~ss of !)0 ksi is used tlw aRKUmPd 
maximum axial str(~ss in tlw eolnmns is taken as 
80% of that value or 40 kRi. The sum of the Prob-
able Column Force plus the Gravity Column Foree 




a = TS 6x6x0.50 
b = TS 6x6x0.25 
c = TS 10x6x0.50 
d = TS 6x6x0.3125 
W14xlll 
~ c c c 
W X 
e = 2 C 12x25 * 
f = 2 C l2x30 
g = 2 C 15x33.9 
a 
Levels 21-40 
Truss Type l 
Levels 11-20 
Truss Type 2 
Levels l-10 
Truss Type 1 
* channels arp 
tabricat~d toP-~o-tor 
FIGUHE 14. Trn~,;es for new ,;trn('tnn• <XFl. Xotl': The 
seledion of t ubnlar web members and wide flange beam chords 
continnon~ across the width of tlu:> lmilding an• f;1r ,;irnp\i('it~· of 
this illustrative example only 
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TABLE 8. Probable Ultimate Column Forces and Column Design Se.ctions 
Column Force (Lateral) 
n Total Sum Probable 
40 91.8 92 
39 183.6 181 
38 275.4 268 
37 367.2 3.54 
36 459.0 435 
35 550.8 .516 
34 642.6 595 
33 734.4 670 
32 826.2 745 
31 918.0 815 
30 1009.8 880 
29 1101.6 950 
28 1193.4 1011 
27 1285.2 1078 
26 1377.7 1135 
25 1468.8 1190 
24 1.560.6 1250 
23 1652.4 1301 
22 1744.2 13.50 
21 1836.0 1400 
20 1956.6 1470 
19 2077.2 1530 
18 2197.8 1590 
17 2318.4 16.'50 
16 2439.0 1710 
15 2559.6 1760 
14 2680.2 1810 
13 2800.8 1860 
12 2921.4 1900 
11 3042.0 1940 
10 3218.4 2010 
9 3394.8 2080 
8 3.571. 2 2140 
7 3747.6 2200 
6 3924.0 2260 
5 4100.0 2300 
4 4276.8 2350 
3 4453.2 2400 
2 4629.6 2430 
1 4806.0 2470 
divided by 40 ksi gives the area of the column 
Ite<'ded. Tlw appropriate vV14 sections are se-
lected on tlw lmsis of this needed an~a n~sulting 
in tlw fiual column sizes given in Table 8. 
Tlw somewhat arbitrary definition of the max-
imum prolmhl<~ <"olnmn load could eon<'eivably 
result in an undnrdesign of the columns in the 
low<'r stories. In order to minimize this possibility 
an additional <'Ondition for the design of thes<~ 
<'olumns is suggested. It is reasonable that these 
<'olumns should behave within normal working 
st.n~ss design limits for tlw dastie limit design 
spc·drum fon·<•s. As ahovc•, the column axial 
for<'<'S <'an b<• d<'krminecl by tlw accumulation of 
the ehord shear. The column axial fcm·<~ from 
<'a<' h of th<' thn~e modc~s usc~d in this design an~ 
eal<'ulat<>d and shown in Table H together with 
the absolute sum of tlw thn~e values at each story 
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Probable Column 
Gravity + Needed Section Col'n Gravity Area (Area) 
57 149 3.7-I-W14X43 
113 294 7.~-1-(12.6) 
170 438 10.9 Wl4X.53 
227 581 14.~-1- (15.6) 
284 719 18.0 W14X78 
340 856 21.~- (22.9) 
397 992 24.8 I-W14X103 
454 1124 28.~- (30.3) 
510 125.5 31.4 I-W14X119 
567 1382 34.6 (3.5.0) 
624 1504 37.6-I-W14X142 
680 1630 40.7 (41. 8) 
737 1748 43.7-I-W14X167 
794 1872 46.~- (49 .1) 
8.50 1985 49.1) I-W14X184 
907 2097 52.1_ (54.1) 
964 2214 55.1 I-W14X202 
1021 2322 58.~-1- (59 .4) 
1077 2427 60.4 W14X219 
1134 2534 63.0 (64.4) 
1191 2661 66.1- I-W14X237 
1247 2777 69.?_ (69.7) 
1304 2894 72.0 I-W14X264 
1361 3011 74.8 (77.6) 
1418 3128 77.8- I-W14X287 
1474 3234 80.~- (84.4) 
1.531 3341 83.5 I-W14X314 
1588 3448 86.4 
1644 3544 88.7 
1701 3641 91.0 
_(92.3) 
1758 3768 94.2- W14X342 
1814 3894 97.4 (101) 
1871 4011 100.3- i-W14X370 
1928 4128 103.2 
1984 4244 106.1 
2041 4341 108.~- (109) 
2098 4448 111.2 I-W14X398 
21.5.'5 4.55.5 113.~- (117) 
2211 4641 116.0 I-W14X426 
2268 4738 118.5_ r-(125) 
This absolute sum plus the gravity column forces 
is the expected maximum column loads for the 
clastic limit dc~sign spectrum. N ok that the 
values given in this table assume compression 
forces. Beeaw.;e the latc~ral forees cause equal 
tension forces on the other :-;ide of th<~ building 
certain columns will he _in tension even during 
this elastic response. The maximum allowable 
fon~es determined by the 1969 AISC Speeifieation, 
using F 11 = 50 ksi and the allowable stress increase 
fador of 1.:3:3, is given in Table 9 to be compared 
with the expeeted forces. Tlw column forecs at 
the limit sp<'etrum response are very dos<~ to those 
values p<~rmittc~d by allowable stress speeifieations. 
In many eases the column sizes will b<~ govenwd 
by earthquake fon~es in the longitudinal direction 
of tlw building. 
Step 7. The column sections given in Table 8 
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TABLE 9. Elastic Limit Column Forces 
Elastic Modal Column Forces 
n Mode 1 Mode2 Mode 3 Sum 
40 4 -6 5 15 
39 11 -17 15 43 
38 22 -32 29 83 
37 36 -52 46 134 
36 53 -75 65 193 
35 73 -95 85 253 
34 96 -118 105 319 
33 122 -143 124 389 
32 151 -169 141 461 
31 183 -195 1S5 533 
30 218 -221 166 605 
29 255 -247 173 675 
28 29.'j -272 175 742 
27 337 -295 173 805 
26 381 -316 166 863 
25 427 -335 155 917 
24 476 -3SO 140 966 
23 S27 -362 122 1011 
22 579 -370 101 10SO 
21 633 -374 78 1085 
20 689 -374 54 1117 
19 746 -369 29 1144 
18 805 -369 5 1179 
17 865 -355 -19 1239 
16 926 -337 -40 1303 
IS 988 -314 -59 1361 
14 1052 -286 -75 1413 
13 1116 -254 -87 1457 
12 1UH -218 -95 1494 
11 1247 -178 -99 1524 
10 1314 -134 -99 l.'i47 
9 1381 -87 -94 1562 
8 1449 -36 -85 1570 
7 1S17 +17 -72 1606 
6 1586 +73 -5S 1714 
,') 165S +131 -3S 1821 
4 1724 +191 -12 1927 
3 1793 +252 +13 2058 
2 1862 +314 +39 221.') 
1 1932 +376 +66 2374 
* AISC allowable load based on 1.33 Fa and Fu = 50 ksi. 
togPther with the truss designs given in Figure 1--t: 
provide tlw final design to be cheeked by an in-
elastie dynamic analysis w..;ing the selected max-
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Gravity Elastic AISC* 
Col'n Limit Allow. Col'n 
Forces Forces Force Section 
57 72 405 W14X43 
113 156 
170 ~53 
227 361 505 W14X.'j3 
284 477 
340 593 820 W14X78 
397 716 
454 843 1110 W14X103 
510 971 
567 1100 1288 W14X119 
624 1229 
680 1355 1M9 W14X142 
737 1479 
794 1599 1820 W14Xl67 
8SO 1713 
907 1824 2001 W14X 184 
964 1930 
1021 2032 2200 W14X202 
1077 2127 
1134 2219 2384 W14X219 
1191 2308 
1247 2391 2582 W14X237 
1304 2483 
1361 2600 2880 Wl4X264 
1418 2721 




1701 322.'j 3440 W14X314 
1758 3305 




2041 3862 4070 W14X370 
2098 4025 
2155 4213 4360 W14X398 
2211 4426 
2268 4642 4600 W14X426 
imum prohabk Parthquak<· a<'C'Pl<•rograms. This 




Inelastic Dynamic Response and Comparison of Results 
The elastic limit dynamic response of the ex-
ample structure designed in Chapter III was de-
termined using the first seven seconds of the 1940 
El Centro North-South component aceelcrogram. 
An analysis of this response resulted in a sl.ight 
redesign of the trusses in levels 21-:30 and the re-
~:mlting inelastic dynamic response of the rede-
signed structure was subjected to the maximum 
probable earthquake which was taken as 1.5 times 
the El Centro, N -S component, accelerogram. 
In order to observe the effect of strengthening 
story leveb 21 to :30, the original structure was 
also subjected to the maximum probable earth-
quake and the response results arc compared with 
the revised structure results. The inelastic re-
spom;c of the revised structure is also compared 
with the results for a 40-story structure designed 
by UBC requirements. It should be noted that 
all of these eomputations were performed using 
4% of critical damping in each elastic mode of the 
structure. Since the UBC designed structun~ 
was also studied by Gupta without visc~ous 
damping, a comparison of the inelastic dynamic 
response for this structure without and with 4% 
viscous damping was made to evaluate the con-
tribution of viscous damping to the response. 
Past experience with the 1940 El Centro North-
South component accelcrogram has shown that 
most maximum response parameters are obtained 
within the fin.;t 7 sec of the aecelcrogram. The 
timP history of the earthquake enc~rgy input to 
tlw revised structure and to the UB(; strw~ture as 
givC'n in Figure 1!5 shows that tlw input <~nergy 
remains ru~arly <~onstant after () s<~<~. ( ~od (R) 
has shown that this plateau is about RO% of tlw 
total <~m~rgy input during the full ;)Q see of the a<~­
eekrogram. 
A. Response Parameters 
The inc·lastic dynamic n:sponse <~omputations 
wPr<' pPrformPd using tlw same program and proce-
dures d<•s<·ri lwd in Part I of this Bulletin. Th<'S<' 
proeedun·s will not h<~ rPvi<~wcd hPrc'. ThP eorridor 
verti<·a.l ddle<·tions WC'r<· eal<·ulatnd at <'IWh time skp 
and indudC'd as additional out.put data. Th<~ pa-
ranwtNs used to dC'scrilw the indasti<· dynami<~ n•-
spons<' of staggC'red truss framing syst<~ms suh-
j<'ctPd to earthquakP lH'<'<~krograms arc~ tlH• same 
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as used by Gupta with two additions; the max-
imum corridor displacements and the story duc-
tility. 
These response parameters will be defined in the 
order in which they are illustrated in the figures: 
(a) Maximum Floor Displacement is the max-
imum horizontal displacement of floors relative to 
the foundation, in inches. 
(b) Maximum Relative Story Displacement is 
also given in inches. 
(c) and (d) The Maximum Corridor Displace-
ments for Structures A and B, respectively, are 
the maximum vertical displacements at the ends 
of the central open panel of the truss at eaeh floor 
level in inches. The total vertical displacement 
across the corridor is twice the reported values. 
It should be remembered that Structure A is 
alternately trussed with the bottom story open 
and that Structure B is alternately trussed with 
a truss in the bottom story as shown in Figure H. 
(e) and (f) Maximum Chord Ductility Hatio is 
defined as the ratio of maximum rotation at the 
left end of the central chord member to its yidd 
rotation, i.e., Ornax/Oyield· The full plastic mo-
ment rather than the modified plastic moment was 
used to calculate both the (}max and the (}yield· 
This ratio is presented for Structures A and B, 
respectively. 
(g) Story Ductility is defined as the maximum 
story displacement divided by the ind<:pendent 
story displaeement necessary to initiate yidding 
in orw of the chord m<~mbers of that truss. Tlw 
vahws of tlw story yield displacem<mts for the 
trusses used in this report an~ summarized in 
Table 10. 
(h) Maximum Energy Dissipakd, in ir1.-kips, 
provides the maximum hysteresis energy dissi-
pated at each floor level. The energy dissipation 
by viscous damping iH not presented. 
(i) and (j) Maximum Column Axial Force/ 
Yidd Fore<~ is defin<~d as the maximum comprm;sive 
fore<~ in th<~ column of <~aeh story divided by its 
yidd load, an~a times yield strc~ss. This ratio is 
prPs<~nkd for Struetun~s A and B, n~sp<~di vdy. 
(k) and (I) Maximum Column Monwnt./YiPld 
;\foment is ddin<~d as the ratio of th· maximum 
ahsoluk value of Uw <~nd moments in a column 
to its plastic moment <~apaeity, and is pn~senkd 
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FIGURE 15. Input energies vs time for two 40-story structures with 4% damping subjected to I.:i X El Centro 
for both Structures A and B. It should be re-
membered that the response is computed on the 
basis of dastie column behavior, regardless of the 
column stresses achieved. 
(m) Maximum Story Shear is calculated from 
the inc~rtia forces and is given in kips. 
(n) Maximum Overturning Moment is caleu-
lated using the inertia forces and is given in ft-
kips. 
(o) Maximum Floor Acceleration is the max-
imum absolute value of the floor acceleration 
(relative pht8 foundation) as a fraetion of the ac-
celeration of gravity. 
B. New Structure Response 
The 40-story Htnwture whoHe d<~Hign waH de-
S<~ribed in Chapter III has tlw natural pc~riods and 
TABLE 10. Story Yield Displacements 
Story Yield 
Story Displacement, 
Structure Levels in. 
New (NU) 21-40 0.7534 
NU 11-20 0.7713 
NU 1-10 0.8012 
New revised (N H) :n-3o 0.7534 
NR 21-30 O.HlOl 
NR 11-20 0.7713 
NR 1-10 O.S012 
Gupta (UBC) 31-40 0.3359 
UBC 21-30 0.3852 
UBC 11-20 0.3650 
UBC 1-10 0.3921 
Seismic Behavior of Staggered Truss Framing Systems 
mode shap<>s for th<· first five m()(ks givPn m 
Table 11. This stnwturP will h<· dPsigna tPd as 
the~ new structure• (NU) in di:·ww.:sing its n•sponsc~ 
to earthquake exeitation. Figure• 16(a)-(o) shows 
the inelastie response of the nPw structurP, as a 
da::.;hed line, when subjected to tllP fir:c;t :c;evPn 
seconds of thP El Centro, X-S componPnt, ac-
celerogram. It can be obsPrved from Figure:-; 
16(e), 16(f) and 16(h) that the tnt:-;sps in lPv<·ls 21 
through :~0 hav<' chord du<"tility ratio:c; gn·atPr 
than OIH' and iudastie <'Iwrgy dis:-;ipation. ThP 
Htor:v ductility, Figur<' 16(g), is grPat<·r than OJH' 
from floor lc·wl21 through -W. Th<• story duetility 
as definPd doC's not provitk a dirP<'t n•lation to 
aetual indasti<" aetivi ty of tlw strudurP. Tlw 
reaHon for this is that tlw individual trus:c; member 
deformations and fore<'s arc a:.:soC'iatPd with the 
rclativ<' stor.v di:c;plae(~mentt-> and tlw column axial 
ddormation:-;. The dPfincd :-;tory yiPld displa<·e-
ment recognizes only tlw fir:-;t of t lw:->P tNms. 
Thus tlw <"ontribution of axial cl<·formation will 
cant><' on•rpstimation of tlw stor~· dudility. This 
is partieularly signifieant in thP upp<'r :.:tori<':.: of 
the structure• wiH•n• tlw <'ff<'<'t of tlw <'Olumn axial 
deformations is larg<·r. 
Bc•<·ause of the ilH•lasti<· rPspons<• in stor~' kvPis 
21 through :)0, the trussPH in this portion of tlw 
structure wen· strengtlwm•d to ha v<' \\T-1- X ()8 
chord members rather than tlw \Y14 X 61 whie h 
were previously used. This :-;light ehange m 
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chord size does not affect the size of the otJ1er 
members of the truss, which were kept the same. 
This new revised structure which is designated 
NR has the same structure as NU except for the 
increased chord size in the trusses of levels 21 
through 30. The trusses for the new revised 
structure, NH, are summarized in Figure 17. 
The resulting natural period and mode shapes for 
the first five mode:,; are given in Table 12. It was 
felt that thi::.; slight modification in the design 
would achieve total elastic ::.;truetural behavior 
for the elastic limit earthquake when neglecting 
the chord axial forces. If the chord axial forces 
caused by gravity loads were ineluded, as indeed 
they should be, then it is expected that levels 11, 
12 and 21-35 would be slightly inelastic for this 
elastic limit earthquake. 
C. New Revised Structure Response 
The new revised structure wa:,; subjected to 1.5 
tim<~s the 1940 El Cen tro1 N -S eomponent, ae-
!'dcrogram and the r<~sults of thcs<~ <~mnputation:,; 
ar<~ given in Figur<~ 16(a)-(o) aHa solid line. The 
maximum relativ<~ story displacements, Figure 
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FIGURE 16. Continued 
16(b), are as large as lYz in. in the region of levels 
21-:~0 which were redesigned. The maximum 
chord ductilities, Figures 16(e) and 16(f), are 
about 8 and also occur in the same region of the 
structure. The maximum story ductility ratios, 
Figure 16(g) are reasonably constant throughout 
the building height above the lOth floor and re-
main less than 2. The column axial forces, Figures 
16(i) and lG(j), are wry high, which suggPst 
that the columns WPr<~ not dPsigrwd for larg<' 
enough forces by tlw procedure descrilwd in 
Chapter III. Possible incr<~ases in column size 
cam.;ed by longitudinal earthquake forc·e requirP-
ments were not considered as part of this pro-
cedure. The eolumns must be inercm;cd in siz<~ 
to prevent buckling or indastie deformation. 
The maximum column moments arc small, with 
maximum values less than 10% of tJwir plastic 
moments. Tlw larg<~st column momPnts occur 
at tlw transition r<>gions lwtw<'<'n tlw various 
truss types. 
D. Comparison of the New and New Revised 
Structure Responses 
The change in indastie response caused by in-
creasing the size of the chord m<'mlwr in truss levels 
Seismic Behavior of Staggered Truss Framing Systems 
TABLE 11. Periods and Mode Shapes-New Structure (NU) 
Mode 1 Mode2 Mode;; Mode 4 lllodr .5 
Period, .~ec 
n 2.782 0.798 0.424 0.2.94 0.22.] 
40 0.2892 -0.2641 -0.2586 -o. 2:34a 0.2456 
39 0.2816 -0.2417 -0.2252 -0.188;j 0.1s1:3 
38 0.2741 -0.2182 -0.1H6:J -o. 1:3a4 0.1000 
a1 0.2661 -0.1913 -0.1:385 -0.0840 0.0020 
36 0.2581 -0.1639 -0.0891 o. ooa,) 
-0.0879 
35 0.2498 -0.1340 -o.m53 0. 072:3 -0.1674 
34 0.2414 -0.1042 0.0164 0. 1:304 -0.2166 
3:3 0.2327 -0.07:30 0.0674 01781 -0.2:364 
32 0.2240 -0.0424 0.1127 0207H -0. 21HH 
31 0.2151 -0.0113 0.1551 0. 220;') -0.1712 
30 0.2062 0.0184 0.1H48 0. 212;) -0.0967 
29 0.1970 0.0478 0. 2084 0. 1H72 -0.0096 
28 0.1880 0. 07.")2 0.2216 0. 1450 O.OHOH 
27 0.1787 0.1014 0.22;)2 0.0912 0. 1591 
26 0.1696 0.1253 0.21H5 0.0289 0. 216!) 
25 0.160:3 0.147:3 0.2023 -o.m54 0. 24:37 
24 0.1511 0. 1665 0.1771 -0.0!17;) 0. 2:382 
23 0.1418 0.1H33 0.1442 -0. 1;)1:3 0.19!10 
22 0.1527 0.1!16!1 0. 104!) -0.1!1:~4 o. 1:tn 
21 0 .12:3;) 0.2078 0.060H -0. 21!14 0.04!10 
20 0.1146 0.21;)4 0.0146 -0.2282 - 0. 0:3!J!l 
19 0.1064 0.2201 -0.02:31. -0.21 !14 -0. 1066 
18 0.09H6 0.2221 +O.O:J!l7 -0.1!)7:3 -0. L)!l!l 
17 0.0908 0.2210 -0 0!)47 -0.1626 -0.1!167 
16 0.0832 0.2181) -0.126H -0. 118:3 -0.211H 
1.5 0.07!i7 o.21:n -0.15;)1 -0.0664 -0.2047 
14 0.0684 0.2053 -0.1786 -0.010!) -0.17.'54 
1:3 0.0613 0. 1 !!5:3 -0 J!.l65 0. 04i)i) -0.1276 
12 0.0544 0.18:3:3 -0. 20H4 0.0985 -0.0661 
11 0.0476 0.1694 -0.21:39 0. 14•)7 0.0027 
10 0.0412 0. 1:J40 -0.2128 0.1H28 0.0702 
9 0.03;)8 0.1411 -0.2072 0. 2037 0.116.5 
8 0.0:308 0.1274 -0.1970 0.2143 0.1:J:30 
7 0.0259 0.1127 -0.1823 0.21.'53 0.1777 
6 0. 021:3 0.007:3 -0.163.'5 0.2061 0.1887 
5 0.0170 0.0813 -0.1411 0. 187;) 0.18.'j1 
4 0. 01:30 0.0649 -0.11ii6 0. 1601 0.1671 
3 0.0092 0.0482 -0.0877 0.12;);; 0. 1:362 
2 0.0058 o.o:n5 -0.05H:3 0. 08ii:3 0. 0!!52 
1 0.0025 0 014!) -0 0271 0. 040:3 0.04;i6 
21 through :·W wa:.; ccm:.;i<kred to I)(' of importancP 
to th<• applicahili ty of thi:.; propo:.;c'd <ksign pro-
eedun·. A comparison of tlw inPla:.;tic rPsponse 
of thPs<' two :.;trueturPs suhjPdPd to tlH' maximum 
probable Parthquakc ae<·Plerogram i:.; gin'n in 
Figure 18(a)-(o) u:.;ing a solid linP for tlw JH'W r<'-
visPd struetun~ NH and a da:.;lwd lim' for thP IH'W 
:.;tructur<> NU. This minor dPsign modifi<·a tion 
prodm·<•s littl<• chang<' in th<> r<>spons<' <'X<'<'pt for 
tlw :.;tor~· l<·vPls at w hi<· h tlw truss<'s W<'r<' c ha ng<><L 
The maximum corridor displn<"<>nwnt s an· r<>duc<·d 
to about ()0% of tlH· \·ahws ohtain<'d with tlw 
small<·r chord mPml)('rs. Tlw maximum chord 
dm·tiliti<'s an• r<>dueed from a bout 11 to R and tlw 
maximum <'nergy dissipated in thi:.; r<'gion i:..; also 
reduced by about 45%. Th<> rPduction in rela-
tive story displacements and duetiliti(~8 in lcv<>ls 
71 
TABLE 12. Periods and Mode Shapes-New Revised 
STRUCTURE (NR) 
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode.) Mode 4 Mode 5 
Period, sec 
n 2.728 0.797 0.42-J 0.29.1 0.222 
40 0.2892 0.2650 -0.2580 0.2349 -0.2465 
39 0.2816 0.2425 -0.2245 0.1890 -0.1818 
38 0.2741 0.2188 -0.1859 0.1337 -0.1007 
37 0.2661 0.1917 -0.1380 0.0646 -0.0011 
36 0.2581 0.1642 -0 0887 -0.0037 0.0894 
3.') 0.2497 0.1341 -0.0349 -0.0729 0.1691 
:34 0.2413 0.1042 0.0166 -0.1311 0.2181 
:33 0. 2:326 0.0727 0.0675 -0.1788 0.2372 
32 0. 22:39 0.0420 0.1127 -0.2083 0.2185 
31 0.2149 0.0107 0.1530 -0.2206 0.1697 
30 0.2060 -0.0191 0.184;i -0.2122 0.0941 
29 0.1!169 -0.0483 0.2076 -0.1869 0.0080 
28 0.1878 -0.07.')5 0. 2201) -0.1451 -0.0811 
27 0.1786 -0.1015 0. 22:39 -0.0917 -0.1.'i82 
26 0.1695 -0.121)2 0.2173 -0.0300 -0.2151 
•)• 
... a 0.160:3 -0.1471 0. 2013 0.0338 -0.2418 
24 O.Li12 -0.1661 0.1761) 0.0955 -0.2369 
2:3 0.1420 -0.1828 0.1442 0.1493 -0.1989 
22 0.1:329 -0.1964 0.1055 0. 1916 -0.1352 
21 0.12:38 -0.2073 0.0622 0.2182 -0.0522 
20 0.1149 -0.21ii0 0.0167 0.2279 0.035.') 
19 0.1067 -0.2198 -0.0213 0.2201 0.1031 
18 0. 0!189 -0.2218 -0.0583 0.1988 0.1.'i76 
17 O.O!liO -0.2214 -o.on:n 0.1646 0.1958 
16 o. os:34 -0.2184 -0.1262 0.1206 0.2122 
15 0. 07;i9 -0.21:30 -0.1549 0.0688 0.2062 
14 0.06S6 -0.2052 -0.17S7 0.0133 0.1776 
1:3 0.0615 -0. 19i):3 -0. Hl70 -0.0434 0.1:302 
12 0.0546 -0.1S3:3 -0.2092 -0.0967 0.06S7 
11 0.0478 -0.1694 -0.214!) -0.1443 -0.0004 
10 0.0414 -0.1541 -0.2140 -0.1S19 -0.06S;) 
9 0.0:359 -0.1411 -0.20Si) -0.2031 -0.1153 
8 0. ();309 -0.1274 -0.198:3 -0.2140 -0.1523 
7 0.0260 -0.1127 -0.1S3.'i -0.2152 -0.1776 
6 0.0214 -0.0973 -0.1647 -0.2062 -0.1890 
,') 0.0171 -O.OS13 -0. 1421 -0.1877 -0.18.57 
4 0.0130 -0.0649 -0.1165 -0.1604 -0.1678 
3 0.0093 -0.048:3 -0.0884 -0.1257 -0.1369 
2 0.0058 -0.0316 -0.0588 -0.0855 -0.0957 
1 0.0026 -0.014;) -0.0273 -0.0404 -0.0458 
21-:W is refte<~kd by increases in the same parame-
ters in the levels just above and below. This 
eharaeteristie has a tendency to make the re-
sponse parameters more uniform along the height 
of the structure. 
E. Comparison of New Revised and UBC Struc-
ture Responses 
As seen in Chapter III, the structure obtained 
using the proposed design procedure had signifi-
cantly more steel and a higher stiffness than the 
structure designed according to current UBC 
sp<•cifieations. This result is totally dependent 
upon the selection of the clastic limit design 
speetrum for this example. A lower elastic limit 
design spectrum could result in a building with 
less steel than obtained for the UBC design. It is 
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FIGURE 17. Trusses for new revised structure (NR) 
of interest to compare the inelastic dynamic re-
sponse of a building designed by current specifica-
tions to a building designed by this proposed proce-
dure. The dynamic response of the UBC-de-
signed structure and the new revised designed 
structure NR when subjected to 1.5 times the El 
Centro 1940, N-S component, accelerogram are 
shown in Figure 19(a)-(o). The response pa-
rameters have varied differences with the new 
revised structure tending toward the smaller re-
sponse. The maximum floor displacement; 
Figure 19(a), and relative floor displacements, 
Figure 19(b), tend to be less in the upper stories 
for the UBC structure than for the new revised 
strueture. However, the chord duetility ratios, 
Figures 19(e) and 19(f), are generally higher for 
the UBC structure than for the new revised struc-
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turc exrcpt at levels 21-30, wlwr0 th<>y w<>n' max-
imum for thP n0w r<'vis<>d structur<'. Th<' story 
durtilities, Fignr<' 19(g), for tlw rBC strudun· 
an' ronsistPnt 1~, larg<'r than t hP IH'\\' n'vis<•d and 
th<~ <'B<'rg~' dissipation, FigurP l!l(h), at <'ach floor 
l!'vPl is substantially gr<'atPr in t])(' low<·st stori<'S 
of tlH' UBC' dPsig1wd strul'1ur<'. Tl)(' <·olumn 
axial for<'<'s, Fignr<' l!l(i}, an• mw·h larg!'f than 
pradi<"al and n·quirP n·d!'sign of t !H' columns for 
tlH' UB(' :-;trudure a:-; W<'ll as for tlH' 11<'\\' n'vised 
:-;trndun', as was indi<·at<'d ParliPr. TIH' )p:-;s stiff 
UB(' strudur<' r<'sults in lower maximum story 
slwars, Figur<' 19(m), and maximum overturning 
moment:-;, Figur<> 1\l(n), n·sulting from t IH' d~'­
namH· f<'SpOlll'('. 
TIH' JH'W r<'vis<'d strudlll'<' has hug<·r m•ight of 
stPPI framing than tlw l..~B(' stnwtm<'. This in-
<·n·as<' in mat<•rial \n'ight do<•s not <"onsist!'ntl~· 
n•stdt. in a signifi<"ant d<·<·n·as<' in n•spons<' or n·-
quin·nwnt:-; for <'IH'rgy dis:-;ipation or dudilit~·. 
The in<'lasti<' r<'sponl"<' <"apahilit~· of tlw structural 
systPm is an important propPrty in dPtPrmining th<' 
appropriate lPvel for tlw dastie limit ck:-;ign as 
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Parthq uak('. The well-controlled inelastic re-
sponse shown in Figures 16, 18 and 19 for all three 
strndurPs illustrates that the maximum ground 
~H·e·('lPrations substantially more than 50% greater 
than thP elastic limit ground acf'eleration ean be 
tolPra ted. Fnrtlwr study is rwPded to establish 
what minimum c•lastic limit design crikria would 
prodw·c• a stnwtun• whm;p indastic dynamic n•.-
spons<' c·harae·kristics n•main satisfactory for a 
givc•n maximum probablc~ <~arthquakP accdero-
gram. 
F. Comparison of UBC Structure Response With 
and Without Damping 
All of thf' prf'vious irwlastie· dynamic· rpspons<~ 
computations \\·e·n· made~ using -+% viscous 
damping in ead1 of tlH• dastic mod!'s. Tlw ques-
tion is, what amount of viscous damping is ap-
propriate' for use in estimating t}w inelastic dy-
76 
namic response of a building such as this sub-
jected to severe earthquake? The selection of 4% 
in these studies was somewhat arbitrarily based 
upon a consideration of the large amount of full 
partition walls used to cover the steel trusses. In 
moment frames many of the partition walls are 
isolated from the structure and it would be ex-
pected that the effective amount of viscous 
damping might he less than 4%. 
However, to appreciate better the effect of the 
amount of damping on the inelastic response, the 
UBC structure reported earlier by Gupta as un-
damped was also studied here with 4% damping. 
These results arc compared in Figure 20(a)-(o) 
with the undamped response being given as a 
dotted line and the 4% damped results given as 
a dashed line. By inspection of Figure 20 it is 
observed that damping has the cffeet of reducing 
all of the response parameters except at a few 
story levels for various parameters. The amount 
of change caused by damping in some of these 
parameters is small. For example, the difference 
in the maximum floor displacement, the maximum 
eolumn forces, the maximum story shears, and 
the maximum overturning moments arc not sub-
stantially different whether damping is considered 
or ignored in the response computations. How-
ever, the maximum absolute accelerations arc 
very sensitive to the amount of viscous damping, 
Figure 20(o). The ehord ductility requirements 
are as much as 50% larger when damping is 
ignored and the story ductilities are also increased 
as mueh as 50%. 'l'he inelastic energy dissipation 
requirements at a floor level ean be increased by 
as much as 100% when the damping is ignored, 
however, the <'nnrgy dissipated at these levels arc 
still n~Iatively small amounts compan~d to that 
availahlc~ in skd memhc~rs. 
An important observation from these inelastic 
dynamic response~ rc~sults is that the column m<~m­
h(•rs of tlwse framPs as desigm~d hy Pi tlwr tlw UBC 
or proposed procc~dur<~ outlined in Chapter III 
arc not suffie~ient. The~ areas of these columns 
must he inereascd in levels 1 through :·W by about 
2.5% i'lO that the~ maximum eolumn axial forec 
ratio lweom<'s about O.R ratlwr than 1.0, thP vahwl'l 
caleulate~d. 
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Chapter V 
Concluding Comments 
It has been shown in Part I of this Bulletin and 
in thiH report that the staggered truss framing sys-
tem is an effi<'ient stnwtural framing syHkm for re-
siHtance to lateral loading eaused by earthquakes. 
The responR<~ <'haradnristies are a <'omhination of a 
hrac~ed frame and an open momc'nt frame <'hara<'-
kristicR. The largc•r stiffnc'RR of the :-:;tagg<'rPd 
truRs struetural framing RyHtem <'Omparc~d 'vith 
momc•nt frame~ RyRkms provid<'H tlw dc•:-:;ired drift 
control for wind loading and :-:;mall earthquakes 
and tlw open <'Pntral pand providPR flpxural in-
ela:;;tie response c·haraekristies very similar to 
those commonly associated with ductile momPnt 
framing. 
Construction details arc erucial to the behavior 
of this framing system. The utilization of the 
floor diaphragm to transmit tlw horizontal shear 
forcPs from mw truss to the nPxt truss makc•s tlw 
de:-:;ign of the~ floor diaphragm and its c·onrw<'tion 
to the tntRseR as important aR the• cksign of thn 
truRRes and columns. For tall buildings, sueh as 
the ~W-story building illuHtratcd in thiR report, 
tlw amount of horizontal :-:;hear forec to he~ earried 
by tlw floor diaphragm necessitates Pitlwr a thiek 
floor diaphragm or other means of transmitting 
horizontal slwar from truss to truss. 
The staggprc•d truss framing system has signifi-
cant amounts of enPrgy absorption c·a.paeity 
and duetile ddormation capability. ThiR has 
lwcm shown by comparing tlw rc•:-:;pons<' of :-;true-
turPs with diHerc~nt c~lastic· lateral forc·c· n•:-;i:-;ting 
c·.apaciti<'H. Both of tlws<' :-;tnH'tlll"<'S had itwlasti<· 
dynamic~ rc•spons<' n~sults within thoH<' normally 
a<'<'<~pt<>d in th<' cksign of multi-story buildings 
for S<~V<'r<~ <'arthquakcs. 
Tlw design pro<'<'<hm• illustrated in this r<'port 
eOIH'.Pntratc•:-; all of the itwlastic· activity to tlw 
chord m<•m])('rs in tlw vic·ini ty of th<' eentral open 
panPI of tlw truss. Thi:-; has an advantage' in 
knowning what tlw nwchanism of ~·idding will 
lw in tlw structure' and wlwre to ('X}W<'t possible· 
damage• from an <•art.hquak<'. Tlw dP:->ign of thPse 
<'hord nwml)('rs in tlw OJWII patwl mu:-;t ])(' SlH'h 
Lha t thc·y <'a 11 d<'v<·lop t lw n·quin·d du<'tili ty a ml 
<'Iwrgy absorption capa<'i t.v. ThP usc· of c·ompa<'t 
roll<·d skd :-w<'tionR is a c·onvPnil'nt way i o a('-
<~omplish thi:-;. In thi:-; report it ha:-; hr•c•n :-;ug-
ge:-;kd that tlw ehord memb<'l':-> he~ eontinuous 
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across thr<'<' patwb, the central opPn pand and 
one on <'a<·h sid<'. Thi:-; would prodw·p a m<•mh<•r 
which is contimwu:-:; at tlw sPdion where thP yidd 
momPnt will o<'<'llr. Thu:-;, it i:-; not a <'OlllH'dion 
d<~tail, hut a c·ontinuous ])('am mPmlH•r that will 
he dissipating <'IH'rgy. It has bc•c•n Pstahlislwd 
from full :->cal<' t<':-;t:-; that th<' PIH'rgy dis:-;ipation 
n•quin•mc·nt:-; and (hwtility dc·mands as shown in 
thi:-; r<'port an~ mu<'h small<·r than the• <'apahiliti<'H 
of similar sizPd mPml)('rH. 
Tlw signifi<·ant diff<'r<'IH'<':-> h<'tw<'<'n tlw mmwr-
ieal rPsult:-; of story dudilit~· and nwmb<'r dw·-
tility pr<'S<'nkd for tlw sam<' rPspons<' sho11l<l pro-
vidP a warning to th• strudural <'ngitH'<'r io ])(' 
carc·ful in di:-;c·ussing dul'tility vah!<'s. Tlwr<' an' 
many d<'finitions in c·urr<'nt us<'. 
It should lw nokd that. a numiH·r of tPsts ha\'<' 
h<'<'ll mack of S<'\'<'ral diffNc•nt orwn pand ('Oil-
rwction d(•tails to :-;tud~· th<·ir <'Y<'li(· hystPr<'si:-; 
behavior and thc·ir <'n<'rg~· absorption <'apa<·iti('S 
(10, 11). 
The design pro('<'d Ur<' proposPd in this r<'port 
rPquirPH a sPkdion of an <'lasti<' limit (ksign spP<'-
trum and a sdP<'tion of maximum possihlP Parth-
quake acedNogramR. Until mon· <'XpC'riPIH'<' is 
availa hie~ it is re<'ommPndPd that tlH' inc·last ic· 
dynamic rc::;pons<' of th<' dPsigw·d f'tagg('rPd truss 
framing syst<·m h<' <·omput<'d for on<' or mon• 
maximum probable> <'arthqHakP a<·c·d(•rograms. 
Aft(•r sonw <'XJwri('IH'<' is obtaitwd with \'arimts 
ela:-;ti<· limit SJWdra and th<' suhs<'<pl<'nt maximum 
probable• <'arthquak<' a(·c·d(•rogram r<'<·ords, it may 
])(' possihk to c•:-;tahlish guid<>litws for a rdatioll-
:-;hip hdw<'<'ll tlw Plastic spl'dra and a maximum 
probable• Parthquak<> \\'hi<'h \\'oulcl mak(' th<> in-
Plasti<· dynamic r<>spons<' eomputations lllllH'<'<'S-
sary. 
Tlw an·as of tlw columns <·ompnt<·d hy the 
ml'thod d<•scrilwcl in ( 'hapt<•r Ill ar<> too small in 
tlw lmY<>r thn·c·-fourth:-; of the· huilcling }wight. It 
is suggPst<·d that tlH' ('omputPcl c·olumn an•as lw 
in<'r<'asPd by a hont 2;)% or a gr<'a tc·r <lc·gn'<' of 
<'OIIS<'n·atism h(' usPd in tlw d(•sign pro('('(hll'<' for 
t lw <'ol unms. 
The· inc·la:-;ti<' d~·m1mic· anal~·sc•s utilizc·d tlw 
:-;anw chord sc•dion propPrtic•s a(·ro::;s tlw \\'idth 
of tlw building. It i:-; suggest(•d that this <'hord 
nwmlwr is nPed<'d onl~· for tlw thre(' <'Pntral truss 
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panc~Is. The chord members for the other truss 
panels should be designed as typical truss mem-
bers. 
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